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ASKED TO REMAIH IN SESSIO
Failing Early Settlement of the Labor Con-- ,
troversies the Government May Call for the
Enactment of Laws to Govern the Situation
Union Leaders Gathering for Conference.
Washington, ng. 8 (by the' Associated Press). in
President Harding has asked congressional leaders,
view of the menacing industrial situation arising frorn
coal and rail strikes, to hold the house, now in recess,
continuously in session, along with the senate, after the
honsp reconvenes next Tuesday.
settlement of
The prospect was 1.1.
early m;v.v4that, failing
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fn i
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vne
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ine lauor coniroversies,
migut
with
to
legislative action to enable the government 'cope
conditions which thus far have failed to react favorably
to efforts on the part of the executive.
thoritles as violation
tract labor laws.
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H. B. CHASE, JR., IS
CHAMPION CRAWFISH
EATER OF THE WORLD
New .Orleans,
Aug. 8.
H. B. Chase, Jr.. of New OrUnas
"The
entered
leans,
known Knight of the Crawfish
was
late today
Tourney,"
"crowned" champion crawfish
eater of the world, after winning over nine other contestants
by eating flvo buckets full nf
this species of sea food, which
In their shells weighed
approximately 60 pounds.
George I.uthy, "Champion of
Vieux Carre." earlier in the
day won the title as speed
champion by eating 100 crawtwo minutes and
fishes in
thirty-siseconds. , Champion
will
be called upon to
I. uthy
defend his title at an early
date, however, having received
a challenge from Percy Vlosca.
"Champion of the Cabildo," his
runner-up- ,
who insisted
the
new champion did not lick his
shells clean.
In the endurance test "The
Unknown Knight" had matters
pretty much his own way
throughout the cohtest. Striking a steady gait early in the
he
contejst,
maintained it

a Wide

celved hundreds of telegrams today from locals of the shop crafts
"telling us to reject the president's
offer and not a single one ' asking
,
its acceptance."
Separate conferences between
Southern railway officials and repSERVICE PRACTICALLY
resentatives of the striking shopmen on its lines broke up finally
NORMAL ON C. B. & GL
today when the men declared that
settlement
the
national
a
PRESIDENT DECLARES
of,
only
strlka could be accepted by them,
even though the' railroad conceded
t "(B? Tie AMOflnted Prwi. "
PARLEY Chicago,
seniority rights to returning strikAug. 8. Hale Holden
ers. Fairfax Harrison, president
president of the Chicago,
of the road , later issued a general
nnd Quincy railroad, de
notice to all employes that the
clared today that his reports
company considered it had "more Ogle Says Hope of Settling showed service to be practically
than fulfilled its obligations to its
and that rumors concern-in- a
Strike at Cleveland Con normal
should
striking employes," and that Its
defective
equipment
Dimin not fNarm the public.
duty was now for unimpaired
ference
Been
Has
we
"This
transportation service.
"To. date there hatfe been no
will perform," Mr. Harrison
ished, if Not Killed.
derailments or accidents on tho
clured.
Burlington system duo to failures
Suggestions Advanced.
or repairs," he saw
(llj Thn AvMicliited Presa.)
in
'
Terre Haute. Ind., Aug. 8. rThe "In inspection
Suggestions wera, advanced that
common with most roads, we
authto
asked
be
congress might
Indiana Bituminous Coal Opera- had an
number of skill
orize resumption of federal con- tors' association will not attend ed men adequate
in tho service from, the
trol over the railroad systems the Cleveland' conference
called beeinnlmr of the strike to make all
Trlin T. T Aivk
should President Harding find it
YreeMent nf
inspections and running repairs
impossible to terminate ine ririKetne
Vnltei Min9 Workers, It was necessary to maintain safe train
further
with
poBthe
satisfactorily,
announced following a meeting of service.
thousWe ore holding
direct legislation the scale committee here today.
sibility that
ands of empty coal cars in good
act
M. Ogltv president
the
amending the transportation railof
A.
order on track awaiting resumpmight be sought to make the
National Coal association, who is
road labor board decisions in wage also an Indiana operator said he tion of mining in our territory."
matters binding upon manage- would not go to Cleveland and In
'
SHOP FORCE STRIKES.
ments and employes.
a statement said that hope of
As a
N.
J.,
Paterson,
Aug.
In
a
was
also
proposal
There
at Cleveland had been protest against work on locomoi
some quarters that. Jurisdiction settlement
if not killed by undue tives of tho Erie railroad, the en
by law "diminished
might je given the board
tire force nf the Cooke. Locomotive
publicity
over differences which arise
works of tbe American Locomotive
lng the strike, as did the present
company, walked out todaj.
TO TRY THE 37
JURY
eeniprity issue.
Cabinet members considered it
OF
ALLEGED
MEMBERS
likely ' that the whole situation
might be put up to congress in
KLAN IS COMPLETED
message,
a special presidential
should prevailing difficulties con(tli Thr Anoelnlpd Preia.) tinue to multiply, but at the
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 8.
White" House nn administration
Jury to try the 37 purpprted
OF COAL
saokesman said the president The
members of the Ku Klux Klan on
would not anticipate his course,
out
the
of
felony charges growing
mlled to Meet Friday
Mr. Jewell'and W. H. Johns- Inglewood raid of April 22 . last,
was
The
late
completed
today.
ton, president of the machlqlsts'
E
was accepted by both prose
association, in public statements Jury
cution nnd defense attorneys, is
railall
the
Indicated
that
i
today,
composed of eight men and four
road union heads, called, to meet women.
(Br Tha Aftuwlafrd Prw.l
Friday, would pass upon the ansAfter the Jury was sworn ,and
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 8 (by the
wer the striking unions will make
read, court ad- Associated Press.) Expectations of
to the president's final proposal. the Indictments
until tomorrow at the a
of the soft coal strike
Giving out figures of the condi- journed of the chief defense at- onsettlement
a national scale vanished toMr. request
tion of railroad equipment,
wife
his
who
union officials and
stated
the
that
among
torney,
night
Johnston asserted it "would take was ill.
I
operators here for a Joint confer
the railroads a year to get their
ence on peace plans with the re
equipment back into shrfpe, if
ceipt of the failure of Indiana and
the strike should stop right now. GAINESVILLE PLACED
Illinois operators' associations to
further
charged 'that
They
to Join the conference. .The
OF
UNDER
PROVISIONS
agree
strikebreakers were being "hired
hope, however, was held out that
'
in Europe, particularly England,
THE OPEN PORT LAW settlement
affecting scattering
By some of the roads, naming the
'
mirfes in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and
Chesapeake and Ohio as one such
(Bjr The AMocluttd trent.)
and
possibly West
Pennsylvania)
road.
con
Austin, Tex., Aug. 8. iThe entire Virginia, may result' from-tiiW. town
"We found at Huntington,
unwas
of Gainesville
'placed
ference, which reconvenes here toVa., men who had been brought der tha provisions of tlrfi open port morrow afternoom
over for the purpose," Mr,
President John I;. Lewis, of the
by Governor Neff late today,
"and we have cabled law
X detachment of state rangers un miners, announced that the J6int
askBritish labor organizations
der Ranger Captain W. L. Wright conference
would reassemble to
knowing that they .spread theadvertise-ha been ordered there to enforce opn negotiations. . Tho question.
1
ledge- of these American
the
law.
whether th, miners
of
however,
ments, and Intend also to cite
The open port law was invoked would be willing to mane a wags
au- to
Immigration
'case
the
the
given the agreement with the operatorr now
following Information
governor in a conference Sunday here was undecided.
with ransere who have been to Confidence
was expressed by
In makln some operators and union, leaders
Gainesville
recently.
the governor that the number of operators will
the announcement
called attention to the provisions ing to make a settlement was sufof the law, allowing offenders to ficient to insure; a break in the
be tried In dbunties adjoining those strike. Some West Virginia opera
iH which the law is In effect.
FORECAST.
tors were expected to Join in the
8.
New
Denver. Colo., Aug.
their representatives
conference,
Mexico: Unsettled Wednesday with GUARD AT PUEBLO IS
already being here.
somewhat
occasional
fflowers;
The Indiana operators rerusea to
ATTACKED BY TWO MEN join the conference and the Illinois
warmer west portion;. Thursday,
fair south, probably
general!
adjourned
operators' committee
storms
north
thunder
tomorrow without announcing
iintil
(Bj The Aunclnted PreM.I
Unsettled
southwest,
Pueblo, Colo.. Aug. 8. Ben San a final decision.
showers north,' and east portions; ehez, a guard employed by the
Mr. Lewis declined to oommeni
Wednesday, warmer except extreme Santa Fe Railroad company here on the action in Indiana and Illifair.
in
of
the
connection with the strike
nois.
southeast; Thursday, probably
The conference stood in recess
shop crafts, reported to the pollco
'
"
LOCAL REPORT.
this morniiB that he had been at- today awaiting word from the In
r
twenty-fwuConditions for the
tacked by two men, supposedly diana and
Illinois
operators
as he was whether they, would Join the 'confIiours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, strike sympathizers,
be,
enter
the
his
to
erence.about
recorded iby
university:
The long sessions of the
home, after
1
ing on duty all night, and relieved operators' meetings In both states
Highest temperature
85 of his revolver, searchlight ani were
Lowest'. ..
regarded here as indicating
then was knocked down by his a sharp division among the opera- Kange
'
not
did
assailants.
Sanchez said he
mean
would come
ton on whet y
at a. tn
notice the men until he was seized to Cleveland.
informal
Only
Humidity
A&
.
I
r
J
from behind and his farms pinned meetings here among both tha
jiuimauy t o .p. m.- no
to his sides. Being thus helpless, miners and the operators marked
t
4'rrcipuaiiun
24 the assailants took his
f
Wind velocity
weaDons the day: Ind participants In these
North
wind
and then knocked him down and.snid no decisions had been reached
Direction of
'
r
v
,
,
of
cloudy
fled.1
Character
day.
.Tartly
affecting 'the strike.
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HURTS PERSONS
IN

throughout a greater part of
the day, paying slight atten-

tion to speed tests, claims of
rivals, etc. When every other
contestant
had dropped out,
Chase is said to have remarked that lie could continue indefinitely, but that' in view of
the fact that his supplies were
running low, ho would conserve
tho remainder for his supper.

U. S. PILOT COVERS
GREATEST DISTANCE
IN THE BALLOON RACE
Left to right, Lieut.

CaL Hlchmond, kissing the bride,

Theresa I 'rank, S ergeant
Haines, congratulating tr.e groom

Company I of the One hundred
and twenty-firs- t
infantry, doing
strike duty In Bloonjjngton. 111.,
has had all the thrills of real war
duty, that is all the romantic
thrills. Sergeant Frank Becker and
his bride supplied the romance.
When ho was ordered on strike

FINANCIAL PACTIS-

the!
for the fact that his
Miss
to
Theresa, Frank, of
wedding
Chicago, was scheduled for the next
day. Miss Frank, however, decided
that a littlo thing like a strike
would not, postpone her wedding,
and so sho went down to the Chi
(llltv hft flifl
leust except

Tin

minil pninp-

-

In

TYPHOON LEVELS
5

APPROVED

WTi

'

cago and Alton railroad shops,
where her fiance was on duty, and
at an improvised altar among the
machinery and with the wedding
march accompanied by shrill
whistles and clanging bells,
Becker's compHny
treated' the
couple to a real military wedding.
en-Bi-
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XICAN PEOPLE

Frank Becker and Major

(By The Aoelnled Vrrtn.)
Geneva, Aug. 2. Major Oscar
Westover, the American pilot,
covered the greatest distance In
the James Gordon Bennett cup
balloon race according to unofficial estimates made here tonight.
Major Westover who landed, at
Csoorbetnek, 90 miles from Budapest, traveling 940 kilometers.
According to the latest figures
other contestants are placed in the
following order:
2.
Maurice Bienalme, France,
910 kilometers.
3.
Paul
Major
Armbruster,
Switzerland, S00 kilometers.
4.
Lieutenant LaBrousse, Belgium, SO0 kilometers.
5.
Major G. Valle, Italy. 790
kilometers.
6.
Captain II. D. Honeywell,
U. S., 780 kilometers.
7. A. Guglielmetti, Italy, 700
kilometer!!.
The American pilot, Lieutenant
Walter Reed, was placed tenth
with 475 kilometers.
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Newspapers Commend Rude' Coffins Being Ham- Referee's Report Recom-men- 4 WOMEN WIN PLACES
mered Together With
That - Decree of -- IN NET TOURNAMENT
.the. Agreemtn Recently
Lumber
From
Be
la
Divorce
Granted Arthur
Salvaged
By De
Negotiated
(Bj Thr AnnrlatKd
T., Aug. 8. Four of
of
C.
Wreck
Gordon, of New York. theGlencove.N.
City.
Huerta With Financiers.
women stars in the top ten of

All

ds

-

,
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Mexico City, Aug. 8 (by the Associated Press). The satisfaction
with which the Mexican people
have received President Obregon's
ratification of the financial agreement recently negotiated by Secla Huretary of .the Treasury dereflected
erta in New York was
in the Mexico City press today.
All tho newspapers expressed unand
qualified editorial approval
professed to see in this action ad-a
long step toward a definite difjustment of the international
ferences between Mexico and the
United States.
There was much editorial speculation, however, relative to the
attitude of the Mexican congress
and in
toward tho agreonu-.itthis respect there was Jess optimism, since President Obrecon's
over
control
the forthcoming
chamber of deputies is still a
matter of conjecture.
Secretary de la Huerta is given
much personal credit for effecting the agreement with the interof bankets
national committee
and he is urged to carry his success still further by fulfilling all
A3
the terms of the agreement.
the document Is understood hero,
n
Mexico must make an initial
next January on the sum of
30,000,000 pesos, which Is to be
liquidated during 1923, and this
ik regarded by the.. newspapers as
a tremendous sum to bo raised.
,

pay-me-

HAWAIIANS REFUSE TO
EMBODY RECORDS OF
PADDOCK IN REPORT
(By Th

Aaanelnfed

rrm.)

Los Angeles, Aug. 8. The Ha.
U. does not want the
waiian
records made py Charles W. Paddock to become the official sprint
records of the Hawaiian Islands,
and for this reason It has refused
to embody them in an official report to the Southern Pacific A. A.
V., according to a statement made
by Paddock here today.
"One of tho boys told me before
I left the Islands that if tho records! I made over there were officially established as the islands'
record? it would prevent the local
runners from ever establishing a
Hawaiian, record." Paddock said.
Paddock
pointed out that he
brought back with him affidavits
he mnde in races
time
the
showing
while on his Hawaiian trip, and
turned them over to Robert
Weaver, president of the Southern
Pacific A. A. V. on his arrival here.
Referring to the charge made by
the Hawaiian record committee
that he had "beaten the gun," Paddock declared it to be "all bunk."
"I didn't beat the gun nor did,
Anyone else In the Honolulu races."
Paddock said. "If any of the
races were unsanctioned by the A.
A. IT. I know nothing of it.
"They were all under the direction of George Center, president of
tha Hawaiian A. A. U. and so far
as I know, they were regularly
sanctioned.
I also took it for
granted that the sprinter none of
whom I ever heard of before, were
in good standing.'"
A.-A-

ALIGHTS
New Yorkk Aug. 8
Correa, the
which Is to attempt a flight from
New York to Rio Janeiro arrived here at 6:30 o'clock
tonight
from Esslngton, Pa The bis sea
plane, piloted by Lieutenant Walter Hlnton. trans Atlantic flyer,
alighted In (.he Hudson river
82nd street.
HTTRd-Amri.AN-

E

hydro-airpla-

(fl? The Anwlnled Trent.)
Hong Kong, Aug. 8 (by the Associated Press.) Typhoon-styicke- n
Swatow, a mangled and miserable
caricature of the port of a week
ago, doggedly gees about tho first
ghastly task that falls to the survivors of the storm-buriof the
dead.
Bodies of twenty-eigthousand
been recovered, a
persons have
death toll that triples former estimates and cuts in half the former
native
population of tho
city.
These figures were given in a circular issued by the Swatow chamber of commerce from its branch
in Hong Kong.
d
Kude coffins have been
together with lumber salvaged from th wreck of the city.
But these- cannot be knocked to
gether fast enough to dispose of
bodies which are a sanitary menacu
to the health of the living. Gunny
sacks and mattress bags have been
made Into crude shrouds. Graves
are hurriedly dug in the alluvial
flats on which the port was built,
that bodies may be interred as they
are recovered from the wreckage.
Shortage of food may prove another menace.
British in Hong
Kong already have sent $10,000 for
relief to the British consul at .Swatow.
Rice is being shipped from
the British colony to the typhoon
survivors. The Swatow municipality charitable association has organized a relief fund to which subBe- scriptions are being sought.
nevplent societies in Hong Kong
are uniting, in relief measures for
the sufferers. Other cities in China
are expected to Ireed the plea of
stricken Swatow.
Bandits making grim capital of
tne city s disaster,
are reported
to have raided homes and robbed
pedestrians 'in tho native section.
Ghouls sought to loot tho dead hut
were promptly stopped by native
al

ht

ham-mete-

-

police.

Swatow is a heap of ruins. The
tidal wave which swept the road
along tho harbor while the storm
was at its height completed the
devastation which the storm started. Water front buildings, crumthe assault of the
pled before
water, lie In tangled nondescript
piles.
Three steamers emight in
the storm were piled on the beach.
Smaller craft, demolished when
they sought shelter in Swatow harbor and to the tangle on the water
front that swirls "with the tide.
Bodies, of many victims have
drifted out to sea. They have been
sighted by steamers as far as fifteen miles. tfrom the devastated
port. Many will never be recovered.

GOVERNOR IN TAOS ON
IMPORTANT BUSINESS
,

(Speolnl Corrennondenoe tn Tbe Jnnrnnl.)

Santa K Aug. 8. There are no
new developments today in the request of Placldo .taramlllo, superintendent pf the penitentiary, for
another Investigation
into the
mutlrfy atthe prison on July 19.
Gov. M. OT Mechem left this after
noon for Taos on Important busl
ness, without having
announced
whether or not he tyid received the
is supported by
request , which
petitions signed by prominent citizens bf both parties.
Jaramillo'a
letter to the governor charges that
the board of penitentiary commisg
sioners submitted 'Its report,
and condemning" him without first having made an actual investigations ' and that he had no
opportunity to present all tho facts
in the case,
r,
N

"cen-surin-

rt The

Press.)
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A referee's
I New York, Aug. 8.
report, recommending that a decree of divorce be granted Arthur
A. Gordon against Nora Bayes.
actress, who is known in private
life as Elenore Gordon, was filed
In court here today. Mrs. Gordon
is accused of misconduct
with
Arthur Welton.
Tho report recommended that
the Gordon's adopted son, John
Katuz, aged 3, be left to the care
of his foster father.
Sensational testimony was presented against Miss Bayes, popular In vaudeville and musical comedy, who has been married and
divorced several times.
Witness for the plaintiff who
lives at tho Lambs club testified
that nn January 30 he entered a
private houso on West End avenue through a parlor window nnd
let in a number of detectives. Tho
raid was conducted at 5 a. m.
The party, according
to tho
testimony of Detective Jerome C.
P.aum, found Miss Bayes and
Welton, described as a Baltimore
banker. In a bed room.
According to Baum, the raiders
tiptoed upstairs in the dark and
found a locked door. Baum testified that Gordon had knocked
and said:
"Arthur, open tho dbor or we'll
break It in."
"If you break it In, I'll shoot,"
snld a feminine voice, according
to the testimony.
"All' right, shoot," Gordon is
alleged to have answered.
The defective said the door was
pushed open and Miss Bayes and
Welton were revealed.
"I finn'.ly got you," Gordon' was
quoted as saying, adding that he
intended to sue for divorce and
reproaching Welton,
he
who,
said, had been his friend.
,Miss Hayes, after whom a New
York theater was named, once
was the wife of Jack
Norworth
She mnrriod Gordon in
YtoT'

the national ranking list today
won their places in the fourth

round of the Metropolitan single
cnampionship at the Nassau Country club.
They are Mrs. Molla B. Mallory.
New Tork, national
champion;
Mrs. Marion Z. Jesstip, Wilmington, Del., No. 3 on ranking list; Mrs.
May Sutton Bundy, Los Angeles,
No. 4, and Miss Leslie Bancroft,
West Newton, Mass., No. 8. The
other 'our who survived the third
round :.re Mrs. Frank H. Godfrey,
and Mir.s Edith Sigourney of Boston: Miss Helen Wills of San Francisco nnd Miss Helen Hooker of
New York.

100 DEPUTIES
MERIDIAN

GUARD
RAIL SHOPS

(n Tb Auocintrd PreM.)
8.
One
Meridian, Miss., Aug.
States
hundred special United
StateB
United
under
deputies,
Marshal John H. Cook, are guarding tho local railroad shops here
tonight, following the Issunnce of
a temporary injunction by Federal
o
Judge Edwin It. Holmes, at
City, restraining any one from
In any way interfej-lnwith the
management and operation of
trains or property of the Mobile
and Ohio railroad and the. Southern railway system.
Ta-zo-

FEUD

police giveThase

but outlaws escape

Confusion Follows Shooting
and Police Reserves Have
to Be Called Out to Disperse Crowd,"
-

(i:y The Assocl

rriA.)

New Tork, Aug. 8. The east
side, still quivering with excitement from gun play in Chinatown
last night, was stirred again today when an automobile carrying
four men burst into a crowd of
clothing strikers gathered In front
of Beethoven hall on East Fifth
street, opened fire and dashed'
away leaving eight men lying
wounded on the street.
First reports indicated that the
fray might be part of a labor
war, but upon investigation the
police decided the shooting occurred in connection with a bootleggers' feud and that the woundof them tallors had
ed most
been dropped when thoy attempted to stop the car fleeing from an
attempted murder on Second avenue, Just around the corner.
Police in Mud Pursuit
auto- several
Commandeering
tnnliiloa tha nnllca r:iua TnnH mil
suit up the east side, but lost the
gunmen's car in the traffic at
Thirty-fourt- h
street nnd Third
avenue.
Reports received from
Bellovue hospital indicated that
thrco of the wounded might die.
So dense was the crowd that
assembled after the shooting and
so wild the confusion that it was
many minutes before ' police re
serves could clear the scene of
battle and treat the Injured. Many
more minutes were lost before
witnesses could he rounded up
and an investigation started.
Piece by piece, however, the
police
patched
together , their
chronological story of the affair.
The story starts at Second avenue and Fortieth street, where
Joseph Nasserl was standing. In
front of his home. Nasseri, ae- -.
cording to the police, was out on
ball in connection with the shooting of Silvio Tagllnfcnna at Grand
and-- . MuJUerry streew about two
months ago.
Suddenly a big blue car, carrying four men, appeared .' and
stopped. According to the police
theory, this quartet was bent on
avenging the death of Taglinanna. ,
Men Open Flro
Three of tho new arrivals got
out and bpgan walking toward
Nasserl.
The car. meanwhile.
i,i wi;euru nuiwiy 10 piecona avenue and Fifth. As the trio approached Nasseri, they whipped
out automatics and opened fire.
It was not the gunmen's bad
shooting but Nasseri's
skillful
dodging that saved his life.
One shot.
Nasseri
had sido
A hols was ripped in
stepped.
the shoulder of his coat. Five
more shots. Nasseri had dropped
to his knees. Five more
holes
appeared this time in the crown
of his hat.
Then a volley but by this time
Nasseri had run up stairs. Detectives found him later seated on
his bed. His hat and coat besldo
him.
But the volley, which, had left
Nasserl unharmed had itaken Its
toll ambng the innocenO bystanders who appear in almost every
Two men,
story of a shooting.
identified later as strikers, dropMore bulped seriously injured.
lets, crashing through the window
of a women's shop, lodged in two
dummies.
Tne three gunmen ran to rein tho car.
join their comrade
(Continued on Page Two.)

,

ATTITUDE OF "INDEPENDENTS"
IN THE STATE CAMPAIGN

IS A

MATTER OF SERIOUS CONCERN
Leaders of Both Parties Are Said to Be Giving
the Problem Consideration; Seme of the Independent Leaders Are Said to Be Flirting
With the Democrats for Recognition.

BOXES ARE RESERVED
BY GITHHIB SMITH.
Santa Fe, Aug. 8. What the "inFOR NOTABLES AT THE
dependents'" will do in this camANCIENT CITY FIESTA paign is a matter of serious concern in fact, is one of the most
puzzling and distressing problems.
(B The.lnoclnlea Prem.)
Santa Fo, Aug. 8.- By request of It Is the popular belief that only
the republicans
are "sitting up
Gov. M. a Mechem and
Judge S. nights"
over the question, but this
B. Davis. Jr.. New Mexico's
Irritrue.
is
from
far
is a matter of
It
gation commissioner on the Colorado river basin commission, the record that the democratic leaders
Santa Fe fiesta management has are giving quite as prayerful conreserved boxes for the fiesta for sideration to the subject, In an efSecretary Herbert Hoover, the vis- fort to turn the situation into a
iting governors and the other mem- democratic victory.
The Issue is generally regarded
bers of the commission. The coma republican
problem for the
mission, with Secretary
Hoover as
reason
that nearly all of the "indepresiding, will begin Its final session in Santa Fo on August 28 to pendents" are or were republidraft the agreement apportioning cans. The democrats need repubthe waters of th Colorado river to lican votes to win In a state elecand their theory is that if
the seven states interested.
It Is tion, can
make a desirable fusion
thought certain that the commis- they
sion will rrmaln in session beyond deal with this insurgent element,
the fiesta, which will be held Sep- thus securing the solid support of
their following, and at the same
tember 4. 6 and 6.
.
time poll the full democratic
,
strength, victory is sure to perch
OFFER FOR A MATCH
This
upon the party banner.
Chicago, Aug. 8. An offer for theory is generally
accepted as
an eight-roun- d
match between sound. The Important
question
Jack Dempsey, heavyweight cham- is whether they will be able to put
pion, and Tom Gibbon of St, Paul
on the democratic
to be staged at Shlbe park, Phil- "Independents"
ticket for Important offices, and
adelphia, next month, was received still hold the full democratic suptoday by Eddie Kane. Gibbons' port.
manager, from Louis Malls, PhilAt recent conferences which the
adelphia promoter. Kane announc- democratic leaders held at Las
ed.
Kane said he would accept Vegas and Santa Fe, some of the
if terms were satisfactory,
wera
heard In
Independents",
-

LiOR

Machine Carrying Four Men
Bursts Into a Crowd of
Clothing Strikers and Occupants Open Fire,

x

Pom-eren-

Unionists Arrive
E. F. Grable,. head of the main
tenance of Way employes organizations, E. H. Fitzgerald of the
railroad and steamship clerks,
and D. H. Helt, of the signalmen.
were the first chief officials, of
other railroad unions to arrive in
Washington.
It was understood- - that Mr.
Fitzgerald, in a letter had com
plained to President Harding thnt
defective railroad equipment ana
railroad guards, hired because of
the shopmen's strike, had created
difficulties for the employes under the Jurisdiction of his union,
which might require it to take action.

lAl

Illinois Militia on Strike Duty
Gets Thrill of War Romance

the Admin-

Has

Chicago, Aug. 8 (by the Associated Press). With
A.
Carnii
Thompson lending by a wide margin at midnight for tho republican
gubernatorial nomination in Ohio,
political observers hailed bis apparent success as a victory for
President Harding's policies and
for strict enforcement of tho prohibition laws.
The tide of political unrest seen
In recent
elections
in Indiana,
Pennsylvania, Iowa and North Dakota seemed to have boen checked in the president's home commonwealth, Thompson scoring in
the early returns a more than
two to one vote over his nearest
opponent, C. Homer Durand, the
beer and lig-b-t
wine candidate,
while Congressman C. L. Knight,
the strongest of the two progress
ive candidates, was third.
senaIn the Ohio democratic
e
torial contest, Senator Atlee
was leading by more than
two to one over his opponent,
John J. Lent., while Congressa
man S. IX Fess was holding
substantial lead over three opponents in the republican senatorial
race, Charles Dick running second, John H. Arnold third, an 1
David W. Wood fourth. Both
Lentz and Dick had the support
of organized labor.
In other commonwealths where
held,
state, wide primaries
the returns came slowly and vica
at
late
doubt
in
tories seemed
hour. First returns from Arkansas showed Governor T. C.
who sought endorsement of
his administration and .strict law
enforcement
Sunday
'including
blue laws, leading E. P. Toney,
who had attacked the governor's
position, particularly in connection with pardon and parole policies, ft the democratic gubernaThe Ku Klux
torial nomination.
Klan issue, also was brought
prominently to the front during
the closing days of the campaign.
In Alabama, where Henry Ford's
Muscle Shoals offer figured In the
campaign, W. W. Brandon issued
an early statement forecasting his
"by a
nomination for governor
tremendous ' majority."

BOTH HOUSES OF CONGRESS ARE

Meanwhile, the leaders of aW
union organizations in the transl
portatlon field began to gather In
Washington for conferences to determine the response which shall
be made to President Harding's
latest offer of a settlement basis
for the seven railroad unions now
on strike and to determine as well,
according to statements of those
who will participate, what Joint or
action the labor forces
shall take in case the president's
offer la rejected.
Rejection Is Urged.
B. M. Jewell, chairman of the
of
officers of the striking
group
unions, declared that he had re- -

t

Margin for the Ohio Gubernatorial Nomination.
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their claims for
"How much?" is th
disturbing point of the questibn.
Republican votes for the democratic ticket are needed aa hasbeen said. One of the best informpresentation

of

recognition.

.i

i

M

' -- ...

oaM

not long ago that the state nor0
mally is 'republican by 8,000 to
This is not a. wild
majority.
reestimate, according to other
liable authorities. The whole democratic campaign plan of the democrats for the last six or eight
years, with Arthur Sellgman a( the
helm, has proved this to be the
democratic belief. The plan has
provided, not so much for holding
Intact he party fores, as for centering on the republican countle.i
where 'Ussatisfaction was rife and
fomenting insurrection movements.
It is beyond controversy that the
field was rich for the development
of "grief" for the repuh tcar orThese
movements,
ganization.
howover, have not resulted In tho
success
of the ticket, but
complete
they have caused the defeat of the
republican county and legislative
tickets in stroi.g republican coun- 10.-00-

In the present campaign any
deals that may be made by the
democratic leaders will have to be
ratified by the convent! i. It is
by no means certain that the
will become a party to th
plan of placing "Independents'' on
the democratic state ticket.

BRAZILIAN DIPLOMAT
TO AID U. S. TRADE

SENATE AGREES
TO

Increase of

a

Three-tenth-

a Pound Is

Cent

SCORE OF
Browns
Tie;

of

s

Bounty Is Rejected.

(Bj Th Auoclated Ptfm.)
WashinKton. Aiir. 8. The sonata approved today an Increase
of a cent a pound
of three-tenth- s
Jn the tariff on sugar; rejected a
bodnty of
tlan for a government
for domestic potash
9.E00,000
producers and rescindeden Its forimpost
mer action in voting
of two cents a pound on white
arsenic. Potash and white arsenic
were placed on the frea list.
The susar rate of 2.3 cents, a
pound was a compromise betweena
the Z.b cents amy urgeu uy jjuum-iancane and western beet sugar
.nrnrliicora and the 2 cents pro
posed by the house and approved
by the finance committee- majors
of a cent
ity. It is
above the tariff in the existing
act and 1.05 cents
emergency
above that in the Underwood act.
Smoot Offers Compromise.
' The tfompromise was offered by
Senator Smoot of Utah, rankingfinance comrepublican onwn the
- PPf tltPfl bV thfi
tnittaA and
name vote that the senate rejected
the 2.6 cents duty. 37 to 35.
The.vote against the bounty on
potash was 32 to 80, with twelve
republicans opposing and three
three-tenth-

democrats supporting.

the 'bounty,
out the provision by which a tariff duty would have been imposed
on potash for five years at the
name rates that it was proposed
to pay the bounty, 2 2 cents
a pound for the first two years.
2
2 cents for the third year, 1
'cents for the fourth year, and 1
cent for the fifth year. Senator
California,
fihortridge, republican,
alone voted- - against eliminating
"the duty, explaining that he
the Industry should be
thought
ITostered by a tariff and not by
b, federal bounty.
The vote to place white arsenic
on the, free list was 20 to 25.
Because of the operation of the
20 per' cent tariff differential allowed to Cuba, the 2.3 cents rate
. cn sugar would work out at 3,4
cents a pound on sugar from that
fountry, which constitutes practically all of American imports.
This rate on Cuban sugar is .24
ct 1 cent above the existing tariff
and .16 of 1 cent lower than
proposed by Senator Eroussard,
democrat, Louisiana, who led the
Tight for the 2:6 cent rate.
Five noli Calls
The sugar fight led to five roll
Before considering

!

of which repubrails, on several
In A fivta
a i n va
ivaucio aim imaa fi iiian.
committee majority nplit. The

af

n
yi
4iVn

bloc

Jiublican-agricultural-tarl- ff

voted practically solidly, however,
first lor the .highest rate proposed and then' for the Smoot com
promise.
.The committee
proposing to pay potash producers a bounty over a period of five
years led to a sharp fight during
which

Senator

Lenroot,

republi-

denounced
the
can, Wisconsin,
proposition as one which would
federal
of
door
the
the
open
treasury for a steady drain of the
fame sort in the future.
Sea of lMuintles
"Adopt this amendment," he
we embark on the
"and
fcald,
we
ea of bounties from which
way never return."
Senator Smoot replied that he
fraw the situation, "It was a question whether the United States
Was to give its industry an opportunity to develop or to permit the
Oerman and French cartels to
have complete domination."
The senate was told by the
Utah senator that S. D. Crenshaw
Va
of Richmond,
v,
Virginia Carolina Chemical
maae
a aeai
'company 84hadAmerican
manufacwhereby
turers of fertilizer had signed
contracts with the Germnn and
JYench concerns for their entire
for this year
mipply of potash
to the exclusion of American producers.
Senator Reed, democrat,
declared to him It was "utthat American
terly "Intolerable"should
be permitmanufacturers
with foreign
ted to sign contracts even
have a
concerns that would
tendency' to exelude American
products from the American- mar"That is trust practice In its
Tvorst form." he said, "and Imanuviinir that anv American
nnfnrer who would do it ought
to be sent to Jail for a good long
term because )e not only is sup-it
pressing competition, but doing
Jn the interest of foreign produc
ers as against American prouuu
--

MIs-sou-

.

1

TVtTtir.V.

KF.W LAWYERS.

." Santa Fe. Aue. 8. License to
New Mexico has
practice law in the
state board of
fceen granted by
t - ftvaminpn to Don Vickers.
Tres Piedras; Charles H. Fowler,
Bocorro; David I. Watner, Albuen were admit
querque. These
ted from other Jurisdiction and
were not required to take the ex
amlnatlon.

LUG!
STRIKE
ITiTOASTCj

Cigarette
v It's toasted. This

V
,

,

one extra process
gives a rare ana
delightful quality

Impossible to
duplicate.

' Guaranteed br

and
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Firefighters

Game in Junior
League;' Barelas Tigers
Defeat Barelas Browns.

Ap- -'

proved; Proposed Potash

V-

II

BY

SOX

RED

BUT!

SUGAH

IIP

YANKEES

ciproue

1
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WRed Sox lost to New Mexico
A lost ball in the
Yankees
first inning let In six Bcores and
lost the game for the Red Sox.
New Mexico Yankees
Batteries:
Chavez and Sanchez; Red Sox
Southerland and Howman.
Browns and Firefighters played
a tie game. Score stood 3 after
the second inning. Hits stood 5
in Browns' favor. J. Parenti vgot

H

few

a

"3.

A-

No

three-bagge-

r.

George and
Trauth and

Browns

Batteries:

Jordan: Firefighters
Parenti.

-

Todav, High School plays tho
Duke City Whites.
Junior 1onRiie.
No game yesterday.
Today, Laddies play the Bob
Cats.
i
A
Pigmy League.
Barelas Browns lost to the Barelas Tigers by 6 to 3. Tigers got
lead of two scores in the first inr.
ning. Ramon Chavez 4got a
in Tigers'
Hits stood
fnvnr.
L Batteries: Barelas Brown Adol- Barelas Tigers
fo and Albert;
Chavez and Sandoval.
STANDINGS.
Senior League,
Pet.
2
.814
Browns
3
.727
8
St. Mary
2
.700
7
High Scfiool ..
5
.645'
Tildillos
.BOO
5
5
Firefighters
7
.364
Duko City Whites. . 4
Sebastian Sampiio.
2
5
.281
Red Sox
6
.250
Sebastian
Brazilian New Mex. Yankees. 2
Sampalo,
commercial attache at Washington,
Junior I.eairtic.
w. li. Pet.
is returning to Brazil to assist com.857
2
mercial missions and American Highland Laddies.. 12
4
.733
11
.
visitors who will visit the Btazilian 3. A. T.'s
3
.571
Sox. 4
White
Parelas
exposition.
.286
2
Pirates
.000
0
Bob Cats
Pigmy Jiongue.

J

A

i

threa-bngge-

'

FORMER PARSON

Barelas Tigers
Barelas Browns
'
Athletes

ill FAMILY RUN

US II

(By The AsocInted Treu.)
Springfield. 111., Aug. 8 (by

the

Associated Press). In the last
few 'weeks persons living" near the
farm of Lewis P. Fisher, who a
few years ago was pastor of the
Christian church at Cantrall,
marveled at tfie large output of
the little family coal mine while-pBut a
help was available.
"Xose-up- "
of operations at this
which
is
of
miles
ten
north
mine,
Springfield, would have revealed
Mrs, Fisher and her
son manning the top works, firing the engine, pulling the hoisting levers, and weighing the coal,
while the former preacher was
below digging out the fuel.
Mr. FiBher's story Is that of a!
man who after leaving his pulpi
dug a coal mine virtually withi
his own hands, and later offered
his mine to the state of Illinois.
Friends culled his undertaking a
"wild adventure," coal operators
told him it would cost 120.000.
and neighbors told him plainly he
was a fool. , On the contrary. Mr.
Fisher and hla young son, with
the occasional aid of a young
and with knowledge
nephew,
gleaned from a few library books,
periormca virtually all the work
himself at nominal cost.
Mr. Fishtu- - retired from the.
ministry to live on a farm. As
the winter of 1918 was a dull
time on the farm, he and his son
went out into tha timber on his
property and began to ilig a hole
six feet Brjuaie.
Frort an old
threshing engine and from parts
of a road grader he riKKed un a
hoisting machine, lie bought additional equipment from the profits of his farming, lor he had no
other funds to invest. In l'JZO he
began to take out coal.
Until he 'shut down A pcentlv he
had been taking out fifty tons a
day. The mino has a cananitv nf
about 100 ton. Mr. Fisher has
been using a force of ten
but in order to jret coal to men,
min.
era he has operated the mine
with the aid of his wife and son,
in the manner described above.
An automatic dump, Mr. Fisher's own invention, greatly reduces labor. lie built all the upper works himself.
There is coal under the entire
farm of 245 acres. There are
2,000 acres of coal
to
the place. The vein Isadjacent
uniformly
six feet in thickness.
At Cantrall there is also an old
mine which had been working
about 60 miners. These men, Mr.
Fisher said, had beenomewhat
bewildered by his operations.
He
said he was not opposed to the
union, but the men who had been
working his mine had not desired
to Join tho union and that he ex- ueviea to continue on a
n
basis.
In formally offering his mine
to the state, Mr.
Fisher wrote
Actj; 3 Governor Sterling that he
was "at liberty to take his mine
with its equipment and personnel
of men and operate It upon any
basis that will provide the stato
institutions with coal."
o

....
...

Pet.

W.

.900
.700
.333

9
7

3

AUTO GUNMEN IN
N. Y." SHOOT AND
"

HURJ8

PERSONS

(Continued From Page One.)
With grinding gears, the car turned into Fifth street.
Attempt to Halt Car
Ahead of it was massed 400
strikers. Some, having heard the
shooting attempted to halt the
car. The gunmen deliberately reloaded.
Another volley of shots.
A gray pony hitched to ft little cart belonging to a tolemonade
its side
peddler reared and fell
with a bullet In Its head. To the
six
right and left men "dropped
in addition to tries, two felled
around the corner.
The crowd drew back for a moment. It was enough for the car
to dash through and away.
Behind It sped several more auAmong the pifrsuers
tomobiles.
were four detectives who had been
avenue
seated in a car at Second
and Becopd street - when they
heard the shots.
out.
Through the traffic, In and
dashed
between elevated pillars,
times the purthe machines. At
suers crept up on the UKlye"'
at times they dropped
Finally, the gunmen's car slipped
away.

'YIELD

II

Bf The AaMicluIrd Prna.)
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BY

LOCATED

COMPANY
AT CRUCE

(Speclcl Correinnndeoce to 3 tie JournMl
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 8.

,

Tho Myers company, consisting (
H. L. Blrney, El Paso; P., ll
Dieta of Clint, Tex., and C. i
Knight; of Las Cruces, lAs bougH
ciapp's stock of merchandii
and fixtures at Hatch and wi
take possession October 1. Tl
incoming firm, of trtileh Mr. Die
is .manager, will carry full lim
Of ffrnceripn. Hrv ennria hnrrlmm
and implements at wholesale an
reiou ana Duy ana sell all Kinc
of farm products grown in tl
district.
Mr. Knight said this mornirJ
that a hay and grain barn 60 M
140 feet and an implement she!
th Dy J4u reet win he built t
or.
once. The store. Kn
for.
will be remodeled.
The busine.J
will be operated
in connectlo
with the stores in El Pnso,-Clou- d
crofO and Chihuahua, Mexico;

u

Journal Want Ads Bring Results
-- V.
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TEX. TJOVND DltAW
Battle Creek, Mich., Aug. 8. Oene Watson, Pacifio Coast chamnlnti nnrl Pnckv Smith Of New
a draw
York fought ten rounds-tWatson
weighed
here tonight.
l.1o pounds and Smith 148.

If

means th
i
musical
standai
highest

Stop Laxatives
ft Inch Only Aggravate
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.

Nujol is a lubricant not a
medicine or r laxative
bo
cannot Riipe. - '
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. . Doctors prescribe
.Nujol because

it acts

rff

LfruolSl

lfrtL,
PsSiHt

The supremacy of theVictrola among

i

musical instruments is, directly attributable

like II

natural
this
lubricant

to quality The greatness of its artists, the
perfection of its records, the faithfulness J
of its reproductions, the design and construe- - j
tion of the Victrola itself all bespeak the
highest quality and make the Victrola the
supremely satisfying musical instrument jVictrolas $25' to $1500; New Victor
Records demonstrated at all dealers in
Victor products on the 1st of each montln
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and
thus replaces
it. Try it to- -
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day.
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HEALTH OR

LilklrR
K)"7

'

A$

I For less than a dollar you can buy a
book that la just
off the press, that
tells how a man
after suffering sev- en years beat the
n. uwaoo J.

1

JytL

ffW

14

This

bcrculosis.

N.

yours for
SEND FOR

r,ooI
8,i3

it will help you. If
you are in health it
snow you how
Itl
t0 keeP yur health
I
Direct from pub- JuRt
ay
fL.I ItHi. "sncr.
send me the book.
' Seven
ears
of
Tuberculosis
And
Was
Over- How It
.
(come."
PItESCOTT PRINTING CO.,
Box 060.
Prescott, Arizona
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Say "Bayer" and Insist!

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"

We Carry the

'

.

'

represents

hand made
shade.
hand made

oil opaque. .
Let us give you an estimate
and furnish samples., Twelve
colors to select from. t

Anderson Bros.
FIIONE

COMING
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C. H. CARNES
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Wind Shield

j

This famous brand
the highest Quality
translucent window
We also carry the

OhTthe

Victor Talking Machine
Company
Camden, New Jersey

CRESCENT, '
Handmade, Unfilled
'
Tint

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Toothache
JAimbago
Rheumatism
Earache
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
Accept only "Bayer" package
which contains proper directions.
Handy boxes of twelve tablets
cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottles of 24' and 100. Aspirin Is
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacldester of

REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.

,

Important 'J Look for Jthese trademarks. Under therlid.

Window Shades

BAR ROOM"
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PETER HENLEY WINNER
STORE
OF 2:08 CLASS PACE
BOUGHT

TO DEMOBILIZE FASCIST!.
Home. Aug. 8 (by the Associatei'.
Press.) Benito Mussolini, leader
of the fasclsti organization, has Instructed tho secretary general of
the fascist! to order by telegraph
the demobilization of all the
throughout Italy, it was an
nounced today.
,
'

AS

Allen, representing the American
Aeronautical
Engineering society,
totaled three minutes and Viineteen
second in four flights, maintaining
complete control and manoeuvenng
in the wind.
The next best effort was that of
Switzerland, whose representative
stayed in the air one blnute and
forty-foseconds.
v
The scientific results obtained by
Allen's flights are extremely note Salicylicacid.
worthy In the field of motorless
aircraft, in the opinion of Professor Edward
P. Warner,
of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It is his opinion that tho
American glider If equipped with
a
motor can take
the air at any time and from any
A
gii'en position, whether flat" lands
or puis.

:

on

st

AMERICA TAKES LEAD
IN GLIDERS CONTEST
Clermont

:

outLin-

coln district, Wayne county,
Copley, one of the most promiTty The Aaenclatril Tret:)
nent citizens of the Tug river
rorth Randall. Cleveland.
O.,
country was working for the bond Aug. 8 (by the Associated
Press).
issue, which was to be used in
Dr.
T.
L.
Cooper of Dayton, O.,
the "completion of a road project
divisions
he
known as the "Tug rlvor trail" won both
2:08
clnss pace raced here this season
through Mingo and Wayne
when his Peter Henley
captured
tho Leaderpurse of $3,000, feature
of today's Grand
circuit racing
CASING IS'BLOWN
program. It was tho
event of
the day to be decidedonly
OUT OF GAS WELL
in straight
heats.
IN AZTECREGION
Peter Henley, was coupled with
Charley Sweet, whlwon the Ed(Sprrlnl Correspondence to The Jonroul.) wards pace for 2:08 class at the
.Aztec. N. M., Aug. 8. The gas July meeting.
Today
Charley
pressure at La Plata well number Sweet finished second in the second
heat.'
one, which was cappe3, became so
With Peter
out in the
great that it blew about three third heat Hal Henley
llee'won in a drivhundred and forty feot of eight-inc- h ing finish from ChaT-leSweet and
The Wrack.
casing from the woll.
watchman stated that he heard the
The 2:04 pace resulted In a split
report as it broke loose andywhen heat event, each of which furnishhe got out where he could- see the ed close finishes except the fourth.
in the air and That was won by John' Henry from
casing' was highfour-inch
looked like a
pipe," it Tramp Pafe.
was so high. As it dropped it col(Jnly four of the six scheduled
events were decided today.
lapsed and smashed the pipe.

BILLION BU.

----

non-unio-

(by
the Associated Press.)Aug.America
took the lead in the flight time in
motorless gliders on the third day
of the contests, when Edmund

FIXED

(Siclal Correspnndcnre to The Journal.)
Mora, N. M., Aug. 8. - Mora
county republicans
today were
voicing" their approval of the
three endorsements made by the
3
county committee Saturday.
When the committee met here
to perfect its organization fJr the
Resolutions
(ly The AMuclatod I'm..)
campaign, it adopted
Washington, Aug. 8 (by the As- endorsing Justice S. B. Davis, Jr.,
sociated Press.) Bumper crops In for tho senatorial .nomination;
general this year, resulting from Nestor Montoya for congress and
highly favorable growing condi- Judge Lenhy for the appointment
tions during Jy.ly, was Indicated by of federal' Judge in the new disthe government's August crop re- trict for this state.
port issued today.
A three billion bushet corn crop,
for the fourth time in the history CANDIDATE IS KILLED
of farming in the United States,
IN AN ELECTION RIOT
was forecast.
A record crop of hay estimated at
93,100,000 tons, is being harvested,
(lly The Associated Treai.)
Webb, W. Va Aug. 8. Walter
surpassing tho record made in 1919
tons.
Copley, republican candidate for
by 1,300.000
of prosecutjng
The second largest crop
nttorney of Mingo
white potatoes over ffrown.Wtas re- county, was killed and I.co Curry,
ported in prospect, the total pro- and Rufe Wallace, probably .fat
duction bpfng forecast at 440,000,-00- 0 ally shot in an election riot here
bushels, or 2,000,000 bushels
less than the record crop of 1917.
Sweet potatoes production this
year will probably make another
record, according to the August
forecast, which equals the record
crop of 1920.
The fourti largest crop of tobacco ever grown is forecast with a
total production of 1,4X5,000,000
'
pounds.
m
ni
-- -i
h n ' i n1,, r
Artfrttirr 200,000 000 bushel crop
of apples, is indicated with this
year's production more than double
that of last year.
Peaches.nro a plentiful crop. with
a total pro'ductton this year second
only to the record year of 1915.
July weather's influence on the
growing crops 'was Bald to have
been extremely beneficial," as Indicated by the increases in fore-eaof production this month, as
compared with those of a month
ago. Spring wheat showed an Increase in Its production forecast
amounting to 15,000,000 bushels;
oats,
bUBhels;
corn, 157,000,000
64,000,000 bushels: barley, 10.000,-00- 0
bushels; white potatoes,
bushels; tobacco, 10,000,000
pounds; apples," 17,000,000 bushels,
and peaches. 1.700.0Q0 bushels..
The great corn crop made vast
the
Improvement during July in imleading producing states, the
been
Kansas
in
having
provement
30.000.000
bushels over the Julj
forecast; Missouri, 25,000,00 bush
els; Illinois. 28,000,000, and 1Nebras-- i
kn, 17,000,000.

BELEN TO PLAY FORT
BAYARD THREE GAMES
The Belen baseball team, elated
over its recent victory over the
the latter
Grays here, will leave
three-gam- e
part of the week far a
series at Fort Bayard. Manager
the
Adair, of Belen, has written
beat lhe
Journal that he expects to all
three
Grays' record by taking
solgames from the Fort Bayard
diers' team. He 1s trying to book
one of the
games with Hurley and The
Belen
fnt v. Paso clubs.
team is popular with Albuquerque
fans because of Its sportsmanship
and the fast brand of baseball H
puts up.
EI.F.CTEI) PRESIDENT.
-San Frapclsco Calif., Aug. 8.
Clifford O. 'L. Hilton, attorney general of Minnesota, was elected
president of the National Association of Attorneys General at Jthe
annual convention today. Harry
Bowman, attorney general of New
Mexico, was elected

IS

today. The fight was the
growth of a bitter campaign
a road bond issue election in

M0NTGYA, DAVIS AND
LEAHY ENDORSED BY
MORA REPUBLICANS
.
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MOTHER RUSHES
RUPTURE III THE
FROM COAST TO
REGA1NKIDD1ES ENTENTE LIKELY

IKE

EFFORT TO HAVE
ORDER RECALLED
Will Be

Represented

in Fed-

eral Court' By A. T. Han-ne- tt
of Gallup; Claim In- '
junction Not Needed.
Unions represented In the present shopmen's strike will appear
In the United States court at
Santa Fe Saturday to resist the
Issuance ot an order for a permanent Injunction against certain
forms of picketing, violence and
Intimidation.
The temporary order, issued several days ago, gave
to
the unions an opportunity
, show cause why, on August 12, a
permanent Injunction should not
be issued.
A. T. Hannett, formerly mayor
of Gallup and a prominent lawyer of that city, will act as counsel for the union men. Mr. Hannett was here yesterday checking
up the allegations of tho Santa
Fe road which led up to' the
granting of the temporary order.
Mr. Hannett made no annoiinee- ment of his plan of action, but it
is believed the unions will attempt to show that nearly all, if
not all, the cases cited by the
Santa Fe were either exaggerations of small and Insignificant
or were affairs in
occurrences,
which striking union men did not
participate, or were not the agThe union men have
gressors.
claimed from the first that
had been attacked often by they
employed men.
Mr. Hannett Is mentioned as
one of the possibilities for the
democratic nomination for governor. He has acted as counsel
for unions on other occasions.
Judge Symes ' Sits
The hearing In Santa Fe Saturday will be conducted by Judge
Symes of Denver, who was appointed recently to take the place
of Judge Lewis, who was promoted to the circuit court of appeals.
Judge Colin Neblett will be in
Pueblo Saturday on court business.
Since the issuance of the temporary order, conditions have improved here, federal and county
officers say. No acts of violence
una occurred lor several davs.
iour new deputy United States
marsnais were commissioned here

The Los Angeles divorce courts,
as they ground out their dally
run of separations, chanced upon
that of Myrtle and Edward Adair.
After giving the case due consideration, the decree was granted
to Mrs. Adair and the three kiddies were placed In her custody.
Happy, she went home but the
children,-shsays, were gone, as
was her former husband.
That was three years ago.
During those three long years,
nearly every city in the United
siates nas Dcen scoured for a
trace of Adair or the three
youngsters. It seemed a long and
hopeless task, but the mother
never weakened.
A short time
ago she remarried and the search
was renewed.
Then it was learned a few days
ago that three such children were
In
enrolled
the Albuquerque
schools.
to
Information
the
Keeping
themselves, the mother and her
new husband started by motor
from California to Albuquerque.
On MonThey arrived Sunday.
day they drove past the house
where tha kiddies were thought
to live.
There were no children around
the yard, so they drove past
again and again. At last they
were rewarded
three little children were playing In the yard.
The mother stifled her desire to
rush to them for they were her
and
own, but caution prevailed
she drove on past the house.
T.
J..
Immediately
Mabry
and
started courf proceedings
a court
with
armed
yesterday,
the .mother crushed
order,
her kiddies to her heart,
and cried a little and laughed
and cried again they remembered her.
The writ of habeas corpus will
be heard by the district court Friday at which time her former husband will be required to show
cause why he should retain the
children In the face of the order
from the California' courts.
i

A

(Bjr The Aiwortated Prem.)

and Mrs.

Mrs. E. J. Gutierrez

Frances Montoya, accompanied
when
by three babies, had a scare
the sedan in which they were riding apparently caught fire on
North Fourth street near Central
svenuo at 8 o'clock last night.
They got out of the car hurriedly. Faulty Insulation is said to
have caused the car to throw off
The fire department was
, sparks.
called, but had nothing to do.

PREMIER STATES

Oskaloosa, Kans., Aug. 8. Approval of the stand of the railroad executives in demanding that
the seniority rights of the men
now working in the railroad shops
voiced
be protected, was
here
this afternoon by Governor H. J.
Allen In an address at the annual
reunion of the old settlers and
soldiers.
The governor cited guarantees
given the men now at 'work of a
square deal" and declared that
to
'to require theso companies
break this pledge with these men
would be to advocate bad faith."
rv.-.- .

THE-

HERRIN
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MOciBted
Aug. 8.

Tre.
Predictions

Lloyd George Says This is Chicago,
Regrettable But That the that Governor Len Small would
Attitude of Poincare soon issue a proclamation directed to the authorities of Williamson
Leaves No Option.
county urging the punishment of
(Hy Tli

Awoclnted Prnx.)

i

Paris, Aug. 8 (by the Associated
Minister
Press).' Prime
Lloyd
George tonight expressed the opin
ion that a rupture In the entente

was probable, if not inevitable, according to some of the French
newspaper correspondents attending the allied 'conference In London, one of whom is "Pertinax,"
political editor of the Echo de
Paris.
The British premier added that
this was regrettable, both from the
English and French viewpoints, but

that

Premier

Polncare's

atti-

tude left no option.
The correspondents say that Sir
M.
Edward
Grlgg, Mr. Lloyd
George's private secretary, summoned the British newspaper men
to the prime minister's official residence in Downing street and made
a statement to this effect.
BRITISH AT1 ITAIJAXS
OPPOSE FKANCE'S PLAN

'

QUESTION

CAR THROWS OFF
STREAM OF SPARKS;
WOMEN FRIGHTENED

-

London, Aug. 8 (by the Associated Press). The proposal made by
Premier Poincare of France for
control of Germany's finances. In
return for a moratorium for Germany, seems not to have found
favor with the British and Italian
experts, mainly because they foresee that the plan would Involve the
allies in embarrassing political entanglements which would not be
justified by what might be gained
financially.
This developed today during the
discussion of the Poincare plan by
the financial experts.
There was no meeting today of
the conference
proper, the time
having been entirely devoted to
BIDS ON COUNTY'S ,
consideration of the French proLIBERTY BONDS TO
posal by the committee of experts,
hope to be able, to draft their
BE OPENED TODAY They
report for submission to the con

Elds on approximately
$40,000
worth of Liberty bonds held by
In
Bernalillo county
the sinking
fund will be opened this afternoon
jesieraay.
at the treasurer's office at 2
o'clock. The bonds were purchased
PHYSICAL DIRECTOR
several years ago out of funds
which are accumulating in the
AND SECRETARY FOR
sinking fund for the redemption of
Y. M. C. A. ARE CHOSEN county bonds due 1931, but callable
.
at the option ,of tho county last
ins x. M. C. A. announced yes- - year.
As the bonds issued by the counieraay mat it nau engaged E. V. ty carry a higher rate ot interest
ul
nuicnmson. Kans.. as than the Liberty bonds, it Is planoiry
secretary, and L. C. Williams of ned to sell the Liberty bonds and
.Miami, Ariz., as physical director, retire a part of the "county bonds,
both to assume their duties on saving approximately $4,000 a year
September 1. MY. Williams is a to tho county on interest charges.
graduate of Carlisle and Is an ath
It Is expected that all of the
Jete. He will succeed
Glen O. banks In the city will' bid on the
Ream, physical director for the Liberty bonds at the last moment.
past two years, who has been trn County Treasurer Ed Swope stated
usually successful In boys 'work. yesterday that he did not expect
Thomas Calkins, who has had any bids until today, as the banks
charge of the boys', department Uvould undoubtedly want to know
on Liberty
during the summer, will go to the latest quotation
New York soon to take a course bonds before placing their bid.
In Columbia university.
He will
do boys work In the 23d street Y. ALLEN APPROVES RAIL
M. C. A. Ream will be principal
EXECUTIVES STAND ON
of a new school in the highlands
during the coming term.
SENIORITY

BOY SCOUT TROOP NO. 8
TO GO ON A CAMP TRIP

SMALL MAY ACT'
IN

those guilty in the Herrin mine
slayings, were made today by,
repre-members of a committee
sentJng the Illinois Manufacturers
association after a meeting with
the governor.
After the conference the committee issued a statement declaring that the governor had been
urged to put Williamson county
under martial law for the reason
that six weeks have elapsed since
the Herrin massacre and no arrests have been mado and no indictments returned and that there
was every evidence that law and
order had broken down in Williamson county and that there was
no one left to enforce the law.

THIRSTY AMERICANS
SEEK TO BUY ISLANDS
(Br The Afewlated Prru.)
New York, Aug. 8. Little Isles
In the sea, personally owned and
recontrolled, are the newest
treats of Americans who seek to
defeat the Volstead act, according
to Sir Henry Cordeaux, governor
general of the Bahamas, and Lord
Tudor,
Chief Justice 8ir Daniel
who arrived today from Nassau.
are
Americans
Many wealthy
buying or seeking to buy small
islands in Bahaman territory, the
governor general said, explaining
that tho aridity of the United
States was driving them to the
sternest measures.
'

I

B" Theater

all-st- ar

ry

state-owne-

,

pai-too-

"The Husband's Trademark"
wa"s written by Clara
Beranger
and scenarized by Lorna Moon,
former
Minneapolis
syndicate
writer.

in the Itchcn use

.

BAKING POWDER

A Big Time and Money Saver
v

r
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you know there
(

willbenolossor
failures. Thaf s

whyitisfarless

expensive than

some other

brands selling

for less.

,

In a recent magazine article
Sarah Bernhardt declared that
"Theodora" was one of the favorite' roles) of her long career and
referred to the drama which Vic- torien Sardou wrote especially for
ner as one or the most powerful
productions that she ever had.
Tet with the limits necessarily
prescribed by the speaking stage,
her presentation of "Theodora"
wag a weak thing compared with
the magnificent screen production
which Goldwyn brings to the Lyric theater, where it is being repeated today. As Bernhardt played
it, the cast, "extras" and all.
numbered about a hundred and
the cost was about $50,000. The
screen spectacle used the services
of more than. 25, 000 players and
cost more than $3,000,000
t

TO RETURN

Clean, Cisan and

Sheriff officials ure trying (o
former Knttcd
locate E. Green,
States deputy marshal, who, it is
olaimed, signed up for a Ford
at the llrlverless Auto
company and has disappeared with
the car.
Tho car was hired Sunday for a
few hours and has not yet been returned. His commission as deputy
marshal was revoked shortly before he hired the car.
A

Full'bodied

CUTTING AFFRAY IS

REPORTED AT SAN JOSE
report reached the city last
night that two men had engaged
in a cutting affray nt Sniv- - Jose.
Deputy Sheriff Charles Uanghart
and Santa Fe Special Officer Louis
A

111

i

The clean, clear, golden
color of Texaco Motor Oil
proves its purity.
Better engine performance shows thatyourraotor
needs these
full-bodi-

oils.
Four grades
heavy and

i

Reach drove to San Joso to make
an investigation.

1
MEN' ASPHYXIATED
Boston, Aug. 8. Four men were
BABY CONFERENCE AT
asphyxiated at a fire lato today
Y. W. BEGINS TODAY in 'the basement of Harris-Forbe- s
I
building, 2S Federal street. Paintfour
the
which
with
materials
ing
ihree-daA
baby health conferexploded nnd the m
ence for mothers and babies under wore working
the auspices of the pulJlc health fumes overcame them as they ran
department will open today'at the tor exits.
V. W. C. A. headquarters on North
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. I
Second street. The conference will
be in charge of Dr. O. C, West, city
and county health officer, and of
nurse.
Mrs. Little, public health
llll I i
llll
a
The program will consist of examination of babies by local physicians and nurses and lectures on
the care and feeding of young
!
CLOSSON'S GARAGE IN
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light, medium,
extra-heav-

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U.S. A.
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Texico Petroleum Products i

Run it with
Texaco Gasoline

IW

Ml

i

, Save it with
Texaco Motor Oili
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,
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SANTA

FEJS

HELD

'Good

UP

Three- strange men in a Dodge
car hold up Closson's garage at
Santa Fe late Monday night, according to word received yesterday by tho police, who were asked to stop tho men It
possible.
ore not
Details of tho robbery
known here.

Last

"All ot our best doctors had
given me up. I was unable to
leavo my bed for IS weeks and
was yellow as a pumpkin, besides
tho terrible etomach pains I suf
fered. Our druggist advised my
husband to try Mayrs' Wonder
ful Remedy and it has saved my
life. I am a new woman now."
It is a simple, harmless preparation that removes tho catarrhal
mucus from tho intestinal tract
inflammation
the
and
allays
causes
which
practically nl
stomach, liver and intestinal ailments, including appendicitis. Ond
dose will convlncte or money refunded. For sale by Briggs' Phar
macy and druggists everywhere.
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ON
PUMPS-OXFORDS

MIX STARRING IN
HIS NEWEST PldTRK.XOW
AT THE PASTIME THEATER

'

BEST BT TEST

Don't be led Into taking Quantity for Quality
Calumet has proven to be best by test in
millions of homes every bake-day- .
Largest
seHing brand in the world. Contains only
such ingredients as have been officially ap- ; proved by U. S. Pure Food Authorities.

must be a new Tom Mix picture.
This star of the screen will
develop the youngster's best manners. For that reason, when he
asks you for the money to go to
the Pastime theater for the next
four days, you
may know he
wants to see Mix do the daring
stunts that endear his acting to
the adventurous mind. And if
friends
you see your grown-u- p
waiting for the picture to flash
upon the screen you will know
that Tom's many exploits hold
lively interest tor the mature
mind as well.
Don't be surprised, too, if you
are attending 'a matinee, to discover that the ladies find strong
interest in the romance that is
a part of the coming photoplay, a
wuiianv Fox production, entitled
"For Big Stakes,'' which starts its
four days run today. No matter
what the age of the person, or
the sex this Tom Mix picture is
iiKeiy to be found entertaining
far beyond the average run of
'

,

,

.

The World's Greatest Baking Powder
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HIGH

SHOES
(FRENCH

HEELS

ONLY)

M That's what you get when you buy our Fibre Furniture. It's furniture that
you will be proud of. It's furniture that will be a credit to your home, and at
a price that will more than please you. Our stock is complete in every detail. Inspect our windows. Call, in our store. Compare our prices and qual-itWe cordially invite you.
y.

in

THE LADIES

H

SPECIALTY
SHOP- -

TOM

ot
Whenever . the youngsters
this town hear that Tom Mix is to
appear In a new screen production, there seems to be the same
stir Jn the air that Is felt around
Christmas and near circus time.
This, on the" face of It, proves the
popularity ot the Fox star. So
when sonny is unusually polite
and exceptionally obliging, if it
isn't Christmas or circus time, it

with Calumet
I

FAILS

-

"TTTEODORA" IS FAVORITE
ROLE OF SARAH BFRX1I AH l T:
SEE IT AT THE LYRIC

The Economy

Troop No. S, Boy Scouts, is planning a week's camping tripsin, the
mountains, beginning August 21.
accompanied by the .Scoutmaster.
Rev. ThotiKis F.
The
Harvey.
troop held its second meeting last
night, at which a number of boys
took the Ii'y Scout oath, and passed iiumorous tests in the tenderfoot degree. The following hoys
hove applied
for membership.
Ralph Cue, Peris Woodruff, Naon
thaniel Field, Daniel Hoke,
Woodruff, Ralph Krelsei, Spencci
Isher-man
Whitehlll, William Atkinson,
Guy, doorse Kvans, James
Claude
Saddler, John Stafford,
Marcus
Taroter, Ronald
Gray,
Stafford. l!oy Howe. Jess Litncr,
Harold Tye. Russell Golf, Hope
Wiley, Merle Wiley, Lloyd Wiley,
Reamon Iye, Ted Adams, Alfred
Holt. The meeting wan reported
by the troop scribe. Andrew

DRIVERLESS FORD

Housewife Becomes New
'
Woman

Theaters Today

The management
is repeating the picture, "Her
with
Trade
Mark,"
Husband's
Gloria Swanson and an all star
cast; also repeating the "Pathe
foYence this afternoon.
Review" and "Current Events"
The Belgian
representative to pictures.
night was preparing the draft of a
report fn& submission to the comLyric Theater "Theodora," the
mittee of experts tomorrow morn Goldwyn sensation, with an
ing.
cast, is being repeated today.
Among the new points examined It proved a great drawing card
today were the possibiirty of estab yesterday.
the
Also repeating
lishine customs barriers on the Goldwyn-Graphi- o
comedy, "Tropiof German occu cal Tea Time."
tiled
territory whether it would
be practicable to tax everything
Pastime TheaU-- r William Fox
entering or leaving the Kunr reot presents the great and only Tom
eion: the nuestion of seizure
Mix as the leading star In "For
d
mines, forests and do- Big Stakes," a mystery romance
mains on the left bank of the of
the western range; also preRhine, and also whether the 26 per senting the usual added
cent of customs duties provided
for in the agreement of May. 1921
1
which now goes to the allied GRIM
STAGED
BATTLE
treasuries, could, Instead be paid to GLORIA SWANSON'S PICTI'IIK,
the reparations commission, thus HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK
forming part of the reparations
fund.
One of the most
fights
In today's discussions the Bel that has been stagedthrilling
for a motion
the
supported
glans strongly
in
a
time
in
occurred
long
French viewpoint, in opposition to picture
studio for scenes in
the British, while the Italians Paramount
s
in
Her Husnana , TraacniarK,
leaned toward the British position which
Gloria Swanson stars for
which appears to be that it may Paramount
at
"B"
the
theater,
easily be possible to resort to meas wnere tne
picture is Demg reures of such stringency as to defeat
today.
the object in view, while running peated
was
scene
of a
The
the risk r)f ultimately disorganiz Mexican haciendatheandinterior
the place
economic
life.
Germany's
ing
being raided by Mexican bandits
was defended by Richard Wayne,
STOLEN GOODS FOUND
who plays the leading male role,
Miss Swanson looked on in
AT HOME OF- BOY, 17 while
terror. The fight occurred par-- 1
tialiy on the stairway and Wayne
Celso Salazar, aged 17. who had tore away the balustrade newell
been arrested when goods stolen post and beat off the rifles ot the
from the home of-- ' Mrs.
attackers. Sam Wood, in direct- 620 West Copper avenue, were ing, worked the scene up to n
found in his house, was released climatic pitch, until In the real-Iswhen it was discovered that the
k
of the moment it almost
boy had been tried and paroled for
of actuality and before they
tho same robbery last September. were through, the bandits and
Why the boy had not returned the Wayne were almost fighting in
property at the time of the parole reality.
Miss Swanson's screams
was not brought out. The articles weren't
altogether feigned it was
included bedding,
clothing and a very exciting moment, to say
hand painted dishes.
the least.
eastern-bounda-
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E, MAHARAM & SON
518 West Central
This charming: three piece fibre suite, c6nsistinB of six foot settee, with upholstered
back, and two rockers to mutch. Kegular prlco $150.00.
(P1 OA
JblZU.UU
Special
.The above suite'without upholstered back. Regular price $110.00.
Special

ffi

Come in and Inspect

Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults
For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault pro-

.$92.50

Fibre rocker, high back, upholstered inner spring cushion over spring seat. KeRii-lprice
(POT CA'
ar

$35j.00.

Special

$32. SO.

jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access.at all times during

Fibre Day Bed,
price $87.50.

business hours.

First Savings Bank
and

.Trust Company
N. M.
AI.HtHM'KKQUB,.

D4 I

Other high back
Regular price

viding ample storage for

'

ft

Special

Ul

Special

,0

rockers.

$25.00
Regular

$65.00

Fibre Tea Wagon. Regular
price $31.75.
Special

t.

. .

,

Tlain fibre rocker, with Inner spring cushion over
spring seat. Regular price

S26.25

'Fibre Table Lamp. Regular
(JJ rjfT
price $18.90.

Special

-

Special

.........Dl'.fD

Flain
fibre
fan
rocker,
shilpo back, inner spring
cushion over spring seat.
BL3
Regular price
$:o.i
Special U1U.UU ft!

Plain fibre rocker. Regular
price $8.50.
Special

$15.50

$6.50

LIVINGSTON & CO

fJ0ME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5
,

West Gold Avenue.
"WHERE QUALITY

li
el

a

B1

Albuquerque, New Mex.
IS HIGHER THAN

PRICE"

'screen features.
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NEW YORK DROPS
f

10-1-

GAME'

11

GINGINIUTI

TO

Meadows. Singleton, O. Smith and
v
Henllne, Wlthrow.
Second gime:
J'lltslilii'xll.
AB. Jt. H.rn.A.E.
Maranville, ss., 6 1 4 2 1 0u
Carry, ft . . 65 2ft 12 23 00 0
Blgbee, If :. .
Russell, if . . 4 2 3
Tlerney, 2 b
0
2
Tray nor, 3 b
0
0
Grimm, lb
0
0
Schmidt, o
2
0
1
0
. . 5
Morrison, p

100
.514200
.511
.502
..601
,

--

'?

t

i

;

Reds Win By a. Score flf 7
to 4; Pittsburgh Takes a
Pair From Phillies. By 19
to 9, 7 to 3 Scores..

r

f
i

8.

After

to Cincinnati todny in tho tenth
inning 7 to 4. With the bases
filled and none out In the tenth
the Reds scored two runs on Bancroft's wild throw. Two more
runs followed on Itlxey's sacrifice

fly and Burns' double. Nehf accounted for New York's third tally with a circuit drive. Both of
Kelly's homers were terrific clouis
tho first going high Into tho richt
field bleachers, In the seventh,
and the second clearing the fence,
behind the left field
bleachers,
the first time it had been done this
year. Manager McOraw wag put
oft the field In the sixth inning
by Umpire jRiglor for disputing;
n decision. Score:
Cincinnati
a b. rt. if. ro. a.e.
.
Burns, cf . . . n 1 1 4 1 0
1
fl
5
2 12
.
.
Baubert, lb
Tmncan, If ... 4 n I 3 0 0

.

1

Harper, if

Fonseca, 2b ...
Hargrnve, c . ,
x Neale
Wingo, r
Pinelli, 3b
Caveney, ss . . . .
xx Rousch . .
Kimmick, ss . .
Eixey, p

....
...

Frlsch,

,

i

1

1

.1

1

2
2

0

1
0

0
0

ss

fl

0

ft

2
ft

ft

fl

fl

3

0

0

1

3h
2b

Meusel, If
King, rf
Kelly, lb
Cunningham,
Snyder, c
xxx Young
Smith, c
Nehf. n i
x Rawlings
Ryan, p

4

....
....
...

cf

....
..

....
...

4

7 10 30

1

ft

5

0

ro. a. k.
1

2

2

5

0

fl

1

Ti

0

2

5
4

ft

fl
ft

ft
fl
fl
fl

3

fl
2
ft
ft

3
2
3

6
n

1

r,

n

fl

1

2

3
2

1

ft
1

ft

1

n

4
2
o

n

0

n

1

ft

1

1

ft

1

fl
ft
ft
o

1

ft

ft

ft

ft

fl

I

fl

1

f

0

4

1

1

3
40 S 13 30
Totals
x Ran for JTargrave in tenth.
In
xx Batted
for
Caveney
1

tenth.

xxx

t

Ran for Pnyder In
Batted for Nehf In seventh.
sev-nt-

By Innings:
10 f
flflft nil 100
Cincinnati
New York 000 ftOl 101 0 3 13 3
e
hifs
Summaryl
Horn runs
Burns.
Duncan.
Hargrave, Nehf. Kelley, 2. Stolen
r,ase Burns. Double plays
Caveney and Daubert: Burns
Base on balls Off
nnd Fonseca.
Nehf. 2: Ryan, 2; Rixey, 1.
Struck out By Nehf, 1: Rixey, 4
Hits OffNehf. fi in 7: Ryan,
In 3. Losing pitcher Nehf. Time
2:20.

47

Twjj-bas-

Fon-Mc-

a,

1

4: I'.rooklyn. 2
dinco, Aug.
S.
Brooklyn
Brooklyn,
e
made nine hits today, but
well
kept them 4 to 1. scattered
and Chicago won
R. K. E.
Score:
0
0
Chicago .. 0t0 KflO OftO 4
000
010
0001 O'Far-1M?rooklyn
Batteries: Aldridge and
rell; Reuther and Miller.
Ald-rldg-

0

4

1
0
:t

3

0

0
0

4

2

3
2
3

0

8
4
0
fl

ft

0

0

0
0

'

10

0

0

1
0
1

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

1
1
1

llfl

1
1
1

10

0
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 27 10
..34"
Total
Batted for Winters in fifth.
Batted for G. Smith in ninth.
R-E.
Bv innings:

001 041
000 Oil

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

1

0107
0013

19

0

9

1

hits
Summary:
2;
Russell,
Carey, Maranville,
Double
plays
Tlerney, Traynor.
Walker to Leslie. jtfase on balls
Off Winters,
2;
1; Morrison,
G. Smith, 1. Struck out By Winters. 1; Morrison, 7; G. Smith,
2. Hits
Oft Winters. 11 In 6; O.
Smith, 8 in 4, Losing pitcher
Winters. Time 1:35.
Two-bas-

e

DAYS
Pittsburgh,

LEA

19--

G

THETE'ENSHrvE

'
By NOR.MAX E. BROWN,
Quarter of a Contury.
Has rolled by since Annie Oaklev first began attracting world
wide attention by her ability as 'a
And she Is still shoulmarksman.
dering her favorite gun for exhibi
tions. She is probably the best
figure in the firearms sport
Dauss Has the Best of Mays known
in the world.
1
Annie
Little
Oakley,"
they
and Detroit Wins, 2.to ; called
her twenty-fiv- e
years ago,
Senators Trim Browns By and she's still called that.
She Is
small in stature and trim looking
a 3 to 1 Score.
as a result of her years in the Open.
She first gained famoas one of
(Bv The Aannclaled Tress.?
the star attractions with Buffalp
Detroit, Aug. 8. Datiss had the Bill's wild west show. She broke
best of Mays in a pitchers' battle
glass balls, shot down sevoral coins
here today and Detroit defeated tossed
into the air simultaneously
New York 2 lo 1. Score:
rand did other shots which needed
Now York;
a
wonderfully keen eye and steady
AB. R.H.PO.A.E.
IHer pleasant personality as
0 hand.
2
0
0
4 0
cf. . .
Witt,
well as5 her skill won her world1
4
0
Dugun, 3b
wide popularity. ' Her
husband,
0
3
0
Ruth, If ..
Frank Butler, has accompanied her
1
3
10
.,
lb
Pipp,
her
as
acted
and
manager
through
3
3
0
Schang, c
out her career.
1
4
0
Meusel, rf
.Miss Oakley, (or Mrs. Butler, If
3
3
0
2l
Ward,
you will), tells laughingly how sha
3
fl
3
Scott, ss :.
wonderful chanco n
had
once
0
3x1
Mays, p . .
finish the OOrman kaiser but had
0 no inkling at that time that he was
8 24 18
1
30
Totals r.
going to be in great demand by tht
Detroit
She gave an exhibition in
AB. P.. If. PO. A. E. allies.
1
2
0 Berlin and after she had shot the
2 15
4
Blue, lb
from the cigarette of an
Cutshaw. "b . . 2 0 0 B 6 0 ashes the
then
present
2
0
0 aide,
2
4
Cobb, cf
fl
0 crown prince, asked her to perform
0
3
Veach, If
She
on
his
0
fl
1
0
cigarette.
granted nis
Ileilmann, rf . 43 ft 1 00
request and did a perfect job of
Jones, 3b
0 shooting off trie astiea.
7
1
2
3
0
Rlgney, ss
In her career she has appeared
0
0
2
0
Bassler, c
1
0 before Prince Edward of England.
0
3
Dauss, p
Emperor Francis Joseph, of Auscrowned heads.
2
0 tria, and other
9 27 20
28
Totals
She has acted as Instructor to
,
Score bv innings:
in
the Lnited States
000 000 1001 many notables
New York
100 000 Olx 'i and Europe, and of lato has deDetroit
e
hits Pipp, voted much of her time to aiding
Summary:
Ward. Stolen bne Veach. Dou- charitable affairs by giving
ble plays Uigney, Cutshaw and
Blue; Cutshaw and Blue; Mays.
Soott
Scott and Pipp; Schang,
Base on balls Off 'ALL
and Pipp.
OF
1.
out
Struck
2:
Dauss,
Mays.
Time
Bv Mavs, 3; Dauss, 2.
1:54.

II

10
12

ltfl

30
1031

1

STARS'

UK

Philadelphia,

.Cincinnati, 7; New York 3. (Ten
Washington. 3; St. Louis. 1.
iriningsl.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 8. SouthChicago,. 4; Brooklyn, 1.
ball
Boston-Stpaw Zachary pitched
Louis, rain.
lusre today and
in the pinches
defeated
the
ASSOCIATION'.
league
AMERICAN'
Washington
MAY PLAY
leading Browns 3 to 1. The NationToledo, 2; Milwaukee, 9.
Indianapolis, fl; Minneapolis, 3. als wQJi bv bitting Davis in the
With New York losing,
pinches.
Louisville, 6; St. Paul, 5.
the Brown retained their lead of
No other scheduled.
Negotiations are under way for
one game. Score:
a three game series hero about
6, 7 and 8 between
Washington.
October
the
AMEIUCAV LEAGUE
AB. R. II. PO. ArE Albuquerque dray's and an "All
Chicago, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
1
1
5
4
tho
Star" team from
Rice, cf
Western
-Detroit, 2; New York, 1.
4
0
1
0
Harris, 2h. . .
league. With the Wichita, KanBoston, 15; Cleveland, 6.
ft
0 14
.
lb.
a
sas
starter
as
tho
.ludcc,
team
for
Washington, 3; St. Louis, 1.
1
0
1
All Star team and many of the
Brower, rf..
2
1
Hoslin, If...
star players from other teams of
ROCTHERV ASSOCIATION
1
1
3b..
ShnnliS.
the league, the "All Stars" are
Atlanta, 18; Little Rock, 8.
2
0
Pecklnpaugh,
expected to prove the snappiest
Mobile, 8; Chattanooga, 0.
0
3
c..
Piclnich,
5.
team In the west this season.
New Orleans, 0; Memphis,
1
0
Zachary. p..
The "All Stars" will start on a
Birmingham, 18; Nashville, 4.
western' tour this fall .and haVb
1
3
16
8
27
32
Totals
asked Manager Padilla about a
COAST LEAGTJE
St. Louis.
series here in October. Padilla
Sacramento, 4; Los Angeles, S
A.E.
PO.
H.
II.
AB.
2.
stated yesterday that if arrangeVernon, C; Portland.
4
. . .
ss.
Gerber,
.
ments can be completed, the All
Seattle, 7; Oakland,
4
Stars and the Grays will clash at
Salt Lake, 7; San Francisco, 2 Tobin, i f . .
4
Sisler. lb
Baelas field, probably on the
3
.
If.
.Tacobson,
WESTERN' LEAGUE.
above dates.
4
So fur tho Grays have an open
Oklahoma City, 7; Des Moines, 0V MjjManus, 2b.
3
Williams, cf
Sioux City,
date for Sunday, but arrangements
Wichita,
3
e
Collins,
are being nindo for a game with
Tulsa, 7; Omaha. 9.
2
Austin, 3b
Santa Fe either here or there. It
Bronkie, 3b.... 1
WEST IEXAS LEAGUE
is expected that the negotiations
2
E.
H.
R.
Davis,
first
game:
Score,
.will prove successful.
ft
Sweetwater 100 100 0103 9 4 Pruett. p
1
San Angelo flOl 213 llx 9 10 1 zVanGilder
One of the most Interesting fea0
Batteries': FlehaHy and Pipkin; zzDurst
tures of Manila Industrial life is
Muns and Klindworth.
Rl 1 7 2 10 2 the wonderful skill of its 'women
Totals
R, H. K.
Score, second game:
whose
lapidaries and
1
6
z
Batted for Davis n eighth.
Sweetwater
..011 101
tastes and workmanship have far
In
VanOilder
eighth.
6
7.7.
1
for
Ran
200
San Angelo... 100
utqiassed the powers of man.
Bv innings:
Batteries: Qressett and Tram3
"00 110 010
Robertson.
Ran
and
Washington
mel;
000 00 0101
R. H. E. St. Louis
Score:
e
hits Rice,
Stamford ..300 000 002 5 7 4
Summary:
2.
base Harris,
Stolen
Arrtarlllo ..211 300 lOx 8,18 4 Sisler.
unci
Batteries-- , Applcton, Myers and Double plays Shanks, Harris der-beJudge, 2; Pruett. Slsjer and and
Schmidt;: HUjl and Byers.
Harris
Score-R. H. E.
Pecklnpaugh,
1
2
Base on balls Off Davis.
0
Judge.
Ranger ,...000 000 000
Zaeharv. 1;. Pruett, 1. Struck
Clovis ....000 20lfelx 6 10 0
Batteries: Phillips and Clayton; out liv Jiavis,
oauiiQija
Off Davis. 7 in 8 Innings; pnieu
Burleson and Erwin.
R. H..E. 1 in 1. Losing ritcher Davis, xime
Score:
7
2 hours.
4
Abilene ..000 001 201
Lubbock
.000 000 llx 11 8 3
nnsion. 1,: Cleveland. 6.
Battorles:
McFarland
and
8.
Boston
Cleveland. Aug.
Burch; Edgar and Allen.
onri nt will 15uealnst6. Cleveland to
The
to
won
batting
and
day
KANSAS AND MISSOURI
of TinrH. Fewster and
Speaker
fentured. the last named hitting
TO WORK TOGETHER IN
tivr, home runs over the right field
COAL wall, there being no one on base
DISTRIBUTING
cither time.
R. H. E
..r.ro- '
(Br The Anwclaled TrMi.)
"ITftlftSftft 1R 21 1
8
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. (by the T.,rn
1
6 10
Associated Press) The governors' rinvelnnd"! .002 000 103
T!!ittnrisKmt and Walters;
coal commissioners ot Missouri and
Edwards and
Kansas, meeting In a Joint session Morton, l.indsev
here today, decided to work to O'Neill, L. Sewell.
In
dis
connection
with
the
gether
tribution of coal in the two states.
Chicago, fl: rhlladclpliia, 4
A joint office is to be established
rhirairn Ancr. 8. Chlcaeo con
here and priority orders will be tinned its heavv hlttln today and
placed for the shipment of coal In Hnffntcd Philadelphia 6 to 4,
the southwestern Missouri and Collins leading the attack for tho
southeastern Kansas coal fields,
locals with four hits. Robertson
For Stack
For Leak
pitched in fine form, striking out
nine of the Athletics.
R.H.E.
SSrnrp!
'

WESTERN LEAGUE

air-tig- ht

HERE

.",

.

.

.

,

.

7;

p.......
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THRIVING FARM
(Iy

The

AJtIotnl

TreB.)

Hibbing, Minn., Aug. 8 (by the
Associated Tress). Driven from
the ranks of contenders for the
lightweight boxing championship
by Impairment of his eyesight In
a motorcycle accent, Lawrence
W. (Tal) Brown consequently discontinued efforts to develop a
championship punch. Since then,
however, ho hns proven that ho
has a spirited change of pace and
a winning stride elsewhere besides in the ring.
Brown, In the shor tspace of
fivo years, has developed his old
training camp site on a homestead near hero into a thriving,
farm; stocked It. with cows, pigs
and poultry to the extent that he
is considered back into running
for fame, not as a pugilist, but as
a sure enough,

iTv

Iv

honest-to-goodne-

farmer.
Pal Brown
As a lightweight,
fought and defeated some of the
in this
classiest 135 pounders
The reccountry and Australia.
ord book shows Brown was at his

The largest selling

best from 1D09 to 1915.
It was in the spring of 1915
that Brown was fcijured In a mowhich forced
torcycle smasliup,
him to give up boxing.
With a w ife and family to support, Brown went to work just ns
soan as he left Ihe hospital. He
lilted athlolics, so he took. up a
special coirrse. The former pugilist studied his athletic course
evenings while clearing land on
When the war
tho homestead.
came ho was appointed an athletic director and recreational supervisor at Fort Snelling, Minn.
Returning to Hibbing af;er two
years. P.rown was given a similar
with the Hibbing
appointment
Two years ago
villiicn schools.
Brown gave up his special work
nnd devoted nil of his time to
his homestead.
Now "Pal" has a herd ot twenty milk cows, some blooded cattle, a collection of prize pigs and
several pens of.
foul-tr-

bever-

fruit-flavor- ed

age in the world, due
to superior delicious- ness, purity and quality. Be sure you are
served
Spld in bottles, also
at fountains.

,

the-genuine-

1

.

KODbSHi

.

-

5c

y.

With his wife and five youngsters. "Pal," assisted by a farm
hand, is milking cows, cutting
This
hay and cultivating crops.
year's crop will be sufficient to
feed the livestock this winter,
while from the proceeds ot the
dairy "Pal" expects to finanfe
numerous v improvements
for his
farm.
Brown's farm consists of 120
acres. He has rented an adjoining eighty acres for pasture.
Twenty acres of his farm have
been cleared and are under cultivation this year. By next spring
"Pal" hopes to have twice that
much cleared.
Brown has altons of
ready harvested forty-fiv- e
and
hay
twenty tons of root
crops this year.
As"S side line Erown la assistLeing Hie Hibbing American
gion post, to promote occasional
boxing cards.

-

Ingredients

Wf

Pf

ice-co- ld

j

mrica1'

"

The three ,'Cruih" clrinkj grytheir
flavors from the delicate fruit oils pressed
. from the fresh outer skint of oranges ,
lemons r limes, to which are added
from these fruits, cane sugar
juices
U. S. certified food color, carbonated
and citric acid
the natural
' water,
acid of oranges, lemons and limes.'
Distributed txcusivtfy

Occa-Co- la

by

Bottling Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ruah Co, Chicago, Winnipeg and London.
.vers are prepared by Orange-is Made."
Send for free pamphlet, "Hajw Orange-Crus-

The "Crui

0

COMING

"TEN NIGHTS IN
A BAR ROOM"

gem-setter- .,

04
03

I

,()'. nsn.

'iwi

.

'P
mi)-

iiMmMfMiiaiwiiiJ

Two-bas-

Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh.
Pltts- Philadelphia. Aug.
double
header from
rmrgruwon a
Philadelphia today 15 to 8 and 7
to 3. The second game was the
tenth straight victory for the
Pirates.
R. If. E
First (tame:
Pittsburgh .304 302 41 2198 27 40
IT
Philadelphia flftl fllft 510
Batteries: Hamilton and uoocn;
S--

7;

.

MAYS
GAMES
NATIONAL LKAGLK.
at Boston.
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
St. Louis

Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
AMERICAN' LEAGUE.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Washington at St. Louis.

m

r;

'

'A

1

-

CLOTHES
TAILORING

HABER
DASHERY

ft
14

AMERICAN
St. Louis
New York

Detroit

W.

63
63
4

.

Washington'
Philadelphia'

PS Boston

(JOHN

LKAtilli

.'..fid

..

Chicago
Cleveland

PHONE 520114' WEST CENTRAL AVE.
Advance Fall Styles Are Arriving Daily

EVEN

Rciub

And Better Prices See

W'OM

55
55

50
41

41

L.

43

45
50
61
55
65
62
65

"llL52r

i.i

'

;hasMnyattradion?r
th9 mbuntainsilbe3Lclej

Fot Metal

l

For Roo

These paints
will save their cost

2
Philadelphia 031 000 000--- 4 10
Chlcneo ... 200 021 lOx6 14 2
Batteries: Hcimach and Perk
ins; Robertson and Yaryan.

FOR
1

1

IS.

BOXERS

FOR

'August 9, 1922.'

IliXSKSiSK
(t

MOUND DUEL

.,

'
s

TRAINING CAMP

A

Two-bas-

SUITS
XATIOXAL

TIGERS DEFEAT

.....

YESTER

ft

2
ft

0
1
0

3

0

fl
n

i

3

0

ft
ft
2

5
4
I
3
4
3

Le

0
0
0
0

ft
2

0

rf

1

4

27

1 9

7

PlillurtKlphln.
A H. 11. H. PH. A.E.
Rapp, 3b
2b.
Parkinson,
Williams, cf . .
Walker, rf . .
Mokan, If . .
Wrightstgne, .s
Leslie, lb .
Hcnline, c
Winters, p
Lebourveau
a. Smith, p

0
0

1

3.0
fl
0

fl
fl

Xew York
ar. rt. it.
. .

3
2

' 0

3
1

3!

Bancroft,
Oroh.

1

f

ft
5

....

Totals

R

4i

Total

.

Kel-

ly a second homo run had tied the
coro In the ninth, tho Olnnts lost

7

1

New York, Aug.

'
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Tage Four.

the flashings after
winter. You can plug them now with Carey

good roofs have breaks around

rin
ft

1

1

:

nmj Kcnrsioiviai&s
V&i6 ScpfcTnto30; "Final

Noahs Pitch and save costly leaks which would be bound
to come later.

'return hmiiOctobcr

N

Pet.
.594
.583
.637
.518
.500
.476
.398,
.387

.Regular paintings of your hot metal surfaces with Carey
Carbon paint will make your stacks last the way you want
thefn to. Black Asphalt paint will do the same for the cold
metal surfaces. That's what it is made for.
Worn-ou- t,
threadbare, dried up roofs of every kind can be
filled up,
and made weather defying once more
with Carey Asbestos Fibre Coating. It adds years of service
at low cost.

wmsmmiNmr

1

can be YisitedL

bvmakma.

FIBRE COATING

Yon will enjoy reading only
"California Pic" -- e Book"
and "Grand Cat
i Outing'
folder. . Free .
equea.

AND REPAIR PRODUCTS

GARBAGE CANS
LARGE SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
FIVE SIZES
Call or Phone

J.Korber &Co.
Albuqucrqye's Large Hardware Store'

AAllONAIi
New York
Ht. Louis

,

..

Pittsburgh

Chicago
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
.

61
62
65

.,56

..

i , ......60
50

Philadelphia
Boston

LK AO L K,
L.
W.

36
31

42
43
47
48
61
62
62
65

Pet.
.592
.590
.639
.538
.523
.490
.367
.343

is woman'
considered in many parts o CMna
that a father, if nuked the number
of his children, will probably leave
out the girls in his reckoning.

p:
.

':

o.

sorensonco.

WholetaU and Retail Building Mattriah
Brick Lime Cement
North First St. & Marble Ave. V
,

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.,M.

4

Nationally

mom.

1

1

few

as-Si-

Phone 204.
'
,

Sfc

R. W. HOYT, Agent,

,
...

1

Albuquerque, N.

!

Augusts, 1922.
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Women's Daily Magazine Page
FOUR DANCING FEE

Social Calendar

BY JANE PHELPS.
Ladies' day at Country

UKRTI'E SACnil'ICKS HER J.EW
CJjOTHES.
CHAPTER 41,
Virtue may be its own reward,
doubtless often is, but it is some-- ,
times hard lor tnose who practice
it. Gertie was shabby, undeniably
shabby as Jar as street clothes
went. She had longed for a new
dress and coat before Tom Norris
came if he 'came,
which she
doubted at times. But neither to
her mother or Tim did she say one
word about disappointment; and it
was with a smile she gave her hard
rained "money to the doctor, the
druggist, and others so that Tim
might only get well, but that ho
should have such good treatment
,
he would not be lame. ..
Almost the first thing Tim had
said alter his leg was set, questioned future lameness:
"Will I be like Fete Dooley,
Ma?" Little Pete had broken his
. leg about a year before, and because of lack of proper" attention
would always be lame.
"No, dearie, you won't be lame
at all, the doctor says. He says you
have been taken good care of and
you won't even limp.".
"That's bujly! I was afraid I'd
he like Pete."
i
Mrs. Cummtngs
repeated this
conversation to Gertie.
"It's all you, dearie, all your
money that's keepin' him from Being lame."
"It .would break my heart if Tim
should bo lame," was all Gertie
t said, but she thought: How much
more important he is than a dress
and, a cont dear, little, gay Tim,
the lifo of the household, the only

club at

10 a. m. Luncheon at 1 p. m.
G. K. Warren Woman's Relief
Corps No. 1 will meet at I. O 0. F.
hall at 2:30 p. m. Initiation and

household, a
one.
Lilly was sympathetic with Tim,
but found fault with' Gertie be
cause she denied herself clothes.
iou'U never get a beau if you
don't fix yourself up," she told hor.
"You look all right dancing, but
just think how you look in the
street! It ain't fair for you to go
without everything for the rest of
I see Jennie's got a new
them.
dress."
"It don't make any difference
about me, as long as I look ail
right at Fagin's," Gertie replied.
Not even to Lilly would she confess
her longing to look nice for Tom
Norris.
"But Jennie's in school,
and some of the girls aren't nice
to her if she looks too shabby.
Her dress was cheap. When she's
a teacher she will help out a lot."
"Well, all I pan say is you're a
goose, Gertie.1 Jennie's got education enough.
She ought to be
helping now. I feel like telling her
so every time I see hor playing the
lady while you work."
"Don't you ever dare!" Gertie
blazed forth. "I'll never speak to
you again if you do! She's always
feeling bad because she can't help,
and it might make her give up the
idea of wanting to be a teacher if
anyone said anything like that to
her. Remember" don't you dare!"
"Oh, well, I won't. But it don't
change my mind any. M.i and me
was talking about it the other night.
Ma said that nowvTim was hurt
Jennie ought to go to work."
"Your mother don't know any
thing about it! I earn enough to
keen her in school and she is go
ing to stay there. She's only got
about three years more before sno
can take the regents. Then she can

refreshments.

FLAPPERS COIN
A VOCABULARY
OF THEIR OWN

By FREDERIC .T. HASIUN
Washington, D. C., Aug. S.
Just when Henry Mencken almost
made slang look respectable along
comes the flapper to Inject a
lancomplex into the American
If you walk aloof from
guage.
the flapper tribe you may be
peacefully unaware that there is
an elaborate flapper patois,
as
much a part of the outfit of the
snappy young thing as her roll
tops, sport hat, and sweater.
Llk the uniform, the language
of the flapper is peculiar to her
type. The only exception Is that
the flapper language is also
spoken by the cake eater and other male contemporaries of the
modern girl. To the rest of tho
population, Including almost everyone over. 25 years, flapper talk
comes close to being
Incomprehensible. Not many of the terms
are In general use.
Few full fledged
for
adults,
Instance, would be able to use cor-- 1
rectly in their flapper meaning
tomato,
egg,
potato, mustard
boy.
plaster, lemon squeezer, squirrel,
- Naturally a boy of his ago fret-fr- d
henries, alarm clock, and flat tiro.
at the confinement. So many a teach."
These are perfectly
respectable
dime and quarter went for little
"Three years. And you'll be an English words In their established
amuse
could
he
which
old
with
time."
maid
that
sense. In flapper language they
things
by
himself while lying in bed. This,
"Not a very old one, Lilly, And are used as metaphors. Some are
Tho apt, while others seem forced.
added to the other bills, kept the I expect to be one always.
entire family unnble tn do any- kind of a fellow I would want to
Flat tjre Is certainly an exMrs. Cumming's marry, wouldn't want me."
thing but live.
pressive term for a maidenly flaplaundry work had fallen oft with
over 30. Alarm clock, for
"You're too high and mighty!
the hard times, but had it not she One would think you expected a per
chaperon, Is not far fetched, eithwould hove boon obliged to give prince br something, a millionaire, er. Chaperons nowadays are about
some of It up because of the time perhaps.
I told you as popular and as little heeded
Kemember,
it took tV care for the little Invalid I'd stead George
A
chaser.
Murphy if you as tho family sleep
Gertie curtailed her morning rest, didn't want him. He's awful nice." mustard plaster Is listed In one
nnd Jennie helped all she could out
unwelas
"an
"All right. Lilly but you remem flapper vocabulary
nf school; she was teaching Tim,
come
who hangs around."
so he would be able to pass his ex- ber, too, what I told you.. Don't Lemon guy
Is
for eleamination for the next grade which try to work George, or you'll lose vator, squeezerthe flapper
term might, be
though
would be taken about th timo thej him."
the appliod equally well to a street
Gertie studies
Tomorrow
doctor told them he would get out.
car or crowded automobile.
a
calendar.
was
in
it
all
all
busy
Take it
Truck Pntch Terminology
The agricultural terms are the
hardest to unravel. Why a brainless girl who Is pretty and dances
well should be a tomato Is not
Nor is It perfectly
explained.
clear' why a youth who lets his
girl pay her own way should he
called an egg. unless perhaps
MENU HI XT
low flame until a golden brown such a person Is considered hard- on the bottom. Place in a mod- boiled. It Is true that to call a
Breakfast
Blackberries with Cream
erate oven to dry off the top. Cut person, an egg has a faintly Inon a
In halves.
Place one-harteadv to Eat Cereal
sound, even it the mean'
hot platter, with the brown side sulting
Top Milk
But the sa'nie
is unknown.
Coffee down. Place the other halt upon ing
C'.nnamon Toast
said of most agricultural
be
might
Luncheon or Supper
it with the brown side up. Tho terms.
Yet the meaning that
Ken Hoped Eggs and Onions
stiffness of the omelet makes It wo associate with them may make
Rr." ii Rolls
Sliced Teaches impossible to fold it like a plain them seem complimentary. Peach
Milk'
Use parsley to garnish and
litre ruddlnn
omelet.
Pippin, have long been used
Dinner
the cut edge.
iiw
Kin
to express praipf.
Cream of L,im;t. Pea n 'Soup
Cut
Salad
Fruit
up pineapple hand, lemon, fish, and purple
Cheese ai'i'd Rice Omelet and grapefruit that may have cow
carry a meaning of dispar
Radishes
been left from other meals. Add agement.
Tomato Jelly
bananas, apples, nuts and
A notato In its latest sense Is
Mix with boiled dressFruit Charlotte with Whipped
tomato
tho male prototype of
Cream
ing. Serve ,cn lettuce leaves.
boy. to arm to tne
Coffee
Spanish Green Olive Dressing
squirrel becomes a
Serves six, preparation fifteen confusion,
new
in
the
usage and mcan3
verb
)
minutes One cup
Today's Rec!os
mayonnaise,
hide.
.
Scalloped Eggs and Onion- s- three sprays parsley, 'chopped; to FlaoDer
seems to ne
largon
Hard cook the eggs allowing one one green pepper,' chopped fine;
the
slang
from
different
somewhat
each serring. Cook me one canned pimento,
eeg.or
chopped
enlivens everynsy
dium sized onions until soft, but fine; one stalk-- of
celery, diced that ordinarily
The
ordinary slan;;
not until the' fall apart, allow fine; one-hateaspoon chopped speech. Is the
happy, or unnapry,
ing two onions for each serving. chives, or a little onion juice; phrase
some.
wit. If It fills
of
.Make s well seasoned white sauce twelve
olives thought
green
Spanish
and add finely chopped parsley stoned nd finely chopped. Meth a need, replaces some uun
stractlon by ft vivid mental pic
Hutter crumbs by nieltlnff --one- od:
Mix carefully,' chill tho
popular. In
fourth cup of butter and stirring oughly; serve-Ti- n
head lettuce or ture, then it becomes
time it is either worn out by too
into it a cup of crumbs. The in celery and cabbage,
much use and discarded, or It begradients are now ready to asy
comes respectable English, recogsemble.
Eutter a casserole, cut
Suprjrestlon
the eggs in halves, lengthwise,
A dependable device for locking nized by the solemn makers of
and place in the buttered dish, the lower window when the up dictionaries.
Th flanner talk appears to bo
place in the cooked onions and per sash Is open is easily made
pour over both the parsley sauce. in this way. Bore a holo about an attempt to do a wholesale jon,
Cover with the buttered crumbs
inch in diameter to turn the entire English vocabend cook in a moderate oven un- diagonally through the lower win- ulary of youth Into picturesque
noun
til, heated through and the dow sash into the window frame. and sporty patois. Let no seems
crumbs nnd cook in a moderate The lock to insert is a straight or verb remain undisguised
oven until heated through and piece of No. 9 iron wire, the end to be the slogan of flapper, orthe crumbs are brown.
of which Js bent over to form a ganized nnd unorganized. iNew
Cheese and Rice Omelet Three handle.
It Is impossible to raise terms are being added every day
one
cooked
one
young
eggs,
cup
a window sash that Is locked In by earnest
rice,
pepper,
green
finely
this
chopped,
simple way. Bcreens and philologists.
In
the
cup grated cheese, salt, either rash, whether open or
tendency
An interesting
pepper, half cup mljk. Beat th? closed, may be securely locked bH new jargon is the use of proper
whites and yolks separately, add tne same means.
names in the way that Hooverize
the rice"; seasoning, cheese, chopwas used during the war. To be
v
A Sewing Hint
ped pepper and milk to the yolks
a questionnaire IS
and carefully fold in the stiffly
When sewing on trlcolette hold put through
Edisoned. To be on time
beaten whites.
Melt butter in a the material in a heap in your to bea date Is to Houflinl. The
for
frying pan or In omelet pan, pour lap. It it is laid out flat it is analogy
of this last Is apparently
in the mixture and cook over a very apt to stretch.
that punctuality Is considered a
striking achievement.
By the same sort of association
a girl's new dress Is called her
Urban set. Trotzky comes Jn tor
a touch of this sort of fame, but
ho is not taken seriously by the
an
language makers. A TrotzKy ischin
old lady with mustache and
whiskers.
One reason that flapper talk re- mains so peculiarly tne propertyy
of the flapper is that tne vocan-ularto the social
Is restricted
interests of extreme youth. It is
as specialized as the argot of the
Btage, sport, or politics. Almost
all the flapper words are descriptive ot beaux, dancing, partauies, clothes, marriage, money ,
tomobiles and petting.
Petting, which was itself slang,
is now too tame and too much of
a glittering generality for the
cuddling
flapper language. Puppyword
pethas partly replaced the
of
ting, and a whole assortment Its
in
terms refer to this activity
various aspects: Thus, a moving
picture auditorium becomes a
.

Pflil HOUr EHOLD HIN1
lf

marsh-mallow-

s.

talking America as well, refers to
anything pleasing as the berries.
Tho weird natural history allusions that's the frog's eyebrows,
or . the bee's whiskers, or tho
duck's quack, or the snake's hips,
and the rest used to express
Approval, are also epldomlo. Anything unpleasant is appropriately
blaah, blaah being one of those
senseless words that express an
idea clearly by sound. A well established
substitute for yes la
"I hopo to toll you."
These tags are amusing
for
only a short time. TVy are soon
stale and must be replaced.. How
a phrase has a metoorio career
and sputters ouv ts seen by recalling the samo type of slang
expression, such as tho. now historic "I should worry," and "I'll

gum-chewi-

one-ha-

lf

Do you
know of

Phosphate

any greater
Baking
baking
powder value Powder
than this ?
Large
can

netting pantry; the affectionate
type of, flapper Is biscuit or a
cuddleist a petter who likes to
hang on a boy's neck is a necker;
and a necker of the male species
is a snugglcpup.
now the fjaiiRuagc. Spreads.
element of the
Tho

Dr. Price' Phosphate Baking Powder
is the best moderate priced baking
powder obtainable. It is unvarying in
giving perfect results and Is whole"
some beyond question.
Contains No Alum- Leaves No Bitter

non-flapp- er

population has small place in its
vocabulary for such terms and so
they do not become general prop,
erty. All over the country, how.
ever, the language of the flapper
is similar. The newest phrases
travel by letters, by word of
mouth, and in lists occasionally
in magazines and newsprinted TOne
magazine devotes its
papers.
pages entirely to the Interests of

-

12 v Taste.
ounces
'Asltyour grocer if he has any cans left
only
of Dr. Price's at the special sale price

25c
'

.
recently offered.
,
Send for the "New Dr. Price Cook
Boot:" It's Free.
.,

v

1001

Price Baking Powder Factory
Independence Boulevard, Chicago

the tribe.

'

A few. phrases that have possibilities for use In the conversation
of the general public have become popular American ' slang,.
There always seems to be a demand for slang tags to express
approval,
disapproval,
greeting,
and to replace a simple yes or
no.-

Just

V

nuW

the flapper, and

slang-

-

York City, Snappe d Up A Lot of

Charming

Krepe
Knit

ignonette Frocks

ull

these

At Price Concessions
That Enable Us to Place
Them on Sale Today at

SUMMER SCHOOL WILL
END SESSION FRIDAY;
REOPEN SEPTEMBER 5
The ten weeks session of the!
summer school will fnd on Friday,
me public schools then to take re
cess until September 5 when the
fall term will begin. The first!
term of the summer school which
ran only six weeks, closed about
a month ago.
.
There is no possibility of the new
school buildings under construe-- !
tion being ready by tho time school
opens, according to John Milne,
superintendent of the publk:
schools. The grades will bo organ- ized In September In the present
buildings nnd will work In clnsi
quartet's until the new buildings
are available. .
New teachers are being added to
the staff daily. Mrs. Ella M.
principal' of the high school,
will return from her Vacation spent
at Long Beach, Calif., on August
20 to preparo for the opening nf
the high school. Registration for
high school students will begins,
as Is customary, three days before
school opens.
Iji-Ba-

You Would Consider Them Great Bargains at $25
to $35. Today They Go On Sale at Rosenwald's at

59.95

;

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin
With Cuticura

ach (Soin, Olnfment,VJcum)
Snmpl
f Outlaw
Labor a. tor l es, Dpt. X. Maiden, Mass. bold ever ventre.

Mr. S. U. Rosemvald

now in New. .York' City buying the fall and .winter merchandise
for Rosenwald's. The other day he had the
opportunity to snap up a lot of charming
krepe knit and mignonette frocks which, at the beginning of the season would sell
anywhere for $25 to $35. He purchased them at such price concessions as to enable
us to place them on sale at $9.95. This sale starts this
morning. The dresses are now. on.
display in our Central avenue windows. The moment they were displayed they attracted a great deal of attention. Many were the enthusiastic shoppers who besieged
our ready-to-wedepartment with requests that they be allowed to make immediate
There
be a crowd on hand early today.
will
purchases.
These dresses have a style all their own. All the colors of the
spectrum are
suitable for street or dinner wear, fie one of the lucky purchasers be onrepresented
hand early
'
.
this morning.
is.

ar

th'

three-sixteent-

Five"

Mr. S. U. R osenwa Id, Now In New

tell the world."
one of
Occasionally
shelved saying's stages a comeback. We note in the latest flapper vocabulary printed in Tho
Flapper magazine the ancient
word whangdoodle.
Our grandmothers used this word humorto
describe
ously
mournful, whin
ing music, or a ranting speaker.
Modern youth has adopted the
term and made it a synonym for
a jazz band. It is rare, however,
that tho slang of a generation ago
can bo dusted rHf and applied to
current topics. Generally there is!
nothing more conspicuously life- less than a defunct slang phrase.

'
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jFOR

THE

RELIEF,Of

Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp!

COLlCDlARRHCEA

- SOLD

EVERYWHER-

E-

"

5

"

'

'

SALE STARTS THIS MORNING

$2.00 Down Places

f the
Estate Heatrola
In Your Heme
The ITcatrola Club of the
Star Furniture) Company, which
makes possible! the liiirchiisc
of a genuine Estate Jloatrolsi
with a down payment of $2.00,
d
attenIs attracting
tion In New Mexico. This offer.
which lias hern advertised In
the local ppaers, is as follows:
To all who ioln the Heatrola
wldo-sprcn-

We are re-- c
e iv i n g
daily shi-

The
H." Green
Stamps you
get at Ro-- i
e n wald's

pments of
mid - summer Millinery, at very

add to your
savings.

attract iv e
prices.

Club before August 12, tho Star

Furniture Company will give
balance' Js naynhlo In easy In- Cliih fee is $2.09, which applies
m tho price of a Heatrola. The
balance Is payable nl easy In
stallments. Tim offer specifics
that the Ilcntroln will ho In
stalled any time the purchaser
speclrles.
Last year everyone waited until tho last minute to order
their Heatrola, ami the factory! was swamped with more
orders than it could deliver. To
prevent this congestion this
year is the reason lleatrolu
dealers are making this offer
on
of
a limited
iiumlier

llentrolas,
Tho Fstate Heatrola, looks
like a phonograph and works
like a furnace. It heats three
to six connecting rooms with
warm moist nlr
the most
healthful hent known. It is In
n
furnace. Heantlful
rcnlity
enough to graco any parlor in
its liandsoino form and rich
grain enamel finish. It is In
truth tho ucw-dti- y
heater.
Tho lleatrolu licuts by
warm moist air
not by radiation. It is just the
thing for small rooms, bunga-

lows, offices, etc., with or
WITHOUT basements. And it's
economical. With tho fuel needed for one stove it will do the
work of a furnace. It Is the
only heat Captain Amundsen, famous Arctic explorer,
will rely upon for his new
dash to the .pole. The Star
Furniture Company urges you
to Join Its Heatrola Cluh now.
It is (ho opinion of local coal
men that coal prices will soar
sky high before winter comes.
This makes the offer of a ton
of coal freo unusually attractive. The number of Heatrolas
offered Is limited and tho Club
closes August 19. On Joining
you- - pay $2.00 down and the
balance Is paid In easy installments. We then make installation of tho Heatrola whoa you
want It and - deliver to you
free one full ton of coal. See

tho Heatrola at the Star Furniture Company, 1 13 West Cold
Avenue or call 409-for further particulars.
-

V

BUY THE BEST
wsfc your
Qvocer

Dear Mrg. Thompson: I am 24, After that he went to aee my girl
years old and deeply in love with friend some, but he came to see me
a yountr man who la a mizzle to more, nnd now Via rn
m,
me.
e have been Koing toRethor and doesn't go with her at all. I
two years and he lias not shown liavo told her I didn't do
any interest in another elrl. He to got him away from her. anything
but sha
only comes to see me about once Is angry anyway and says that shel
a week and sometimes when he learned
a good lesson and would!
comes he seems to be thinking of never trust me again.
other things and sometimes he
I don't know what to do about
really enjoys me,
this. I
loved my girl
I have gone with other men, but friend andcertainly
hate to give her up, but
I have grown tired of them or they i aiso naie 10
give up tne boy be- 1
nave grown tired of me. The man cause I like him
so much. You
l love has a fascination about him may not believe me but I didn't do
He is quiet ana gentle and differ-en- t a single intentional
"From Perfect Olives"
thing to get
every timo. I see him.
him away from her. He said he
Ji.V mother nays that I should liked me from the minute he saw
not give so much thought to a man me.
who does not settle things by askHe you think I should
going
ing me to marry him. I don't with the boy and try to stop
make up
know why he- - doesn't unless it is with the
PEGGY.
friend?
girl
that he is not making as much Circumstance has made condimoney as ho wants to.
tions as they are and vou are not
Another young man I have been to blame.
Of course, it was natural
going with loves mo very much attraction which turned
the boy's
and he has asked me to marry him. interest irom your
girl friend to
inotner thinks I am very foolish to you. iSven If had had
voluntarily
turn aim down commetelv. but I tried to
him like vou. unless
Can't see any reason for encourag- there hadmake
been
a
natural
attraction
ing him when I am in love with he would have cared nothing
foi
some one else.
you.
What would vou ndvlse me to do I would advise you to be
pealed bids will be received at the County Treasurer'
pleas.
in this matter?
MOLLY C.
office of Bernalillo County, State ot New Mexico,
to your girl frlond and ready to
for the purIt seems to mn tha onlv thine ant
resume a pleasant relationship
pose of selling these bonds: Victory Loan, lettered "J" and
for you to do is to wait for the man when she" Is
not called 4!4 bondsJlO.OOO in 11.000 denominations, coupon
do
not
but
willing,
you lovo. To marry some one else give up the boy because sho is
bonds. Third issue Liberty Bonds, $20,000 registered, in $10,.
without love would spoil your life.
000 blocks.
Fourth issue Liberty Bonds, $10,000
Put yourself in her place.
regisBy all means, however, continue angry.
tered. Bids should not Include accrued interest, block,
how
and
however,
imagine
you
which must
to go wjth othervmen.
be
In
would
feel.
addition
to
will
this
bid
make
the
paid
for
bonds.
All bids must
Perhaps
the
uear Mrs. Thompson: Mv elrl
more sympathetic with her atbe In hands of County Treasurer of Bernalillo County not lafriend is angry at me because she you
2 o'clock p. m. Wednesday,
ter
X
than
titude.
9,
August
1922, The '
thinks I have got her boy friend
right Is reserved to reject any and all bids.
away from her. I was over there
one night when he and another bby
E. B. SWOPE,
came and we played games and
made candv and had a fine time.
Treasurer and
Collector
COMING
The next night without even tele- Bernalillo County.
me
over
came
hor
friend
pnoning
to sea me. After we had sat on the; "TEN NIGHTS IN
A BAR ROOM"
porch a while he asked me to go to
tne movie, l wanted to bo and so I
said I would,
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICJC, SURE RESULTS,
j
i

i

voaay

or

Notice of Bids for

the Sale of the

Following Issues of Liberty
Loan Bonds

Ex-Offic- io

.
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NEW "YORK POISON MYSTERY BAFFLES POLICE

GIRL OF 21 1115

WILL USE TELEPHONES
TO DISPATCH TRAINS
IF OPERATORS STRIKE

.

i.

MOVIE SHOW

1

"

ft"

Has Lived on a Farm Until
Recently When She Went
to Wichita to Become
Housekeeper for Nurses.
(By Th

Asai.tiiitrd Prcm t

Wichita, K.ins., Aug. 8. Twenty- one years on a typical Kansas farm,
the oldest In a family of eight chilAlbert,
Magdclona
dren, Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Albert, of near JIni.e. Kansas, has
never attended a rnovln in her life.
Miss Albert e.ime to Wichita four
months ago and Is housekeeper for
nurses at a large hospital.
"I promised papa that I'd stay
right at. homo until I was 21," wild Above, left, Slielburn restaurant
and bakery where poisoned food
Miss Albert, "and then he promised
mo that I could route to Wichita
was served; right, Ida Weissburg,
and get acquainted with folks.
one of tho six persons who died
"I have had the best of time
of arsenic poisoning- - Below, left
on the farm, but papa doesn't apto right, Samuel Drexlcr, manprove of dances or movies and
ager and owner; Louis Freedman,
I've never wanted to go," she
assistant baker, who may prove
she laughed,
confided.
"Why,"
star witness.
"the girls have said' to me. l,eni.
(they call me Lena for short), you'd
Mystery surrounding the death
Wry
enjoy a good movinsj picture.
of six patrons of the Shelburn
don't you go some time'." "
(When questioned as to how she restaurant in New York ar.U the
amused herself on the farm, Miss illness of 100 others from atonic
Albert declared she was so busy poisoning continues to baffle the
as first assistant to her father in police. They exonerated Charles
the field and mother in tho kitchen Abramson, former baker at1 the
she never had time to get lonerestaurant, after brief questionsome for amusement.
ing.. Louis Freedman, assistant
,
t
u
un
minim inn baker, ?ho is said to have mixed
iiif hi
nui i
in Maize," she added, "and I used the
dough for the pastries alto read quite a lot. "We subscribed
leged to have contained artenic,
for many magazines and newspais expectei to be a sUr yitLess.
pers. And I loved to do fancy

ii'fe"

work."
"But when did you have time
for fancy work," the reporter
questioned, only to he told that
she found time at nights, and has
chest
prepared as complete a hope desire.
as. any young woman could
"I've worked in the field ever
since I was 9 years old," Miss Albert related. "Not long ago pspa
said to me, 'why, Lena, you could
run a farm of your own.' I guess
I could, nearly."
Then she described various daily
routines of labor, from time to
time, that included the milking of
fourteen cows, work in the garden,
cooking for harvest hands, plowing
pitching bundles and shocking
wheat, raking hay, and a lr wilder-in- s
array of other tasks that only
a Kansas farm girl could describe.
"Did yon wear overalls and get
tne
right out in tho field, just like was
men on the farm?" Miss Albert
asked.
She threw up her hands
in horrified denial.

'

ARCTIC EXPLORER
SAYS "ALL'S WELL"
V?S

..IP.DJIMWUlMly(ulW'

ny The Asuiiiiuted Frew.)
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 8 (by the

NEVER ATTENDED
11

August 9, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL)
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Ispuod by the Txtonslon
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Associated Press.)
Big Four officials announced today that in the
event of strike by the 1,100 telegraphers employed on that sys
tem, tho telephone will be used to
dispatch trains "as train orders
are handled exclusively by tele
phone on the Big Four."
In a statement E. M. Costln.
general manager of tho Big Four,
said that when the management
and the telegraph operators failed
to reach an agreement over tne
Interpretation of working rules "in
accordance with tho transportation
suggested
act," the management
"that the matter be referred to the
railroad labor board for a decision.
or tne
This tho representatives
Order of Railroad Telegrapnera
do.
refused to

DENVER WOMEN HIGH
IN GOLF TOURNAMENT

Answers to Questions.

SERVIi

Rorvlw, Now Moxlt'o Agricultural

College

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
tho Albuquerque Journal Infor
mation Bureau, Frederick J. tias- u. .
u, director, Washington,
This offer applies mncuy 10 in
Tho bureau cannoi
formation.
feivo advice on legal, medical and
financial matters, it aoes noi at
tempt to settle domestlo troubles,
nor undertake exhaustive researca
on any subject. Writo your ques
u;ve
tion plainly and oneriy.
full namo and address ana en
close two cents in stamps for re
are
All replies
turn postage.
sent direct to the inquirer.)

CHILDLESS
?

nj

Tb.' AMDrtnlefl

Pr.)

'

-M
Denver, Colo., Aug.
M.
Robert Douglass and Mrs. L.were
Van Meter, both of Denver, of the
high in the qualifying round
women's state championship golf
tournament at the Denver Country
club today. Each turned in a card
of 97 for the eighteen holes. made
being
Preparations were of
the
today for the opening
here.
tournament
golf
the
Following tho completion ofteam
meet Saturday, the winning
will be sent to the national totirna
ment t0 be staged at Boston. It
will be tho first time golfers representing the Rocky mountain region will have participated in the
national competition.
Miss Beverly Sheldon, Denver,
won tho junior girls' state golf
championship here today.
S.-

,

Hi BE
:

Presence of Little Ones a Great Blessing

14
'

'

inter-section- al

f

v.

-

'
Donald B. MacMillan
j
who
B.
is
MacMillan,
Donald
heading an expedition into the
the
wirelessed
that
has
arctic,
party wintered in southwestern
Baffin Land. The report stated that
had
many valuable observations was
been made and that the party
in excellent spirits to continu

SAN JUAN COUNTY PAYS
$11,500 ON ITS BOND
DEBT; STARTS PAY FUND
ISpfftai correiipondenrto xne Journal.
Aztec, N. M.. Aug. 8. The bond

ed indebtedness of tho county has
in the last three years been reduced $11,500 by paying off bonds
at their due and option dates.
thus reducing tho annual inteest
and
chargo from $2,136 to $1,56
leaving a total of $27,200 in bonds
retho
This
first
is
outstanding.
has
demption of county bonds thatbonds
been made by paying off the
when due or at their option dates.
Heretofore bonds have been allowed to fall due with no funds to pay,
making it necessary to issue refunding bonds to tako their place.
The paying off of these bonds and
establishing a sinking fund to pay
oft other county bonds when due
or at the option date has added a
little to the tax levy for the time
being, but will reduce the taxes
for the future, In addition to paying oft tho bonds there is a surplus
in tho sinking fund of over $1,000.
The county will have a surplus
at the end of this year of over
$8,000, which can be applied on expenses for tho ensuing year and to
provide more money for the county
roads.

RELliFlS

Weak, Tired,

"All Played Out?"

d

Cori!andN.Y. "I took LydiaE.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound because I was weak and wanted to become strong and have a child. My
husband read about it in the 'Cortland Standard' and thought it might
help me. It certainly did for I now
have a lovely boy fifteen months
old who weighs forty pounds. I recommend Lydia E. Pmkham's Vegetable Compound to my friends and
you can certainly use my testimonial in your little books and in tha
newspapers, as it might help to
make some other childless home
by the presence of little onea
happy
as ithasdonemine."--Mrs.CLAUDP. Canfield, 10 Salisbury St., Cortland, N. Y.

Married Three Years
Brooklyn, N.Y. "I am certainly
very thankful to yon for your Vegetable Compound. I was married
three years and did not have a child.
My husband had often heard of
LydiaE. Finkham's Vegetable Com- he made me take it and I
Sound and
the motherof the healthiest
I
little boy know. When my friends
tell me their bad feelings the first
thing;I say is, 'Take the Vegetable
Compound.' I am willing for you to
use those facts as a testimonial."
Mrr. Antoinette Marano, 113
Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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woman who is ailing with femala
Mrs. J. NAUMANN,
1517 Benton St, St. Louis, Mo,

weakness."

Was Weak and Run Down

" My mother
St. Louis, Mo.
took Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable
Compound when I was a girl, and
when I was troubled with cramps I
took it, and later when I married I
again took it to make me strong as
the doctor said I was weak and run
down and could not have children. I
took it and got along fine and now I
have three girls. So you know why
I keep, the Compound in the house.
I am a well woman and do my work
and sewing too."
Mrs. Julius
Hartman, 2501 W. Dodier Street,
St. Louis, Mo.
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All Clicquot Club Ginger Ale is
made with Jamaica ginger. The
ginger is ground. The flavor .3
drawn out by a process of dripping
a liquid through the ginger. Then
this "debased ginger" is thrown'
away, though it could be used, by
another method, for making gin- ger ale.
It is not solely from virtuous
motives that this is done. What
would it profit us to savealittle gin
ger ana lose some gooa
customers and friends?
So you can depend
always 'upon Clicquot.
You can be sure that
only fresh water from
k
springs is used
and that every ingredi
ent of Clicquot Club
Ginger Ale is absolutely
pure. I
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StLouis,Mo. "I want to tell you
what LydiaE. Pinkham'sVegetable
Compound did for me seven years
ago. 1 was run down and had a weakness such as women often have. I
took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and after being married
sixteen years became the mother
of a sweet little girl. I now have
four lovely children three fine boys
and the little girl six years old. I
had longed for children all the whilo
and wept many a day and envied
every woman with a child. I was 36
years old when my first baby was
born. I recommend Lydia E.
's
Vegetable Compound to any

Not every ginger ale
contains Jamaica ginger
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ture birth.
and is better than anything
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measures
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for every bodily need.
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A distinct movement of feeder
calves, yearling and fat hogs from
Xcw Mexico to California points
has been noticed the past few
months. This movement will doubt-leh- s
bo very much stimulated by
the establishment of the new Union
stockyard at Los Angeles.
Director (!. I. Christie of Purdue
university, who was recently at the
Xew Mexico Agricultural college
making a survey of livestock conditions in the southwest, for the
the
syndicate which is financing
yard, is authority tor the statement
that 1.000 head of cattle are rethe
quired every day to supply
needs of Los Angeles alone. Part
of thope cattle are suppliedtby local
packing plants already established,
the remainder coming as dressed
beef from eastern packing centers.
Finished bogs are coming in greatly increased numbers to Los Angeles from the New Mexico
grain
sorghum belt; shipments of feeder
bogs have also been made from the
Mesllla valley; hence, the need o(
a central market at this point.
Director Christie was favorably
Impressed by the experimental
work in livestock production which
Is being conducted by the forest
service on the Jornada range near
Las Crtices, and by tho New Mexico Agricultural college. This will
be especially
gratifying to New
Mexico stockmen since Mr. Chris
tie's position as director of experi
mental and extension work in one
of tho best livestdck slates and his
former position as assistant secretary of agriculture during the war,
give him tho rank of an authority
on questions relating to livestock
production and marketing.
August aUl SoptcmlxT Best Time to
Cull J lens.
From this time on throughout
the summer the egg production o
the average flock falls. Tho good
layers lire still at work, while th
poor layers have stopped for the
season. When this drop in proit is the proper
duction occurs,
tima to cull the flock to eliminate
tho
lng hens and market
them.
f
of the New
to
Mexico farm bens fi,! to pay their
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VANN WINS JUNIOR
TOURNEY
SWIMMING
AT THE Y. M. C. A.
Lee Vann took first place in
the Y. M. C. A. junior swimming
tournament Which concluded yesat the Y' tank.
terday morning
Vann had a total of 730 points
which startmeet
for tho entire
15.
Renfro
ed six weeks ago.
took second place with 73(5 points
and DeWitt Leftwich took third
with 529 points. Gold, silver and
bronze medals will be presented
to tho three high men at a banquet to be given by the junior
class in tho near future.
of
The tournament consisted
ten events. Walter Bellman lowcrawl stroke by
ered the
more than a second and severala
other records were shaved by
fraction.

was fined $50 yesterday by Police
WHO INSULTS A
George P.oddy.
M0T0RETTE IS FINED Judge
O. C. Havon pleaded guilty to
the traffic ordinance by
E. iA. King, charged with insult- violating a
complete turn at Central
ing a: motorette at the corner of making
Second street and Central avenue, and Second and was fined $5.
MAN
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It's yeast that contains the marvelous
health-buildin- g
B
vitamin hot drugs!
So "when you go

your drug store, Say

"Yeast Foam Tablets,"
Because they are pure
whole yfbast and nothing else! And they come

in

and cohve-- .
carry tablet form.

easy-to-tak- e

nient-t- o

Try

Yeast Foam Tablets
are recommended
for loss of appetite,
Indigestion, lack of
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"TEN NIGHTS IN
A BAR ROOM"

ten-rou-

into

physical strength and

energy.under weight,
pimples, boils, mal-

nutrition and "run
down" conditions.
Northwestern Yeast Company, Chicago, III
Maker, of the famous baking yeasu,
Yeast Foam and Magic Yeaat
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MRS. W. L. GEORGE
(This is the rst article Mrs.
George has ever written).

husbands need managing,
because they.' must
always be led to think they
are having their own way. If you '
really want a man to do something;
do not suggesto him that he would
like It. Vanity plays quite as largo
apart In man's character as It does
In woman's. Therefore, to create that
atmosphere of holy calm and peace,
it Is wise to let the man feel that
he alone Is responsible for everything pleasant that happens; to suggest that when the fish doesn't arrive for dinner this wouldn't hava
happened If only he had given the
order.
My position was not quite that of
the ordinary bride, as I came to a
house that had been in running
order for somb. years; not nly had
I to manage two little sons, but also
servants who had their Swn routine
of wrk. I found I had more or less '
to adapt myself to the household
and not the household to me. My
husband had warned me before our
marriage that the cook had baen
with him for six years, and that If
we did not get on together one of us
would have to leave. Before our
marriage he had .managed the household himself, In my opinion Inefficiently and expensively; but he
was very pleased with himself;- - he
therefore considered that it was up
to mo to get on with the cook.
It Is astonishing how unpractical
men are in the house when one considers the method and precision with
which they manage their businesses.
For instance, it took me considerable
tlmo to convince my husband that It
would be easier
one of
the drawing room windows into a
French window than to erect' steps
up to a sash window, and another
flight of steps down to a roof garden
we were building. I did not
say he
was wrong. That would have been
fatal. I tr.?rely bewailed the bad
building of English windows; I led
him to talk C windows In general;
I led the conversation to French
apartments!
Then, In a burst of
Imagination he, not I, had the great
idea. It was he who suggested the
French window I wanted. Tho chief
thing in marriage is to convince the
male of his superiority. He will then
not worry himself as to who really
gives the orders.
When I married I thought I was
undertaking to look after a husband,
u house and two little boys, but after
five months of marriage I sometimes
wonder whether! have not undertaken the care of two little boys, one
house and a Ijrby. "The man who
understands all about women" is
much akin to the men who don't.
Like other men he requires Immediate sympathy with bis pleasures
and pains; lr.teres In the latest thing
which Interests nlm; when he Is depressed "he demands that I should
find for him other amusements. But
he differs from other men Inasmuch that, when he has had
fair
Innings" and talkec: about tne things
which Interest him, ho Is willing to
listen for a few tinutes to tho things;
which Interest no, and which I coo
Elder it Is good for him to share In.
' Naturally, having been given ths
reputation of knowing oil about
women, he thinks that he knows all
about me do'-- n to the smallest de-tall. Ha Is convinced that he can
always read my thoughts, and at one
time we used to hav- - long arguments
when I meekly tried to assert what
was really occupying my mind. Now,
for the sake cf peace, I generally
tell him what a'wonderful insight he
has, and then se his satisfaction t
persuade him to give in to me on
some point to which he has previously refused his consent.
"' One
very subtlj method he em.
ploys with me !3 to Insist that I
own decision about
should make
things connected with myself or the
children, but he la far too clever to
take this line excepting when he Is
quite sure tha'. It is a decision on
which I thall need his advice. This)
has caused mo many hours of die.
tress, but I have now discovered that
it often suffices la draw him gently
Into an argument and- thus get his
opinion without definitely asking for
his advice. If In this manner I fall
to get my own way, I create about
myself an atmosphere of deepest depression and gloom, until, being unable to bear with this any longer, lie
at last relents.
''
One peculiarity of his, of which he
is totally unaware, but which In the
youngest boy Is rapidly developing,
Is an obstinacy which takes the form
of greeting any new suggestion with
the words: "I won't." For instance,
" I told him that he needed "a new
spring mattress for his bed; also, a
few days later, I suggested that his
country suit was in rags and must
Both suggestions,
be replaced.
though obviously sensible, were
greeted without any hesitation by:
.
"I won't."
f
We argued the matter at some
length, and I was told that If a new
mattress appeared he would throw
It ovlt of the window, After an ex- haustlng half hour I gave way. Then
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"First,

I picked

out the gowns

I

encouraged him to stay up late.
I engaged him In argument Just before he went to bed. I regularly
how he had slept and condoled with him on his bad nights.
Ha sleeps perfectly, but he began to
fancy, that he suffered from insomnia. Suddenly, ten days later, he
suggested to me that something
needed repairing In his bed. In the
last few days It had suddenly grown
uncomfortable.' This mattress
g
so old, didn't I think it would
be a good plan to scrap it and buy
a new one?
be-in-
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Mrs.' W.
To which I meekly replied that I
was so sorry he should have been
suffering such discomfort, and conveyed the impression that his sugas entirely original. The
gestion
same thing happened in regard to
the country suit. My suggestion
must have gone round and round in
his mind until he persuaded himself
that here was another original idea
of his own. Without any further
reference to our previous argument,
he asked me if I would mind calling at his tailor's to look at some,
x
patterns. When I arrived I dls- -
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liked; then I let him look at only those I had chosen. He selected one. and thought he was managing

1

me and my wardrobe.

It s very simple.

all men seem to demand the same
resonlng power from a small child
as they do from a grown person.
Another thing which used to cause
. me constant worry and convince me
of a senso of my own shortcomings
was his criticism of the meals and
the cooking of the food that I provided. In view of the warning given
me before marriage I began to feel
, that
my reign in this household
would be one of short duration. The
cook, as I have said, had been In
tho house six years, and I had always heard her spoken of so highly
that I felt convinced the fault must
He with me and my choice of food
rather than with her manner of
cooking. I was also constantly being
told what an easy matter It was to
keep house, and how magnificently
everything had been managed when
my husband had run the house himself, giving the entire orders for
the day to cook, housemaid and
nurse In less than ten minutes. I
said nothing, but next morning I
told the cook to go to the study and
ask my husband for orders. This
proved a most successful counter attack, and complaints ceased in an
almost miraculous manner.
Sometimes I wonder if 'It , is not
a mistake that my husband should
be known as tho man who knows
all" about women. Perhaps his title
.should be "The Man Who Knows
AH About Woman's Clothes," for on
matters of dres3 he certainly has a
very full knowledge down to the
smallest detail. One of my trials before going to a party is that the
moment he comes Into my room he
examines me from head to foot, and
then says: "Now turn round slowly
and let me look at the back." After
suffering acute agony, while waiting
for his approval, I either gain it or
make the microscopic alteration he
requires to tho angle of my hat.
Then I emergo from my room feeling that I can face the world, perfectly, assured that not a hook is
unfastened and not a speck of powder out of place. Criticism of this
kind is, I think, an excellent thing
in one's husband, but I was rather
dismayed the other day when the
L. George.
J baby told me I looked horrible in
one frock, but might he come down
stead I found both purple with pasto the drawing room when I had on
sion, clutching bricks tightly in both
a different one Also the elder boy,
hands, refusing to part with them,
when I was taking him back to
as neither would build the tower the
school, said: "I'm glad you've got
way tha other wanted. I have never
that on; It's so important the other
yet ben able to make my husband
see that as the --tower was being
boys should see you wearing a decent hat," It Is very good to subject
built for the baby's amusement he
one's clothes to criticism, but when
was justified in having it built the
a man of 40, a boy of 11 and a small
way he wanted, and that my huschild all take a share in it life be- -'
band was the one who was showing
ccmes a little too strenuous. Somethe worst form of obstinacy by intimes I lose my temper, defy them
sisting that the child should be
amused only in the way herhose. To
all, and tell them to mind their own
me it is a most astonishing fact that
business.
covered to my surprise that they
were patterns for country suits!
This form of obstinacy brings him
into constant conflict with the
equally obstinate sniall son. Neither
will give way, and sometimes I find
I need all my tact to keep comparative peace, as It Is rather difficult to
correct the father beforo the son.
One day I left them quite happily
preparing to build a castle of bricks
on the nursery floor,, but after a few
moments violent screams were heard
and I rushed to them, expecting to
find the. baby had hurt himself. In- -

The choice of clothes Is indeed a
very difficult one when ona has to
consider tho taste of one's husband
as well as one's own. I find the only
satisfactory way of doing it is to
make him share tho responsibility.
This means two visits to my
Instead of one; on the first
visit I make a selection of nil th
models which I myself am willing to
wear; on the second visit I take my
husband with me, allowing him to
Rive the casting vote, always being
careful slightly to disparage tho one
dross-mak-
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always liked you In it last summer,''
when I had tha day before spent
hours choosing it. I prefer to be oc- casionally worried with comments.
Even if I do nc', agree with them,
they keep me Interested In my appearance. Married to W. L. George,
I should never dare to grow slovenly
as I might with an amiable person
who thought me adorable, however
much I might let myself age.
There are other advantages in living with "the man who understands
all about women." For instance, one
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,W. L. George.
of the delightful sides of my husband's character Is that he is constantly saying: "Come out with me

dress I really intend to have. Taking him with me Is my insurance
against his future disapproval, as
after having once sanctioned the
final choice .he relinquishes all rights
of criticism. I shall never forget a
certain hat I took with me to America, Every time I wore It something
seemed to go wrong. My husband
complained that I looked depressed,
and I charged him with looking discontented, till pne day I suddenly
discovered that though he had helped
to choose the bat he now disliked It,
and that his air of discontent was the

this afternoon and we'll buy something nice." This is so much more
satisfactory than bringing me home
a box of candy, or something equally
useless or unexciting. I think that
ail husbands would do well to practice this habit of 'giving unexpected
presents and allowing one to assist
In their choice. He does this when
ho thinks I am depressed and also
when he is elated, so that I may
Join in his elation. I feel sure, for

by The New Tork BtntM.
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Another Imstance of this youthful
Impetuosity Is his love of travel and
his willingness to change his plans
at a moment's notice. I have found
It necessary to make a rule that
when we are going away for a
week end he may change his mind
as often as he likes during the week
beforo wo go; but having once Induced me to pack he may not
change
his mind on the ws.y to the
station.
Otherwise I might find myself with
clothes suitable for tho
depths of
the country, being taken to f.
smartest hotel at a fashionable seaside place.
Is it pleasant to live with a
man
who often (though not
always)
knows what you are
feeling? On
the wholo, yes, though, of
course, it
has many drawbacks as well
as ad
vantages.
It is delightful to know
that when one says that life's
not
worth living and gives way to
rage
a
broken
egg cap, your husband
oyer
at once grasp the fact that
the
broken egg cup is
merely the small
last straw after an
accumulation of
everything going wrong throughout
the day. Though he Is like
other
men given to
asking me
what , the matter." whichstolidly
when
repeated drives any woman
he does search for the cause frantic,
of the
trouble. Ho knows it is not
tho
so he delves In
my mind, sug".
gests that the children have Irritated me. or that I have a
headache,
or that I am short of
money, or that
I am bored, or that I want to
gj
North and visit my
mother, or . . .
or . . . until he enrages me to
a' point that I tell him. Thensuch
he
comforts me. arranges matters
and
i teei muen Better. I am afraid
the way, that in this
regard I am
explaining how he mnnn. me
rather than how I manage him. But
men, nappy couples always manage
each other.
In conclusion I must, however, repeat that to be married to a man
who knows all about women
has
its disadvantages.
Sometimes It is
even more 'trying to be understood
than misunderstood, and, most
of all, when one's husband trying
Insists
that he understands and in
reality is
completely wrong. Often I would
Infinitely prefer that he would, li':e
tho majority of males, leave
the
room, banging the door behind him
"Oh, women!" than that
saying:
he should sit down and assure
me
that he understands completely, thus
robbing one, of the great satisfaction
of being a misunderstnod woman.
Naturally, a man so interested"
woman and everything that concerns her will take the greatest
In the smallest details connected with her house and affairs.
This regard for detail Is sometimes
very gratifying, but on the other
hand lays one open to receiving complaints about things of which the
usual unobservant mala knows nothing.
x
Of course, having once been
given
the title of the man who understand
all about women my husband is convinced that ho does, and it Is quite
useless to point out that sometimes
he may be mistaken.
His knowledge, I admit, is profound, andshls
Insight has often caused me amazement, but is there a man who knows
all about women?
I wonder.
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Instance, that !f he likes this article
I shall be conducted to an expensive
hat shop. Perhap3 I ought not to aay
this, since he may take it as a rather
broad hint, but he is one of those
skeptical people who do not care
whether hints are broad or delicate,
since he understands them equally
well in either ase.
Reverting to tho drawbacks which
cannot be avoided, even It t no has
married one's ideal man, 1 should
mention that, uniiko the majority of
men I have mut, my husband has a
thirst for information on all subjects down to the smallest detail.
This I sometimes find intensely irritating. Also, in all matters, ho likes
to have a hard and fast rule. Thus,
though I can convince hirr. that
black Is black and white is white it
is almost impossible to show him
that the two make gray. I cope with
this according to the old fashioned
recipe which declares that you can
drown a cat with cream. If my husband demands uetail- - I do not want
to glvo I smothor lilm in entirely uninteresting information until he
grows bored and concerns himself
no more with tho subject.
When my engagement was
many of my friends assured me that I was making a great
mistake In marrying a man fourteen
years older than myself. They said
it would mean giving up many of
my social pleasures, that a man of
his ago would not caro constantly to
go out to theaters, dances &c, and
would expect mo to settle down to
quiet evenings at home with him.
I refused to be disheartened by their
gloomy prophesies, privately making
up my mind that while I might be
marylng a man who was my senior
in years I fully intended to make
him my contemporary In pleasures.
I think I have been successful because I now find when wo spend an
evening alone that he invariably re"How delightful to be
marks:
alone for an evening. By the way,
if wo haven't a party
night would you like to go to the

theater?"
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cause of my depression. There and
then we burned the hat, and from
that moment decided that he should
have the right to express disapproval on condition that he should
replace the condomned article. We
have both agreed that it Is fatal for
a woman to wear clothes in which
she feels herself a failure, or, as In
my case, to wear a frock which does
not win her husband's approval. A
woman who thinks her clothes ugly
Nat once becomes ugly.
Theso remarks should not be taken
It makes life so
0.1 a complaint.
much more interesting to know that
no detail of new olothlng, however
small, will fall to be noticed and
commented on. I should hate to hear
my husband say: "Corking hatl I
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BACK TO WALL sured "until she emerges
safely
from the grave crisis which she
KCOXOMICAIiLY." SAYS AM
is passing through today."
BASSAOOU TO
"Political alliances cannot preMyron T. Hcrrick, United States vent economic
Amambassador to Franco has arrived bassador Herriekdestruction,"
says. "Europe
in the United States from Havre is now
with
Its
to
back
to spend a few months, as ho ex- the vailfighting
but this
economically,
trees
the
under
pressed it, "sitting
impending peril, does not send a
and getting, the lay of the barn." chill
tho hearts of men
He looked as if the cares of his as didthrough
the greatest, battles of the
diplomatic post had weighed heav- World w;ir. Yet the loss of this
ily upon him in Paris and he need- great battle would mean the null
ed a rest.
Ificatlon of all that history wrote
The barn he in 1918. Europe needs
the same
referred to was prompt, selfish
mobilization of all
on
bis
one
the
forces in this crisis as took
farm at Cha- in that recent mobilization. place
grin Valley,
nro
"Americans
arriving In
near Cleveland,
tho ambassador deOhio, where he France today,"
numbers than
is (Tolng after clares, "In greater
ever, since the summer of 1913.
making his r- They
with
a more
come
there
eport to the erroneous conception of her condidepartof any of the
ment in Wash- tion than of that This
situation Is
other countries.
ington.
to
number of faca
due
Although op- doubtless
tors.
timistic
"Xow at last, the French bankthe future of France, ers, who heretofore have been far
the ambassador too reticent about the country's
is
progress through its emergency,
tewm. r. uepgLn oververy thogloomy
out are learning tho value of advertislook
in
Europe
geneitilly. ing. France has spent 93 billion
whieh he says is fighting with its francs on reconstruction of her
n
areas while awaiting
back against the wall ecomomical-!y- ,
reparation
just ns the allies were In March the too long dolayeM1 the
1 9
governOn July
IS, before unified command un- payments.
was
unemployment
was
Marshall
Foch
der
paying
agreed ment,
allowances to attout 4,000 persons
upon by the powers.
It Is his belief that the future out of a population of approxiof Franca would not become as- mately 40,000,000."

The Episcopal church has decided to go back to the Old Style
And the youngsters
preaching.
once more will nmell brimstone at
when
night
they forget to s.ty their
prayers.
preach-

ing used to make a fellow reform
at least half as many times as he
backslid.
old-tim- e

back-slidin-

The straw used lor' straw vote on
question seems to
been so damp as to be almost
have
which
at
rate
The alarming
mouldy.
deaths due to motor accidents are
make it plain thai
Pome of the smallest caliber men
increasing
nothing but concerted action can seem to be the biggest bores.
A
recent
survey
evil.
control the
A
restaurant assoof Mew York city shows that out
occurred ciation seems to be in progress of
of 231 accidents which
New
Mexico. It
formation in
In a single month, 94 were due to probably will adopt a pin and a
careless driving on city street?. It grip and obtain high standing In
Is a depressing fact that of these collegiate circles.
fifty were children.
Judging from the testimony In
The same dangers lurk In evin a recent case in police court, when
ery city, and' In lesser degree
one really wants to use honest to
every town and country road. For
cuss words he hag to use
the highway accident situation In goodness
English. About the worst one can
general, there Is but one remedy, call a fellow In Spanish is
Three classes of pereducation.
sons should be affected by such
What they said in English we
education: parents, children, and
blush to think of.
those who drivo machines.
trafTeople need to know ,lhe
Sixty-fiv- e
out of a lot of 100
fic laws, and further, they should cases of Scotch whisky disappeared
be put constantly on their guard. while in storage as evidence, In a
of the sense of New York customs house.
Now
A. development
IN THE
NEWS
PAY'S
much to obviate they are looking for them.
do
can
courtesy
When
the danger of smashups.
MRS. FRANCES CLEVELAND
Judging from some of the piccaution becomes the rule rather tures
AXTELL
we see in the papers of lady
country
the
than the exception,
Mrs. Frances C. Axtell who is
we are
champions,
swimming
its
each
year
not
up
need
give
Miles Poindexter
forced to the conclusion that swim- racing
senatorial
needless toll of lives through ming after all is a matter of form. for the republican
accidents.
from
nomination
motor
Washington is
she
her
opponent for
worrying
has the solid women's vote backCANCELLATION OF WAIT
ing her up and in the state of
DEBTS
Washington that vote Is something
' caninto
lo take
V
THOMSON
W.
DR..
f.
no
bo
will
general
There
considerat i o n.
war
international
of
cellation
At
the same
time she has a
debts, so far as the United Slates
HAVE 'EM PILLED.
it
If
concerned.
is
large labor folgovernment
Pyorrhea?
lowing.
has to be predicated upon cancelIndigestion?
Mrs. Axtell
See a dentist
lation of Europe's debt to this
'
in
was
born
and
to
a
Dental
question.
high
country, according
Sterling, 111., in
responsible official of the treas18C6.
the year
Typhoid water: Drink it and
ury.
She attended
The feeling in "Washington of- weep.
Pauw uniI)e
ficial circles is said to be that if
versity. Green-castlills from little microbe
Huge
it
atall,
Ind.,
cancellation is to be
grow.
where she reshould be considered in the Interboth
sanceived
her
health
From healthy gums good
est of humanity of economic
Ph. B. and A.
ity, and not to enable the Euro- comes.
M. degrees, the
and
pean countries to build up malatter in 892.
Protection is the mother of pre Mies.
tAxrtu
.S'he
maintain powerful military
married
vention.
chines. So far Europe has shown
Wllliom Hen-r- y
Axtell, a physician of Bclling-ham- ,
little or no disposition to cease The Idle of the rich are the Idols
Washington, in 1S01.
of the poor, i
preparing for war.
She has long been prominent In
It was only recently that Precleaii
of Washington as orstate
the
and
A new broom sweeps
mier Lloyd George of Great Briganizer and worttcr for the comdust.
raises
to
deadly
prepthe
attention
called
tain
pensation laws, minimum wage,
arations for war now going on A clean tongue and a clean tooth; initiative and referendum,
recall
your
He
said:
"Keep
She
and other sueli legislation.
Jn Europe.
thus we all retain our youth.
They
woman
of
was
is
tho
first
member
on
what
happening.
eye
and diseased the Washington House of Reprenations of Europe) are con
Abscessed teeth
t
from
holding
structing more terrible machines gums cause many obscure ailments. sentatives
1913-1She was later appointed
than even the late war ever saw.
of
States
the United
Mark you well that the pussy chairman
What
"What for? Not for peace.
of the forest seldom has Employes' Compensation commitare they for? They are not even denizen
held
tee
that
and
never
post from 1917
ache
and
pyorrhea.
to disperse armies; they are to tooth
He uses his teeth In a natural way until 1921. She is now working
where
you
senate.
for a sent in the
attack cities unarmed,
on natural foods.
have defenseless
populations to
mutilmeans
to
kill, to maim,- to poison,
Pyorrhea (Ring's disease)
the
ate, to burn helpless women and a continuous discharge from teeth:
a
gums around the
children."
which,
United states experts are of the constant source of Infection
set eventually, poisons the entire body
opinion that Europe should
and undermines the health.
its own house in order by reducBr Howard B. Garia.
MOTOR KDrCATION

the prohibition

sfate

con-corni-
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her-sea-

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

ing armaments and effecting to
er financial economies npeded
Officials
balance their budgets.
of the government believe that if
the European governments would
make a bona fide effort all around
to balance their budgets they
would be able to pay their debts
to this country on an equitable
refunding basis.
oth-

Copyright, mi. by McClura
Newspaper Bynoucaxa.
UNCLE WIGGILY'S OLD STRAW
HAT.

Crisp Paragraphs

"SOMETHING ROTTEN IN
DENMARK"
Though an intelligent country
the United
some respects,
In
States, chief of all countries In
the ahunda.nce of its coal deposADDRESS CAREFtXLY
its, has to import coal from
no
pubsources 3. 0H0 miles away. Chiin
this country
There is
lic undertaking more vast or more cago News.
vital than the United States
WAS BIG ENOUGH TO BOAST
This great organization
ABOUT
and
our
lives,
reaches dally Into
We hope none of the European
millions of citizens throughout statesmen who are entertaining
become perthe land share in its activities our Jimmy Cox will him
sonal enough to ask
by what
every hour.
he lost the election.
,We have coma to accept the majority
Houston Post.
workings of this great machine
as complacently as we accept the ACID TEST FOR PARLIAMENT
And now II. G. Wells is going
changing seasons. W'e look Inupon
the to run for pardon us, to stand
it as an impersonal thing
individual
for
persuade
parliament. To
operation of which the
no part, parliament to stand for II. G.
citizen
plays almost
else
he
will
Wells
something
that
nbnilv unforeetful of the fact
again. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
the most trivial letter or postcard
eels as much attention EA"?V FOR HTM TO GET OUT
from postal employes as does the
Thomas It. Marshall says he is
letter which conveys the mosta out of politics. Ho never was In
very deep ho only succeeded In
important tidings. We write
being elected vice president.
it
and
drop
letter
Buffalo Express.
into the box without a ques-to
tion as to whether it will get
SO IT WAS PUBLICITY STUNT,
post-offic- e.

..a

absent-minded-

ly

,its destination.
There can't be anything Impersonal Jn an organization likeis
that. It Hs our attitude that
impersonal and needs attention.
One moment's reflection on how
' elaborate and vast our postal
system is would make us marvel
at Its efficiency. Following that
we should
moment's reflection
dedicate another one to the
he
thought of how much could who
accomplished if those of us
write letters were more careful
in directing them.
From a recent statement of the
United States postoffice we learn
that 20,000.000 letters go astray
eath year and reach the dead let-toffice. In addition to this it
that milmust be remembered
lions of letters wrongly addressed
finally reach their destination
through the patience and Ingesum
,

-

i

nuity of postal employes. The
total is useless work which peopie make for the department by
addressing their letters carelessly
involves incredible outlay of time
staffs.
and energy of postoffice
And it costs the citizens a heap
of money.
By giving a little more personal attention to the part he plays
in it as sender of letters or pack- a
can do
ages, the individual
great deal t0 iake this organizavition more efficient the most
tal public undertaking in our
country today.
The first monument to the unmarried mothers of the war has
been dedicated at Lille,. Fiance.

"Well, Uncle Wiggily, I'm ready,
you are," said Nurse Jane
Fuzzy Wuzzy to the bunny rabbit
gentleman one afternoon.
"Heady for what?" asked Uncle
Wiggily, as he saw that his musk-rlady housekeeper was all
dressed
up, new bonnet, shawl and
.
"I hope you don't
mean that you are ready to see
the Fuzzy Fox nibble my ears?"
"Never that!" cried Nurse Jane.
"I mean I am ready to go calling
on Mrs. Twistytail with you. If
you will kindly remember, you
promised to go calling this afternoon."
"Oh, dear me! So I did!" said
Uncle Wiggily, but in such sad
and doleful tones that Miss Fuzzy
Wuzzy laughed and said:
"I hope Mrs. Twistytail doesn't
hear you, or she will think you
don't want to see her."
"Oh, it isn't that." explained
the bunny. "I'll go with you to
see the pig lady, but I promised
Grandfather Goosey Gander I'd
go fishing with him.
I had forgotten I had said I'd go with you.
as
But
long as I promised you
first, I'll go. Where's my old
straw hat?" and Uncle Wiggily
looked around for It.
"Didn't you get a new straw
hat yet?" quickly asked Nurse
Ell?
Looking at it 1n another way, Jane. "Or didn't you have the oil
William Allen White secured a one cleaned?"
whole lot of publicity, and so did
"No," said Uncle Wiggily, "I
Governor Allen's pet law. De- didn't. It's so near the end of the
straw hat season I didn't want to
troit Free Press.
get a new one, and I keep forWHERE TIE SUITERS AN- getting to have my old one
cleaned."
RELAPSE
OTHER
Automobiles have become pop"Dear me!" exclaimed Nurse
ular in Turkey, The. upkeep will
make the Sick Man of Europe
sicker than ever. Nashville
If

at

even-thing-

Farmlngton,
teachers instituto of
Juan county recently passed
The

I'd bring you, snd I shall old
straw hat and nil."
"Very well." said Uncle Wiggily, calm and resigned like. And
soon lie was walking with the
muskrnt lady to the home of the
pig lady.
"Oh, I'm so glad to see you!"
grunted Mrs. Twistytail. "So good
of Undo Wiggily to come!"
"I almost left him home with
his old straw hat!" explained
Nurse Jane. "It's such a shabby
"
hat
"Oh, I'll get another If you
want me to," said Uncle Wiggily,
owl ho put his old stSjiw hat on
tho porch, and then hrvarrd Nurse
.lane sat down to talk with Mrs.
Twistytail.
Pretty soon Curly and Floppy
Twistytail. the piggio boys, came
along, and saw Uncle Wiggily's
hat on the porch. The bunny gentleman and Nurse. Jane had come
inside to have a cup of sissMtrns
tea which Mrs. Twistytail made.
"Oh. I know how we can have
some fun!" grunted Floppy. ' Wo
old
can take Uncle Wiggily's
straw hat, put a paper sail on il
and hnve a boat to sail in tho
duck pond."
"Maybe he won't like us to use
his hat for a boat," said Curfy.
"Oh, he won't care!" biughed
Floppy. "I heard him say h was
going to get a now hat. We can
take his old one."
So the piggie boys did, making
a rail boat of It, and sending it
back and forlli across the duck
pond. Two or three times the
old hat was stuck on a mud bank
but the piggio boys pushed it o:f
with poles.
"Oh. let's don't piny boat any
more," grunted Floppy after a
So thev
bit. "Let's piny tag."
did, leaving Uncle Wiggily's old
straw hat
the grass.
There, a littlo while later, Susie Llttlctail, the' rabbit
girl,
found it.
I
guess Uncle Wiggily
"Oh,
doesn't want this hnt any more."
said Susie. "I'll mnke my doll a
hammock out of it." And she
did, swinging her doll, Martha
in the old
Matilda Lemonpie,
straw hat, with strands of wild
grape vine to hang it between
two trees.
But, nfter a while, Susie became tired of hnmmoeking
her
doll, so tho little rabbit girl tossed
the hnt away in the bushes. There
Billie Wagtail the goat boy. found
it, and, after eating a littlo piece
out of tho brim, he used Uncle
Wiggily's old straw hat to carry
home some red raspberries in.
The hat is a very good bas
ket!" bleated Billie. And it was,
though some of the crushed ber
ries made red stairs on the hat.
Billio lived near Mrs. Twistytail
tho pig lady. And just as he was
passing that house It was time
for Nurse Jane and Undo Wiggily to start back home.
"But where's my old straw
hat?" asked the Bunny. "I left it
out on the porch and now I can't
find It." Nurse Jane saw Billie
with the hat basket filled with
'
berries.
"There's your hat, Wiggy!" said
the muskrat lady. "But oh. such a
sight as it Jb!"
"J 1 didn't do It al !" stam
mered Billie. "I found the hat after Susie and the piggle boys had
"
finished playing with it, and
"Mercy sakes, Billie! Don't say
a word!" laughed Nurse Jane. "I
have been trying for a month to
get Uncle Wiggily to buy a new
hat. Now he'll Just have to, for
ho can't wear such a looking
111

berry-staine-

FIVE

San
res-

T

'

Wall Street,
'
New York, Aug. 8. Two reactionary periods In today's stock
market caused a general unsettle- ment of prices, but the undertone
was strong and most losses were
of a fractional nature.
Favorable overnight developments regarding the coal strike,
imparted early strength, especially
to the stocks of coal companies and
coal carrying railroads, but irregularity developed under heavy selling pressure in later dealings.
Several new highs for the year
were recorded on the upward
movements,
notably by Omaha,
Pere
& Northwestern,
Chicago
Marquette and Lackawanna railCorn
Products, May Departroads,
ment Stores and Detroit-Edisowas
ot shippings
Weakness
to rennrts of a virtual
the
abandonment of
ship subsidy
bill.
Ytevlron
PAtrolenm fluctuated
within a range of nearly nine points
closing at a net loss of six for the
day. Royal Dutch. General Asphalt and other foreign oils reacted In sympathy, despite the rati- fication of the Mexican debt agreen.

Total
strengthen their positions. mo.uuu
sales were approximately
shares.
rates were
Ti'nrnien exchansre
again reactionary - on comparative
ly lignt neanngs.
Call money opened at iVt per
cent and hardened to 4 in the aft
The time loan marxei
ernoon.
continued quiet with little change
Some improvement was
in rates.
l.nteH in the volume of business for
prime bank acceptances.
Closing prices:
46
American Beet Sugar
589i
American Can
American Smelting.
Ref'g.. 61
American Sumatra Tooacco..
122
American Tel. & Tel
17'i
American Zinc.
H3Vi
Anaconda Copper
Atetilson
5744
Baltimore & Ohio
77
Bethlehem Steel "B"
- Snnerior
"OVi
Rntte
f6
California Petroleum
140
Canadian Facific
'. 38
Central Leather
74 ?4
Chesapeake & Ohio
&
Paul
Mil.
St.
S2,4
Chicago.
30
Chino Copper
L'H'.ii
Co orado Fuel & Iron
9Hi
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
17
Krie
87
Great Northern pfd..
41
Inspiration Copper .
fnt. Mer. Marine nfd
SflK
Kenneentt Copper
133
Louisville & Nnshvllie
!
Mexican Petroleum
29
Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pacific
98
New York Central
8H4
Northern Pacific
PomtKvlvnnla .
4nt
Bay Consolidated Copper.... 16
76
Bending
72
T?oniih!io Trnn & Steel
30H
Sinclair Oil & Refining
92
Southern Pacific
20
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation . ,..140a1,4
46
Texas Company
f3 J4
Tobacco Products
144
'4
Union Pacific
United States Steel.:
65 ;
Utah Copper
fL-

lfi
na

.

Corn No.
Oats No.
white, 30c.

2
3

mixed, S3c,
white, SO'sc; No.

MRS. TIBBETS' DEATH
4

QuiiiW
FOR

SALE

Ads

Foultry-Egg-

i

(Br The AMoclated Treu.)
WHITE DUCKS for lale. 711 S. BroadDenver, Colo., Aug. 8. A corways
oner's judy yesterday returned a FOP. SALE Fifty a C R. I. Red
Kansas City.
laying
8.
verdict
Cash:
Kansas City, Aug.
holding Henry Obenaugh,
hen. Phone 1870-Wheat No. 2 hard, $1.02 ? 1.13; a rancher, responsible ' for the FOR SALE Thoroughbred rabblte and
No. 2 red, $1.03?1.04.
Tlbbets
820
slaying of Mrs. Blanche
Stanford, HeighU.
fryera.
Corn No. 3 white, 54 c; No. 2, who was shot and killed on her
BARGAINS IN S. C. R. RED8 "
ranch near Glenwood Springs, TWENTY hen. fine layera, f2 each;
yellow, 598:60V&c.
four cock Alrd, 13 each. C. P. Hay,
Colo., last Friday, it is .stated in
Ilay Unchanged.
a dispatch to the Denver Post. 2J North High.
Obenaugh is held in jail at GlenFOR SALE Real Estate
wood Springs in connection with
Ha is aljeged to FOR SALE Corner lot. lowlandt, with
the shooting.
2.000
and garage; price $700.
with a Phone adobea
have sh6t Mrs. Tlbbets
.
Chicago.
a quarrel over FOR
Chicago, Aug. 8 (U, S. Burenu of rifle following
SALE
At
ft bargain" aen acres
some cattle, the dispatch states.
Cattle
Agricultural Economics)
meaa land, adjoining the University
Receipts 10,000. Market generally
Helglita realdent district; can be aold for
as much per one resident lot as present
Bulk beef
steady on all classes.
owner asks per acre; any Investor can
steers of quality to sell at $8.85
THIS IS AN
double ronney on this proposition In two
10.35; beef cows and heifers largeyears. Inquire, phone 1H21-or 1109-J- .
CONCRETE
AGE OF
ly $5.25(87.25; canners and cutters
mostly $3. 00p3. 90; bulk bologna
WELL
CONTRACTOR
bulls. J4.00 ff? 4.25 ; bidding mostly
WELLf! bTJl .LEU. driven and repaired";
For farm and Tiome, school
$10.00(310.50 on veal calves; few
pumpe, tanks, towers. J. P. Walking,
and hospital, factory and hotel,
best around $11.00 11.50.
423
.
West Marble, phone
public and private works, conHogs Receipts 22,000. Lights
crete is being used to a greatand butchers 25c to 50c lower;
packing and heavy mixed 10c to er extent each year. is suggest25c lower than Monday's average.
The following list
ive of the many improvements
Top light. $9.85; few held higher;
Dr. Glass has positive
butchers.
bulk 210 to
around the home for which
proof ha la able to cura
suited.
$8.85 8 9.25;
is
concrete
heavy
tuberculosis
particularly
extremely
by Inhalation
to $8.00;
Id anr climate.
butchers downward
benches,
Basement
floors,
For
further Information t
packing sows mostly $7.00 7.50;
cisterns, clothesline posts, cold
addreaa THIS T. F. GLASS
dull, around $9.009.50;
pigs
drive ways, fence posts,
frames,
INHALANT CO.. MASON
heavy, $8.00 (f 9.00; medium, $8.65
flower boxes, foundations, garBUILDINO. LOS A NO IS
hotbeds,
LES CALIFORNIA.
posts,,
gate
ages,
sows.
lltrhts. $9.2509.75: Dacking
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
laundry tubs; porches, porch
smooth, $6.90i??7.75; packing sows,
tree
steps,
tanks,
septic
piers,
rough, $6.507.15;
killing pigs, surgery,
walks, well curbs and
$9.0009.60.
and weights.
Fat covers, services
12.000.
Sheep Receipts
of a builder are
The
lambs largely 15c to 25c lower;
not
necessary. A novice can
feeder
lambs
and
steady.
sheep
make a good Job of concrete
to city butchers,
Tap natives
construction with simple in$12.25; $12.00 to packers; bulk destruction.
sirable kinds selling at that figure;
You can obtain these direcfour loads Idahos, $12.25; sheep
tions entirely free. Our Washscarce; medium grades
wethers. $7.00; three loads desir
ington Information Bureauof will
the
secure for you a copy
bulk
able feeder lambs. $12.50;
booklet "Concrete Around the
feeders, $12.25 12. 50; few trimout
and
Home." Merely fill
med natives on country, account,
mail the coupon below, enclos$3.7S.
for
in
cents
stamps
ing two
Omaha.
return postage. Write your
name and address clearly.
Omaha. Aug. 8 (U. S. Bureau of
Hogs
Economics).
Agricultural
R fiOO.
Medium and light
Popointa
Now under new management
FREDERIC J. HASKIN,'
butchers mostly 25c lower. Bulk,
who assures better accomodaDirector.
ana
$8.50(8.00; top, $9. 2a; mixea
Intions than ever before. Hotel
The Albuquerque Journal
packing grades steady, bulk $7.00
has been thoroughly renovated.
formation Bureau, Washing8.00.
4.400.
Feed
fnttle Receints
ton, IX C:
Stage Leaves Every
I enclose herewith two cents
steers and she stock steady to 15c
Other Day
return
postage
for
Bulk steers,
lower.
in
s.i(ff.(o; on stamps
a freo copy of the Concrete
top $9.25: grass stock weak to 15c
To
Jemez
Springs $4.00
Booklet.
grass cows and heifers,
lower;
fed heifers up to
Sulphur Hot Springs $7.00
$4.5005.50;
f
Name . .
08.85; bulls and veals and stockers
One Way
and feeders steady.
For further information phon
Street
Sheep Kecetpts a.uuu. auiuis
907-- J
or call at 203 8outh
Bulk westerns,
classes steady.
Second Street, Albuquerque.
City
part load natives,
$12.0012.25;
western vearlings. $10.00;
!
C. TARTAGLIA,
State . .
wether's, $8.25; ewes, $7.00; feed
Proprietor
ers firm; early top ieeaing iumu.
$12.00; same hem nigner.
Jsulphur Springs Hotel
;

LIVESTOCK

H35-W-

H52-W-

TUBERCULOSIS

'

COMING

"TEN NIGHTS IN
"A BAR ROOM"

128-pou-

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

....

in

St. Joseph.
st .Tnsenh. Aug. 8 ( IT.' S. Bureau
Hogs
of Agricultural Economics).
Market opened
Receipts 5,500.
ann
pacK-er- s.
fairly active to shippers
mostly 35c to 50c lower than
yesterday's average. Bulk 170 to
weights,
$.3i(T9.4u;
230-pou-

LEGAL NOTICE

EXECCTIUVSOTliCE;
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo

County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Kstate of Ab
raham G. Shortle, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersiencd was on the thirteenth
day of July, 1922, duly appointed
Executrix of the estate of Abraham
G. Shortle. deceased, by the Pro
bate Court of Bernalillo county.
and having qualified as such Exe
naving claims
cutrix, all persons
acainst the estate of said decedent
and required
notified
are hereby
to present the same to tne undersigned in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.
ALICE M. SHORTLE,
Executrix.

one load early. $9.65; out of line
i.iu,
packing sows mostly 5
average cost yesterday,
254
pounds.
weight
Cattle Receipts 3,2U". KUtcner
stock and native steers and yearno grass
lings generally steady;
cattle sold early; one Santa Fe
train still back; beef steers and
yearlings mostly $9.60 down; noth
ing really choice nere; duik onei
a lew
cows early, $4.25S7!5.50;
1'orpijrn Exchange.
canners and
New York, Aug. 8. Foreign ex choice up to $6.00;
Baled July 15. 1922
change, easv. Great Britain de- v cutters. $2.50 4.00; calves steady
to 25c lower considering quality;
mand, $4.4r1-',- ; cables. $4.45:
In the Probate Court ot Bernalillo
bulk, $9.00
bills on banks, $4.43. Frsnec top vealers, $9.50;
9.50.
County, New Mexico.
demand, 8.12: cables, B.liV,. J'aiy
sheen Receipts 2.000. Nothing In the Matter of the Estate of Ben
demand,, 4.57 i: caliles 4.58. Belon
M. Dyer, Deceased.
sold earlv. bidding 25c lower
gium demand, 7. 67;. cables,
. .
.. I... ...
cables, native lambs; no westerns.
KVUV ,0
demand, .13:
38.70;
undersigned was, on the thirteenth
demand,
Holland
.13V,i.
day of July. 1922, duly appointed our
Kansas City.
Norway demand,
cnbles, 38.75.
bread, because it is so good.
Tr.naTi ntv Anir 8 IT. S. Bu Administratrix of the estate of Ben It tastes
17.15. Sweden demand, 26.10. Denalmost like cake, and it
M. Dyer, deceased, by the Probate
mark demand, 21.50. Switzerland reau of Agricultural Economics).
Is
wholesome food for the growcounty, and
19.02.
fliarKet Court of Bernalillo
19,000.
demand.
Spain ncmann. Cattle Receipts
We bake everything"
child.
ing
Greece demand. 2.92. Po- steady to lower. Feed kind active, having qualified as such Adminis15.52.
from the bread to the finest of
land demand. .Ol'i. Czechoslo others dull. Ton heavy and me tratrix, all persons having claims fine cakes.
vakia demand, 2.46. Argentine dium weights, $10.25; she stock against tho estate of said decedent supreme here. Cleanliness reigns
36.12.
Brazil demand, mostly steady to weak; spots lower. are hereby notified and required
demand,
tlin ema tn trTA under
13.75.
Montreal
exenanse, Common to medium cows mostly, a nraaant
99
better grade, $o.uu(i signed in the manner and within
$4.00(3)5.00;
$9.25; the time prescribed ny jaw.
6.50; odd yearling heifers,
JOSEPHINE DYER,
New York Money.
New Mexico stockers, $T.50.'
Administratrix.
1.200.
Market
TTncra
Roeeints
New York, Aug. 8. Call money
207 South First Street
Dated July 15, 1922.
High, closing bid and dnnr icip to ROe. lower than , vester- Steady.
ruland
to both packers and
last loan, 4 per cent; lowoffered
average
day's
at
cpnt;
16U
to
ing rate, 3H Ppr mans
ac- - shippers;
call
againsi
4i,i per cent;
$9.30(?i9.50: 200 in-to
sin to 270- ..ntanrtM 3 Tier Ont.
in oniraa
mm liiina TiMrrrler. Mixed col pounders, $8.50 9.20; packer top,
to
six
four
9f)
and
day
lateral, 60 to
$9.40; bulk or sales,
cent; prime mer packing sbws 25c lower at $7.00 (fj)
months, 4'4
7.25: stock nigs 25o lower; bulk,
cantile paper. 4 to '4 per
$10.00S10.50.
.nung Read the Announcements of California's Famous Hotels, Schools,
Liberty Bonds.8.
gheeti Receipts ts.uuu.
Liberty
Aug.
New
York,
classes strong. Top native lambs. Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Prob$100.96; first $12.40; most sorted lots,
is.vuku lem" Literature and Full Information by Writing Direct, or at Freo
bonds closed:
4s $101.40; second 4s, $100.44; 12.25; light ewes, $6.85; local
Information Bureau at Office of the Morning Journal.
first 41is, $101,28; second
grazed Texas wethers, $7.00.

i.upfs.i,

CHILDREN ENJOY,
EATING

7.67H-German-

...ltJ

C

25-3-

PIONEER BAKERY

California Hotels, Schools, Health and4
.os.iu,
Summer Resorts

220-pou-

-

8.

1AA

tit

s.

third

4s,

aiuv.ui.

$1H.18; Victory
fourth
(uncalled). $100.83; Victory
(called), $loo.bu.

4s
4s

Croft Sanitarium
Thorny
Lo
An
In

Denver.
8.
Cattle Re
Aug.
Denver,
ceipts 700. Market steady ana
steers.
Beef
$7.009.50;
easy.' mA
betters. $5.75 07.00:
calves, $6.009.00; bulls, $2.50
4.25; stockers ana ieeaers. d.uuiu
rfilxairn Ttnnrd of Trade.
a 119
of
8.
Renewal
.i,i
v,rvT!erelnts none. Market
led unchanged. Lambs. $0.60 12.00;
tension over the railroad strike
vamea
to a little tightening up ot
ewes, j.i.uutyio.io.
marnei
at times in the wnear,
lacked
however,
,
volume and the price changes were
4V4S,

the fuothllli Dear
Ideal place
Anffelei.
am on
Beautifully rltuated
orange treea and flow era. Individual cot
taKes, with sleeping porches or rooms la
main building;.
Elderly people and convalescents preferred. Nurse's care. Good
table.
Twenty rnlnutes from business
and shopping suction of city. 'Addresa
THORNY CltOFT Sanitarium, Windsor
Road and Adams street, Qlendale, Calif.

GRAIN

down 5c to 20
: -- Ueaungs m vear. Failure
of
nf the
to respond
i m,niotir,n
In
Lrfverpu". ""riv;r..r
advantage to
America gave a slightthere
was also
tie bull side, and
more or less evening uy
report. - About mm
government
sales en
"... i ..... narlclner, - ...
ray,
jiuttt,t,
to ft moderate extent, and

iw

TAnv

IS
IN

.n..
v

p't"

PRODUCE

f

Chicago.

8.
Aiior.
"htoraffA
Potatoes
Market stronger. Receipts 26 cars.
Total U. S. shipments, 652 cars.
Eastern shore Virginia stave barrels Cobblers No. 1. $2.90 3.15;
Maryland stave barrel cobblers.
2.903.00: North Jersey sacitea
Minnesota
Cobblers, $1.65 1.75;
sacked Early Ohlos. partly graaea.

Auto bus Mtm Ail

The Journal
Rates Fer Dsrt
10t Rooms..,.
log

S00
400

Rooms
Rooms, toilet..

Rooms,

Single,
$1.50
1.00

bath...

.

50--

1.50-4.0-

0

,

is

exclusive Resort

PLAN

EUROPEAN

1.0O(gl.ou.

Poultry Market steady. Fowls,
6ffl22:l.c:
broilers,
2426c;
roosters, 14 c.
Market wean. Keceipis
Butter
t rcno rrMinnrv extras. 32c:
firsts, 28 29 He; seconds, 26'

TaAiHsfl

Donbls.
$2.00 .
t.tO-1.0-

0

50 S. 00-.

Medium of New
Mexicq . . , . .

00-- 7.

00
00

COBXTO SUITES.

TWENTY

Eggs Market steady. Receipts
cases. Firsts, 1920c; Mint!
SB. 00 to $0.00
$7.00 to $0.00
ordinary firsts. lSOlSc; miscel Doubls
larged
setback
transient
a
packed
laneous, 1819c; storage
brought about
extras 21aZZc; storage pacKea Free Auto Busses Meet All
Ca? shortage complaints were a firsts,' 21 22c.
and
Heretofore,
ban
Trains.
nil, ihuitj ttv-nf wheat at
t.
'Kansas City.
aAl.-.?nil
Omaha find St. Louis
1
(t
Kansas City, Aug.' . Butter,
TU - o
Girls' Collaqiate School
i ne
snort ot me
unchanged.
ana ir
fpli 235 carioaa
wego
Army
jan
rrr
on thfl other nana. eggs and poultry,
Thirty-firyear begins Sept. 28th.
Navy Academy's
Xrnf Vnflr Mntalfl.
Accredited.
Offers General Colexport demand was slow both here
SUMMER SESSION
It'
iro and
at tne seaooaru.
New York, Aug. 8. Copper
Special courses
lege
Preparatory.
Annual
Sumintr
t ikambi vocAirtTH ni corn I e o, iw stenriv Electrolytic, snot and fu J years
work, voca- and .nd 8eptemh,rSession A will begin July I '
in snaps again.
oomblns.
enlarge tures, 14314 ftc;
tional, cultural. Beautiful Spanish tlon of work end mijr happy
gether with anticipated
s
bsth- - i'
life a reality. mi and land sports, iibowithewers
Ftrm.
ment of the government estimate
Spot and nearby, buildings. Out-doT,
nrao- DEVASTATION WIN'S.
cn.
Influence
bearish
ft
tio
had
0f yield,
Miss Parsons and Miss Dcnnen,
were
Fort Erie, Ont., Aug. 8. Devas
CAPTAIN
THOMAS
Iron' Steady, prices unchanged.
A.
,h com market. Oats
Principals.
r.r.n
Callfoml?. Pre,
5.80. Adams Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Ktonrlv Snot. 15.75
tation, ridden by Marinelli. won neglected.
Dominion handicap
the $10,000
Provisions reflected sharp down
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot
LOS ANOELEB MILITARY
ACADEMY
here today. Mad Hatter was sec- turns in the price of hogs.
and nearby delivery, IB. so.
Calif.
ond and Boniface third. Time was
v...1"
n",.
Antimony Spot. $5.25 6.62.
DelthtMIlw
sltuatad
on
Buntlnrtoa
2:15
Dec,
Sept., ' $1.06:
Wheat
Drlva, near Pasadena, 17tb rear 8trf
Foreign bar silver, 69 c.
denta admitted at
Mexican dollars, hiftc.
$1.064: May. ?1.114.
The parliament building
66
In
standards
in
0c;
iic
Dec,
Urtii.lr SlSHl
Corn Sept.,
Stockholm Is equipped with a spe
General Culture 15 aoreeJ
Vt Vorlr Cotton.
fav. fiflUe.
01'??
clal suite of rooms for the eon
New York. Aug. 8. Cotton fu
Oats Sept.. SZViC; Dec. 35Uc;
- - --.".ui.hi Tina ueaoa uampe
z,
venience of the women members of Mnv. 38 c.
tures closed easy. Oct., $20.08;
.
Tutoring If deslr.d.
the Swedish national lawmaking
$10.72
Lard Sept., $10.67; Oct.,
I
Per., $2015; Jan., $20,03; March,
rhoiie 81411.

olutions in which it recommended
that the office of county school
superintendent bo taken out of
politics and the candidate selected for his ability rather than his
The resolupolitical strength.
tions urge all teachers to prepare
themselves for their profession by
obtaining the best training possible, and ask the state department
of education not to give first "Tfie Kai- - makes a.
grade certificates on high school
ood BaLskst!"lkatei Billy
training alone, but to require additional training and experience.
Jane. "Your old straw hat is n
disgrace to wear, so dirty It Is
TOURIST ROBBED
and stained, and the brim is
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 8. Jew- broken. I m almost ashamed to
wala
ot
and
valued
$1,430,
elry
te seen with you!"
let containing $68.50 were taken
"Oh, I'll stay home! You don't
from an American tourist after need to tnlto me calling' with
a fist fight in "Devil's How' In you!" quickly cried tho bunny.
Juarez last night, according to his pink nose eagerly twinkling.
the Juarez police. The victim
"No," said Nurse Jane firmly,
gave his name as Joseph LMebolt with a little twitching of her
of OIpc, Karts.
whiekers: "I told Mrs. Twlstytull ; Dody.

very

'

FINANCIAL

TEETH PULLED provMont

Leonard, lightweight champion of
the world, appeared at Madison
Square Garden
today with five
teeth miRsinir. A dcntif tir,
them because of an, affection which
set in nrter his bout with Ever
Hammer at Michigan City last
Saturday,
The champion
conferred with
Te
Plckarrl nnil nholn,, ttti.ua
concerning a bout with the latter,
to ne stagea, according to present
plans, in the Velodrome, tho third
week In September. He said, however, that he would not sign for
the match until he found Via,
it would take the dentist to get him

8.

Freea.)

$1.05.

sight!"
"No, I guess I can't!" agreed
the bunny, twinkling his nose as
he looked at his torn, battered,
d
muddy and
hat. "I'll
go and get a new one 'right away,"
g
narrow, a majority or traaem .u.u-inand he did.
government crop
the
for
off
So after all,
something good
Issued after the
T'fl
came of what happened.
And if
the pussy rat goes quietly .to sleep close and which proved to be about
mIn the pansy
bed, and doesn't as had been expect.
at
tickle the string beans with her utations on wheat were ounsettled
to
gain with
tall, I'll tell you next about Uncle
S&eVer $L0 to
Wiggily and the cakes.
DecemDer ii. vvyt wc: oats finished
lost e to V o to
BENNY LEONARD HAS
a .bads lower, and
(By The Aeeorlnlert Treu.)
a
New York.
Anp

SAN JUAN TEACHERS
WANT COUNTY SUPT.
N0N POLITICAL JOB
N. M., Aug.

war-tor-

WETS

(By Tbe Aaaoclated

"KTKOPE'S

An
Methodist preacher
used to say that some folks' reH
ligion was hard on trousers.
wore out the knees in prayer and
1522 the seat in

8.

THE

HJajf

Omaha.
COLORADO RANCHER
Omaha, Aug. 8. Wheat No. 2
3
98c
No.
$1.00
HELD RESPONSIBLE
1.05;
hard,

hard

-

15,275

..tnt
v-

st

te

Ribs

Kept., $9.87. ,

$20.10; May, $20,10.

Advertise in the
Morning Journal
for Best Results.

B1CHARD

K.

BA1I.EI,

rreildeal.

i

zt

(
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August 9, 1922.
BRINGING UP FATHER.
KOLUMN

SBURY'S

7

rooms
iUssed-lsleeping porch. Hardwood floors. Modem. Garage
and a complete home. Located
oiopo In on a good sUfeet and
can be bought very reasonable.
d

good-size-

n& UP AND

n

--

I.OCATFD
'ON 12AST .CKNTRAIi
A
new brick homo.
brand
floors throughout.
Hardwood
rooms
and Bleeping
Four
Ureakfast Book. AH
porch.
o
features.
kinds of built-i- n

ARE.

TO

l

-

I

Service,

By

ANO WHILE

WA--

A

iNCilN4-VOU-

HELLO

R.

?

i

in

.

"I

in

J.

'S--

TOR

--

George McManu;

OINTY-TELL.

BROTHER
&E

RiHT

FIRE .INSURANCE

When yon- - saw the other fellow' house, burn you thought
of your fire insurance.
Did you take out that additional Insurance you wanted.
We will bo glad to have a
man call on you and fix It up.
Houses for sale, for rent, for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease.
H. CHAS, ROEHL,

MAtE

WIFE'S BROTHER THREW A
SUCK THROUGH MY WINDOW
ANO HIT ME. THERe ANQ
tAu HED

MEET HIM AT DlNTrS AN
) LEHO Hlri TEN OOLLASVb- -

i

'iL

DOWN

tT- -

l'liono

i.SVv-

BCflU

-

WANTS' ME

LIVE ACROSS THE.
COURT FROM XOU I

WHO

CAN YOU BEAT THAT q
MAC$l&'t BROTHER CAUUa

;oon brick home.
and

Four

Copyright. 1921 by the International J"ew
V. S Patent Office;.
, Registered

-;

IIS

I

I

010.

I

Fur-nac-

heat.

base-

Good-size- d

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

ment. Lan?e screened porches
nnd can be bought for only
$5,250, on ex'tra good terms.

CHOICE
RKSIDKNCB
liL'SiNESS FROIVERTr.
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES

FOR RENT
We have several good apartments and houses for rent In
all parts of the city.
LINCOLN ADDITION
few more good lots to be
had In Lincoln addition, looted on North Fourth street
with some shade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.

A

1922

OWNER SAYS SELL
ilve'room house and sleeping
porch, basement, front and service porch, garage, hot watee4plant,
lawn, shade, fruit, vines, walks,
facinpr McCiellan's park. Call
AC1U2HSON
& GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.
My

KINGSBURY
J, Realtor.
Real EstRte, Loam and
Insurance.
D,

210 W. Gold.-

-

Flione

807--

FOK SALE

HBli

3,7B0

modern,
Central.

XV.

E XCELLENJT SIX
room modern brick, Fourth
ward.
e
SURE DANDY
$5,500
adobe five room modern. Fourth ward.
FIVE ROOM
$5,250 NEW
highly modern, elevation.
$0,000

SKVJ3N

MOD-er-

n,

SBroad-wa-

y.

ROOM,

75x142 ft. lot.

"

-

five-roo- m

modern

brick.

FOUR .ROOM

Fourth ward.

FOUR ROOM
l
brick. West side.
NEW FIVE ROOM
$3,150
modern, h. w. floors, etc.,
A--

$3,250

modern

HAVE MANY OTHERS
No trouble to show you. At
your
New Mexico State
Realty Association.

East

'.

town, 'breakfast nook, hardwood
rjoors, .fine sleoplng porch.

Investment

Room
Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)

Phone 349.
Insurance, Loans, Real

J

BUSINESS CHANCES

FOR BALE Crystal rooming house, well
furnished. Inquire zz;nj gouin peconu
pool
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms,
hall and bar; good lease. SIS Bouth
First.
orlck building.
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
Sit Bouth First; looation good for any
kind of business.
best location In
FOR
See MgMUllop and
city; a bargain.

v

Hotel, Jio
FOR RALE Albuquerque
Bouth First, Albuquerque Cafe,-- pool
8 1 a Bouth First.
room.
business
WE HAVB A- -l money-makin- g
as merchandise,
opportunities, such
high-clagroceries, garages and otherlocally. Roh- propositions not advertised
Arts.Tiirner Co.. 21 s ,ws- - worn.

Rooms

WIDOW LADY wants : 'ge unfurnished
room, north side preferred; rent must
Address widow, ears
be reasonable.

Journal.

'

rArn"D-"TSill9t'l
J?

J

ijrJAOiK

a

w

Ranche

I7rusT is
nv,

FOR

Estate

Miscellaneous

MONEY TO LOAN

TO LOAN, On watches, diamonds, cuns and everything valuable.
B. Marcus, 113 South first.
on first-claMONEY TO LOAN,
real
Sl.r.no,
$2,000.
$1,000,
estate;
TYPEWRITERS
Wood 206 West Gold.
and
Hir.n,-- i
I,,.,
All makes overhauls MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, .watches
T i'EWKlTEItS
and rt aired. Ribbons for every
liberal. rellaWe. Hn
and good
Br fldentlal.
Ithlne.
Typewriter
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. lot N. 1st.
Albuquerque

Ihmirf

nhonn

0OS..T.

HI

Beuth

Call

four'

Real Estate
for utt
tniinii.

WAWTED
TKViiiV h"v

Journal

pfttpt-ri-

ttiU Adq

nus

nt'L Feature' Servics. Inc.

AND

TRADE

prettiest

kitchen

Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
22S W. Gold, t
Phone 156.

211

Insurance,

In

FOR ONLY

aul&

MONJCY
Mr.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MATTRESS RENOVATING.
13 60 and Up
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur.
or 2035-J- .
nnuie packing. PhojfeNllS-W- ,
Eryla Pcddlng Cuinpanii. f -

t

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL. 'ESTATE.
112 South Third Street.

Loans.

......... Z:

Phone

$5,500

1?

As Long A3

$10.00
A

14

Per Load

Better Grade

m

brick, stucco
bungalow,
bookhardwood floors, built-i- n
cases, china cldset, gas water
n
heater, glassed-isleeping porch,
screen
large front and frack
trees
and new
porches, vines,
lawn; price right for quick sale.
Inquire at 314 South Bljtth or 315
South Sixth.

It Lasts
$15.00,

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon

FOR RENT

Terms Cash

Foil ItE.vr

Room

Kuura at
West Copper.
rent itoom andkltcheneitir41J
North Second.
FOR RUNT
Cool front room. 609 West
Fruit, l'hone 2042-FOR lttlN'T (!md furnished rooms. In-- I
(iiilro 421 South Third.
FOR KENT Furnished roum. 823 South
Seventh, phone 72U-FOR LENT Sevet
rooms, unfurnished.
124 rfulh Edith.
FOR RENT Furnishes, rooms; no chill
dren. 110 South Wali.ut.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick;
chililren. 414 West Sliver.
KENT
FOR
rooms.
Furnished
South Walter, phone 1087-J- .
LA HOE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
private hnth. 1211 West Roma.
FOR RENT
Furnished room and kltch- en. 1724 West Central, phone 252.
FOR
Pienaanit housekeeping
RENT
rooms near sanatorium. Phone 1328-FOR RENT Very desirable room, adjoining bath; close In. 114 South Arno.
FOR. RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
.131
room, closo in.
North Fourth.
FOlt RENT -- F urnls h?d room gentleman preferred.
120 South Walter.
FOR RENT Nice, cvean sleeping and
housekeeping rooms. 121 4 North Third.
FOlt. KENT Two nice rooms furnished
for" housekeeping. Apply C17 West
1

FOR

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

SALE OH

riionc

Land
Lumber Coy

McKinley

&

l'lano.
.
Auto Training,
TRY
Christian
BBST
Los
BODDT'S
IX TOWN.
MILK
School,
.
Albuquerque. New Mexico,
Phone 841.1-11vv
a., ii,,u jian to make 2,000 adobe FOR SALE Irish water spaniel puppica,
on lot.
Call between 1
J15 eactr. rnone 2409-J- i.
f;r 6 payment
and
p. m. 1702 East Grand.
FOR SALE Twonty-0- 1
breeding doi?a.
CONCRETE form carpenters, teanisier.
three bucks. 1013 South Hlg tr
.
aborers: gooil waitrr. rrnn.ivi,,.,!
AUTOMOBILES,
FOR BALE Five teams and harness,
Job.
Employment Aaencv. no s
also six wagons. H05 West Iron.
FOR SAT.E-E- -45
WANTED Live wire salesman with car,
$1100;
I'"M touring ear. Light
ROOFING
m Bulck.
West Oold.
who can sell real estate and
InEXI'KHT RADIATOR REPAIRING
surance. McMllllon and Wood, 206fireWest EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1834-.Gold.
FOR BALE Layette
bleakfaat
table.
in North Third.
lxuu-.- l,
or cnll 419 West Lead. FOR SALE-K- -45
MAN WANTED For farm
ilulck touring earl
work; middle
rirst-ila13ond-Diiicotn
man
DEANUEL1K,
condition.
aged
pure milk, butter,
Co.
preferred; room and board.
Call at Countv nirent'a r.rriA
Phono
tage cheese and buttermilk.
I
!413-.I,
UET
Jjao-Jinij. pimne
Koar antet d ovet li.nile.1 l.o.
r
nnr washed and
WANTED Young men as salesmen on FOR SALE bicycle, coaster model, A-- l
polished, at 75c' per
1
south Third.
desk. Inquire hours
condition, snd roll-to- p
trains; cash security and
references
410 West Harrlnon.
m
Aonlv VrA na-.,- a
FOR SALE Light six
required.
touring car, first.
Agency.
second-hanclass condition l
d
FOR SALE A few
oil
i,.aB
WANTED
stoves, cheap. The Exchange, 150 West i"i or roauntor. IMione K12.1-Immediately,
experienced
stenoxraDher.
.
t,iB ulau ...mi
, nn.
toil KALE OR TRADE For cur or g..o,
n, inns l Guld, phono 1111.
do clerical work part.,tv time;
seven
state ex- - FOR SALE Six collie puppies,
e1ul'y In good lot. Call
n "!!,n,A.
weeks
old, very reasonable.
Mann's
transfer ,1:4 South. Second.
rv,
eipecien in first
letter. Address"mary
Bin E., Flagstaff. Arls. fialry, phone 1K81-SA E Cl) to 75
p(,r cent
use(,
TTPE WRITERS, all mates. $H and up;
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e partl,i
Female.
dif$3 per month.
WANTED Lady for housework. Apply
Albuquerque Typewriter ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West Cop- per
Exchange, 123 South Fourth
011 North Fifth.
FOR SATE Used tractors.
1
and 1922 r.riCK iicht six touring car, five
WANTED Competent dining room
girt
passenger, will bo sold for best cash
with gang plows. Hardware
.Minn
srter a. m. Department,
"i n.
offer this week. 718 South Third. Phone
A Company.
Korber
J.
WANTED Good girl for housework. In
FOR SALE jFresh buttermilk anil cota small fnmllv 11 t R u..,..u n-.- ii
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon FOR SALE First-clas- s
1320 Bulek rnr!
phonu 1B63-A-- l
lots.
mechanical romllllnn. 1DH .u....
Dairy, phone IHI5-W ANTED
Woman by the month to FOR Swsyne's
half
7.
Room
price.
First Xniion.i
SALF. Pianos and player pianos;
work half days; must be neat and can
prs-wvalues. Pl.one Ion. fleo. P. 71ink hullillni?.
cook.
306 West Iron.
OR SALE Largo assortment of auto,
214 South Walter.
Iarnard
piano
Co,
WANTED A competent
cook for a
mobile paints, varnlshe
nnfl
nnt,.r
BALE HOOVER VACUUM CLEANsmall sanltorium.
Call' at 120 North FOR
See It. F. Monahan. nutomohlln nnintinv
ER; used only six months; a
a. m.
Sooondaftcr
02 South Second:
fir,l-at $30. Write or call 220 North bargain
phone
Maple.
W A N TE D H ousekeeper;' will
give good FOR SALE Complete camping outfit, . v... ....l... v,t a niiiT nee. 111
home In exchange for light housework;
seated roadster. In fins m,Thnt,iel
cots,
tent,
as
utensils:
good
cupboard,
country. Address O R., care Journal.
new.
Viaduct Camp Ground, phone condition, good tires, and tubes, conrt
WANTED
top, now battery nnd horn, upholstering
Healthy
young American 7.13-woman to assist with lluht house work
" k""'i Foape.
ut woutn i':nith.
flush closet, comand care for two small ohlldren, In FOR SALE Out-doAUTO WtTCCKING CO.
plete; galvanized Iron stove pipe with ALBUQUERQUE
Santa Fe; no washing. Box 206 Santa
mew
and used
S18
snfetly flue, fifty feet of pipe.
Fe. New Mexico.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
South Walter.
WANTED Woman cook in small sana
In Stock for All
EVERYTHING
FIXTIN PLUMBING
ALL parts tested before leaving shop.
torium; good wages to right narty
URES, and material.
muse go noma nights; come ready for
Pumps and well
nouiaiors, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-wont.
etc.
lights, horns, Ignition sets. em-Inm Noutn Kditn.
1111 North Fourth.
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
WANTED By American lady, position
... ASBESTOS
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
ROOF TAINT
as housekeeper or housework. In small
THE KINXf that stands the hot, dry cl- carnea ror all cars. Keep us In mind.
family; would cars for sick; must bs
imate of the west, $1 per gallon. The NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
sanitary; can take full charge; refer- Manxano
Co., phone 1834 J.
HOUSE.
ence.
Phone 1604-5
West Central.
Phone 424.
FOR SALE Large assortment of
WHEN IN NEED Clh- FOR SALE Houses
paints, varnishes and colors.
See B. F. Monahan, automobile painting, TIHES, rlms. carbureturs. springs, mag
FOR SALE Small house, new; slso fur 702 South Second.
netos generators, srheels. sreara. axles.
Phone R51-niture: good ss new. 107 Glrard.
VCX SALE BIscH currents for making bearings, horns, accessories
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
FOR 6A LE House, three rooms and
lellles, pies, preserves and lams. Bent-- s WE
HAVB SALVAGED TO DATE THE
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rnam, rurnlshed. 1104 South Walter.
to (
from
FOLLOWING MAK1CS OH" CARS:
to 9 nights.
FOR SALE By owner, suburban home, morning, 12 to 1 and
Bulck C24. C25. D4. rr,6: rndlin.
four rooms and slewing porch, city CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 4 90, FB.
direct from Cedro canyon to user; Baoy Grand:
water, fruit trees, grape arbor, Post- t.
Dodire. Dort.
sawed and split in stove or fireplace Ford, Hup 20. H. K.H.; Maxwell, Mitchoffice box 21 J, city
2400-3ell Olda 8. Overland, every model; Saxon
FOR SALE OR LEASE: Completely lengths; prompt delivery. Phone
furnished Shouse, strictly modern, five SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions v ana a; btuaenaker t.and 6; Wlllya-Knlgh- t.
every model.
rooms and bath, two norchea. 414 South
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
trouhles, fl. Planter Arch Uupports. Thos. list,If you aon't see yo'ur ear ia tha above
Fourth,
remember.
Central.
F.
Kcleher
408
Co..
West
Leather
Four-rooFOR SALE
house, two
SALVAOTNO LATHI MODEL
chair WD ARiJCAR8
chasing
porches, modern; completely furnished, FOR SALE Saranao
EVERY DAY.
cooler and more comfortable than a
or without furnltnre; priced right, til
In
to the
addition
stock of used
bed, double springs, soft pad, head ad- parts In tha state, largest
South Eighth.
we carry a COMon
rollers,
perfect sanitary PLETE Una of NEW gears, drive shafts,
AN INVESTMENT without a peer, four justable
18S6-axle shafts and general accessories, (or
cottages, all rented, all new and fur condition. Phone
ev.ry car.
nished, ' $1,600 a year- Income; all for USE EFFEQTO AlftO TOP anil SEAT
Vals-paOUTl PRtrES ARB TOTS LOWEST.
Room
Effecto
Bank
7, First National
Auto Enamel,
$6,600.
dressing.
VIADUCT GAH,OB.
Valapar Enamel on automobiles.
building.
600 SOUTH SECOND.
Homestead
Paint.
Prymouth Cottage
FOR SALE low four-roohouse, In Floor
SatLargest parts housa in the state.
Cement.
and
Hoof
Paint
Faint,
two
screened
University
Heights:
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath-.
porches, garage, newly furnished; owner isfaction
1057-JWANTED Position
West er Co., 408 West Central. Phone
lie
going east; will sacrifice,
FORCED TO SELL, one 8 per cent loan WANTED Housework Ly the day. Phone
Sliver, phone 477.
Investment
in
and
Loan
United
States
1846.
FOR SALE New Tiorues Dy owner; one
company, for $2,600, which has been WANTED washing and
824 West Oold; nne
Ironing to take
Also one $ per
$10 running sixteen months.
119 North Maple; one four-ronhome. Phone 1304.
of
North Maple; terms. Call 821 West Su cent loan In United Home Builders
runWANTED Work by the hour.
been
America
for
which
has
$2,000
1949-rer, phone
H43-after 6:80 p. m.
Both should
months.
ning twenty-tw- o
modern cottage, mature
FOR SAL"E Three-roosoon.
Box 83. Clovls. N. M.
CONTRACTING;
ditch
on South Walter, completely furnished,
of all kinds. 421 South Third. digging
six-foVcCornik'k
$375 down, balance $30 month; priced FOR SALE New
renovator. HOUSE cleaning, floor
mower; six foot alfalfa
below market value for quick sale. Call
lawn
polishing,
Concord buggy and harness, huckboard
work. Call J. w. Lowe, phone 1430-at 701 East Banta Fe.
and harness, breaking cart, 1,000 pound PROFESSIONAL NURSE Will nurse In
mod-er- n
four-rooFOR SALE By owner,
scales, 300 pound counter scales,
any ease; charges reasonable. 212 Best
house, two porches and bullt-l- n
engine, two secondrumouil
features; garage;' will take a touring- hand wagons,gasoline
three bottom turning plow,
oar in trade. Inquire at D0 South Cor- four-dls- o
VANrED
tractor.
chamberBy
and
corn
experienced
plow,
planter
nell, University Heights.
maid; would like half days' work.
Apply Mann's Gardens;
1698-Phone
FOR
SALE Well-bui- lt
practical
by
DRESSMAKING
builder, $676 oaih, or best offer, buys
KALSOMINING, cleaning paper and
and glsssed-l- n
sleeping porch.
John
oleanlng kalsomlna.
Goodson,
2194-Tha best In
Electrlo and city water.
phone
1010
Palmer, 1123 WANTED Sewing. Phone 16S0-towji for bealthseekers.
WHI
NOT
wall
for
(KINO
BERT)
your
Forrester.
South High phone 17BI-Cleaning and tanltoe aervlee'- - r never
Dressmaking. y JOD
Call Bert, B37-FOR, SALE In south highlands, new WANTED
disappoint.
thise-roooottage; two large screened
Broadway.".
WANTED Position as nurse or com
In porches, oak floors throughout, bullt-l- n DRESSMAKING
Prices reasonable. 317
panion; best of city references. Miss
features; a real buy! very aroal! payavenue.
Columbia.
S00 North-SeconBaker,
phone 11K6-701
East
ment down, balance Ilka rent.
MiWANTED
HEMSTITCHING pleating. Williams'777-Position doing 'light houseSanta ye, or phone s98.
J
work
llinery, S0 Pooth Brosdws). ph.
or
nurse
maid
by
competent
BALE HOUSES
FIRST-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work guan American woman. Address A. R. oars
FOR SALE New frame, two larga rooms
Journal.
20 West Lead, phone 1781-- J
anteed.
and larga sleeping porch; entirely comguar. CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
pleted with attractive and useful bullt-l- n Sewing 2Bo hour. Satisfaction Thons
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintanteed.
features to accommodate a family or
til South Harvard.
R-ing, kalsomtnlng, and chimney sweeping;
in
finished
$400
make a coxy home for two;
x
enamel and dark oak with linoleum to PLEATING, accordion, side and box; Odd Job Man, phone 20S2-lot; completely
POSITION Painting, paper
match; on a 60x160
North WANTED,
N. Crane, 216
mall orders.
fenced for poultry, with ditch water Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814.
hanging and wall paper cleaning; fros
work
Phone
estimate;
piped In for garden, and cemented out HEMSTITCHING dona
guaranteed.
the
In
I074-promptly
or poultry, coal and work
4H Southern avenue.
buildings
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
house.
$t,750, on terms. Ifhons 15!-THOROUGHLY
woman.
office
effloient
117 Gold avenue, jhone 4S5-- J.
Singer
or 1411 North Sixth.
five years' experience In executive poSewing Machine Company.
sition, wishes position in city that will
PERSONAL
pay not less than $1(0 a month; satisWANTED Agents
faction guaranteed.
'Address Box 300,
3. W. BRASFIELD. watch, clock and jew
LARUJ
wauls
care Journal.
SHIRT
MANUFACTURER
elry work. 115 South Second.
Agenta to sell complete line of shirts
CAN FURNISH home for few healthy direct to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big' FOR
RENT Office Room
Free samples.
boys wishing to attend Albuquerque values.
Madison Mills,
FOR RENT Two office rooms over
schools. Address Mother, care Journal. nos Broadway. New York.
$30 per month; light.
PF.IISONALS
TAILORING agents wanted; must bo big
WE WILL make your old roofs better 1 producers; we have snappy fall and heatnnrl fwater. ,
thflwheu they were new. Guarantee I winter Swatch lino at prices can't help FOR ItTcN'FtitVo rooms. Central avenue, auova Million's Book Store. KorRentlnc e4 box 373. Sherman Carmonv, but sell, (union madeJ. Write for
'
ber aiiu Curautmy, Auto Dtpiiumgut,
pies, fjttta Woolen Mills,
Chicago,
'
:
v-- o
,
vniT

.

T siHnuttruizeo. .

loung Men's
Antfelr-s-

a

rr.

7

r-

FO '. RENT
reasonabls.
entrai.

Nice,
cienn apartments.
Imperial Hotel, 211ft West

I' OR KENT
One front room for light
401
housekeeping, $15 .Per month,
South Seventh.
e
RENT
Nice
FOR
sleeping
21SV4
tooms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
West Central.
Theater.
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly furnish.
ed rooms: hot water, cool and close In,
312 South Third, phone M4-FOR liENT Clean sleeping rooms, ad
joining bath: suitable for one or two
619 North Third.
meals If desired.
FOR "RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooms in modern homo. Apply Mrs.
Fred Himm. G23 North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
porch, for housekeeping; modern; 6a.
1210 South Walter.
rage If desired.
FOR KENT Furnished llghthousekeep- iiig rooms: gas, bath, phone: well
418 West Oold.
no children,
well
FOR RF.NT Nicely furnished.
ventilated bed room, suitable for one
416 South Third.
or two pentlrmen.
El.f-'l.rooms and
HOiEL Bteeptn."
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month. B"?'j West Centre I,
FOR RENT
front room, well furnished,
adjoining bsth, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
room, with
FOR RENT One
large
sleeping porch, furnished for housekeeping: light and water. Phone 151
FORRENT Nicely furnished room. In
modern home, close In, two blocks
from postoffice; no sick. 417 West Lead.
FO"t RENT Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located.
421 West CorL
Phone 1744-FOR RENT Very desirable cool bedroom, with lavatory and shower baths.
In
private home; no sick
or call 611 West
taken. Phone 1102--

Coal.
FOR

houseRENT Two
keeping rooms; gas and water In the
back yard;
kitchen; nice porch and
ground floor; no sick; ilose In. $06 West
Iron. ,

LOST AND FOUND
LOST

UreesT

ward.

Call

parasoj, at 'postottice;

Phono 009

re- -

870--

SMALL HOME
Partly furnished, in good condition, fourth ward, Rood locality;
worth every dollar that Is asked;

J1G00; small
balance
payment,
like rent.
21614 West Gold.
See Stacy.

l'hone

,

PROFESSIONAL

999

CARDS

JOHN W. lUI.SON',
Attorney.
16, IT and 10, Cromwell
Building.
Phono II 63--

CHAS. G, ZAPF,
ltcnl Kstnlc Specialist
Insurance.

"

FOR SALE BY 'OWNER- Going east in a few days. Five-roo-

T

Realty Sales Company

111 S. Second St.

13,200.

Comfortable four-roohome near
bath and
shopa, good garden,
J2,S00
sleeping
easy
porch;
terms.
Stucco adobe five rooms, bath
and porches, pplendld location in
Fourth ward; lots rK shade cast
f 4.200
front, fruit, outbuildings;
terms.
McMII.MOV A WOOD, Realtors.
200
V, Gold. Insurance, Lnnim.

J, D, KELEHER,
Realtor.
W. Gold
Phone 410.

.

Franklin & Company
Kraltors.
Investments,

Double apartment house, close In
Hlghli!fls, a, bargain for cash.
Well located four rooms and bath
Highlands, close In. Rents well;

One or more pieces of land on
North Fourth street for houses
or vacant city lots.
Jloney to Loan on
City Property.

house on South
Broadway, clone in, shade and
Krapo vines. Tartly furnished
for $5,000. Terms if desired.
Better see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every llttio detail- Phone 057.
Limited amount of money to
loan first mortgage. .

have a splendid house at
Santa Fo to trade for property
in this city.

OPPORTUNITIES

WILL TRADE

SPECIAL VALUE
Roven-roo-

Seven 'room fnotlern houH with
3 - sleeping
hardwood floors,
porches, completely furnished.
You can live in thla house and
make enough on tha Bids renting; rooms to pay Rood Interest
For
on the whole investment.
price and terms see
. A, L, Martin Company,

FOR

RE.TT--Iwelli- ng

WANTED

,

niitiintaill
land; giiooT

grass and winter protection; gAnd
S8o an acre per year.
st 1207 VlrglnlMmulevar

plfcce,

HELP WANTED

WANTED Ten tons of loose alfalfa.
Phone 1920-WANTED Household furniture of every
kind. Phone 844-MONEY
On
WANTED
good first
mortgages. McMllllon & wood.
WANTED Dresser and chiffonier, eitnei
oak or Ivory. (100 Bouth Broadway.
TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 722
East 'Iron.phdTle 1970-MAX BARGAIN STORE, at SIS South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
Phons SS8.
furnlttre.
RUG CLEANERS
91 Rugs Cleaned. 11.25.
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.60 and BP
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
nr SOSS-- J.
Bedding Co., phones M8-Careful Kodak finishing.
WANTED
Twice dally service.
Remember, satls- Send your finishing
fsotloo guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm. Banna
ft Hatina, Master Photographers.

irmiil

sratlna and 'agricultural

fire

A

Co,

"

FOR "RENT

TERMS,

,

wtr

'Sill

COSY,

Living and dining room across the
book cases, fine
front, built-i- n

'(i?niItx,N"1'TTwo"room furnished house.
r orresrer.
FORREN1- - ApartmCTta FOK..v. ..unn Two-rooKENT
rurnlshed house.
FOR RE.NT A two-roo415
with
apartment.
porch. 10!3 South Walter.
North Pecond.
RENT Three-roohomo, furnlsh-Ca- ll
1300 south Walter, In rear.
TtENT
Small cool desirable apart-- ,
fort
menu.
208 South High.
FOR RENT Two-rootlouae with
FOR I1ENT
'ty Wn'r "a "ght"' 15- Ll'ht nousekeeplng rooms,
reasonable. GIMeraleeve Electrlo Co.
FOR RENT Modern four-rooFOH RENT Outside three-roofurnish- apartment, close In. Call at 404 West Lad,
v
In rear.
RENT Four-roohn,,- -.
J
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for FOR
porch, partly1 furnished: llcht.
.llffht housekeeping;
adults; - no sick.
Phone 25!.
.
7" I H"llth Sei'ond.
furnished house,
FOlt ltt:."T Small modern apartment, F!f .KENTFIV!-n"n- '
n est Coal,
furnished. Averlll Apartments, 208!i i.
r. .K0' '""V
North Second.
FOR RENT Houses, all
FOR RENT-Thre- e
klnds;furnlshed
rooms, Klassed In sleep''
Wood,
ing poivh, beautifully furnished, close B.M?."n.Un7-"cM.
rreMt ijoio.
In. Phone 19SS-.- I.
RENT romnlelol,, .., ,. I.
Two room apartment
FOR liKN'T
for 'QR
room house; hard wood floors; Areola
housekeeping; hot and cold water in beat. 1002
South Arnn.
kitchen. 309 South liroa'lway.
FOR RENT Unfurnished;
four rooms,
FOR KENT
Furnlshi.l front apartment,
modern,
with
two large porches, 130
Mi
threo rooms and private bath. 216
month. 515 South Thtr.i
North
Alhuquerque Hotel.
house and sleep-inmodern fur- FOR RENT Four-rooi- i.
FUR RENT lOour-rooporch, furnished.
611
nished apartment with sleeping porch.
Inquire
r.uno. pnoitf MUti-A,11 S
South Edith, phone
FOR
five-rooRENT Four
unfurnishFOR KENT One single, one larger beaued houses. 705, 709. 715, 717 South
hot
aparatment;
tifully furnished
"a,,.-,-,
(iii, eacn. rnone 1B30.
West. Komft. phone 4!0-water. 1211-1- 5
RENT Modern furnished cottage,
FOR RENT Three rooms with bath. FOR
rooms and glassed sleeping porch,
for light housekeeping. 600 on two
furnish
car
line. U':2 South Edith.
South 'Irst. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
f
OR
108
RENT
South
Arno, seven
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms
two-rouand
two-roobath,
basement.
rooms, modern: also
apart1628-W- ,
or P. F. McCanna.
ment with sleeping porch, 1104 North Phone
FOR! RENT
Second.
Completely
furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping porch,
near Uni- Two nice, clean rooms and
FOR RENT
furnished
for light vrslty car line. Phorfe W78-sleeping porch,
Two-rooFOR
321
RENT
South
Walter, phone
furnished house,
housekeeping.
with sleeping porches; modern; 130
1R70-r month. Call et 70g East Santa Fe.
furnished four-rooapart-- p
LIST your vacant houses wun the City
ment, glassed-l- n
sleeping porch;
hath. 1018 West Central, phone
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
1 (i
rv'c; 207West Oold. phona 667. j
Furnished room, Bleeping FOR RENT Two room house, two
FOR RENT
for light
sleeping porches, modern snd furnlsh- porch nnd kitchenette,
housekeeping. 701 South Hlglr. Inquire ed. 4111 South Broadway, phone 1909-T02 South High.
FURNISHED HOUSE
of
four rooms,
Two-roofurnished apart-anen- t;
FOK RENT
sleeping porch, garage; opposite unihot and cold water,, lights and versity; 50 per month. 1820 East
reasonable. 42H4
rent
Phone paid:
three-roosouth wroaaway.
FOR RENT Two
ciyperches, furnished,
with steeping
FOR RENT New apartment, furnished,
electrlo
25.
range,
Room 7, First National Bank bulld- hot and cold water,
garage If desired: no sick; no children.
' 1QQ7 West New York,
jrr jir.ixi jnuuern uiick nouse, nicely
'
FOR RENT One large and one small
lurmsneu, six rooms, xroni ana DSCK
completely for screened porches; highlands; close In.
apartment, furnished
Sit rnone 1B47-- J.
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
IMortn neventn, pnone nn
furnished
;FOR RENT New four-rooFOR RENT Three- room modern
two
house,
porches, lust
sleeping
furnished apartment, snower nam
1478-near
modern.
Phono
decorated,
disappearing bed; adults only,
car line.
stck preferred. Apply 600 Bo. Walter. University
Three-roowith
RENT
house
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con? FOsJ
chicken house for two hundred chickens
four rooms,
venlrnt to. sanatorlums;
1206 West
sleeping porches, gas; on East garage, lights490-- and water.
glsssed-l- n
Contral car line.' Call 1321 East Central, Iron, phone
motTern
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Phone 848.
Wood.
or see MoMIUin
new stucco bungalow,
large glassed
FOR RUNT Two rooms, with kitchensoutheast
gas
exposure;
sleeping
porch,
ette, bath, phone and sleeping porch, and hot water. Call at 801 South Edith.
furnished;
private entrance: completely
Pnone
Forrester.
two
FOR
1005
Two
n modern, with gas.
small bungalows,
RENT
rooms and glassed
1379-sleeping porch.
1002 completely furnished for housekeeping;
APARTMENTS
WASHINGTON
(116
West Coal.
water
nnd
of
the
one
lights
pald
location
West Central;
every WANTED To sell the furnlturer part
"beauty spots'' of' Albuquerque; electric
eight-rooof
.
bath,
modern
has private
It,
apartment
apartment
conveniences. house; hot water heat: good Income from
modern
range and all
apcrtmenta; reasonable rent; close In.
Phono 83. J. P. EAKIN, proprietor.
Address M. H care Journal.

WANTED

'
M, "Johnson,"
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
218 V. Gold.
Phone 240.

NEW AND

AND

GOOD INVESTMENT

Jas,

6

service.-Members-

UD

Six rooms and a large glassed
sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn, In
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. See

HOME

10.

Goodall

elovatlon.-W-

YVOOU,

A GOOD

HOME?

J.

FIVE ROOM
NEW
modern. West side.
MODERN
SPLENDID
$4,200
- stucco.
Fourth
CHOICE-

bungalow,
fireplace,

A

hardwood
New
hriclc,
'
A. FLEISCEEM, leslltoir
J, P. G
Realty Company, floors, built-i- n features, furnace,
Firs, Accident, Autonnhlle
"70.
l'liono
323 W. Central. garage, lot fenced, sidewalks, in
8ure'
Boi Is, Loans.tcsuranre,
Luna district, pood terms
No. Ill 8. fourth St.
..elipbone 874.
'
It. McCIVGHAX, Henltor
"MONEY TALKS'"'
204 W. Gold, phono 442-Real
6
Estate, Insurance, Notary
Have
modern HOMES that
Public.
must be sold at once, 2 are furWE WILL GET YOU 8
3
not
are
owners
are
nished,
AND
leaving for the east this month
for amounts of $500.00 and over and want the money to take with
secured by first mortgages on them. Come in and let us tell
PAT, THE PLUMBER,
you about them, one of them
Albuquerque city Improved propbe
216 North Third.
All
Just what you want.
erty.
property to be shown In might
person and papers to oe exPlumbing and Heating.
amined and prepared by your atA, C, STARES
Repair Work a Specialty.
torney, our client's expense.
PHONE 201
321 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 168

$4,500

$350

-

'

CON-cret-

$5,000

floors,

new,

brick, modern, well built,
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shads
and fruit trees, Fourth' ward.
$4.200
adobe, stucco, tbath, ere.,
east front, shsde and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
Some good buys In business property.
Lots and houses in'al) paits of the-cit-

CO,
Phone 407.

Gold,

oak

trams

WANT

16.000

ROBERTS' TURNER
218

I

BY

AND
BUS-

We

terms.

Good

CO.
rhono 407.

218 West Gold.

lO's

I have several homes for sale on
easy payments. I build pond homes Kit.
Office: rSccond and r.nld.

PHYSICIAN
AVi
H. L. lil Klll.S,

Hi

KIJKONg,

Diseases i't tun 8'nmnch.
Suite. B. Harnett THilMIn.
l'lioncs 10 1111-1.M
DR.
AlilJ AKIiT ( AIM tVHH.MT,
Residence 11:3 Knst Central
Phono r,71.
"
S.
SOME BARGAINS
SKIiffl.S, it. O.
Citizens'
linnk Hullillnp.
Have several small houses to sell
Phone S8I-at a bargain, reasonable terms. DR. H. C. f LAHKR, nnil 2o;-Let us show you them. Good servKye, Fnr, Nose and Throat.
ice and Interest taken.
Harnett UutMlng.
Phono tit.
.T.
Office Hours
IJ. REAL ESTATE.
to 12 a. m.. nnd 2 to B p. m.
llfl West Silver.
I'lione 477.

;o(

For

with Board

Rent-Roo-

l!OOMand board.

51

3

youth Broadway.
Ill 8
with board.

FOR
RKNT
Room
South Hroailwav.
RUOM AND HOARD, $J a week.
611
Sooth Ilrnndway.
FOlt KLWT oiussed-l- n
with
porch.
h ard.
Ill North M.ijle.
CANVAS sleeping porcn,
with
board.
llOner week 121)7 Bast Central.
ROOM AND HOARD wl'h glassed sleep-In- n
porch; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
t'Olt RKNT Nicely furiiitned rooms with
ilrst-clas-

s

tahle board.

Phone

sired.

Phone

OEN.TO - I HINAI5Y DISEASE?
AXl) DISEASE! OF THE SKIN

tVasserniao

Citizens

1340--

f.ulporotorv

In

Connertlon,

Hank

nine. l'hom KS6.
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye. i lasses Fitted
Office removed to
at. Oround floor.

N.
Hhone

114

1!)

JLru"'-a-r-

l nT
(illropraetle.

and

'JO

desired.

nd

84S,

u

Asu.ljo Iliilldlng.

FOR ODD JOUS and contract

work,

M7S-V-

FOR
Room and poreh, board, If
desirow. with private family, for one
or two. at 619 East fitlvor.
ROOM. PORCH
AND
HOARD, 145 a
rninth; tray service; nurse's care If

6ec-o-

C H JP OPRACTORS

eTTTTakm

1327--

South Arno.
FOR LENT Large front room, adjoining
bath, for one or two, and board It de11')

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Practice Limited to

call

PETTIKOIID THE ODD JOB MAN.
All kinds of work.
Phone 1873-I WILL ESTIMATE all or any
part C
1
make a specialty of lathyour work;
V. M. Convor. phone
ing and shingling.
2416-JFLOOR
We can msurffeca
BANDING
your old floors and make them Ilk'
nev, and make your new floors pcrTeat,
Phone :'070-LET me figure your new house or repairs; reasonable prices; work guaran21 '
Call 1713-teed; estimates rree.
E. Johns,n. filS John.
ME
LET-FIGURE with you on new and
old houses; estimates guaranteed.
K,
B. Caldwell. Contractor
and Builder,
A
phone 2.1S9-ani
WE DO ODll .'OB carpentering
house building, reasonable;; Investlgata
our low prices; estimates free. Panne)
2.3DH-J. F. Kluken. 212 Yale.
I WANT yuu to Mv9nlKt!tH my low irlee
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view. A, E. Palmer. Bungalow Builder. Box 41. eltv Phone 175S--

Phone 1H70-(lood home cooiclns;, rates by
the meal or week.
Mrs. Knight, corner Broadway and Gold.,
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. II. Heed, phone
15:e-J- .
4l South Walter.
FO '. RKNT
Airy room and porch, with
board; can accommodate two convalescents; $15 per month. Phone 142S-J- .
FOJt UEALTHSEK-KERS- ,
In
private
home; nurse care, tray service, .ood
meals. S07 Norfh HlKh, phone 174S-J- .
MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
convalescents and bed patlenta; nurse's
care; excellent
meals.
phons 1181-1107 North Twelfth.
SPECIAL summer rates. Sfte par month;
excellent board,
private ruom with
St.
sleeping porch and tray service.
John's Bplsnopsi Sanatorium, phone 491.
MRU. CARL LIERC.I.U.N'D
Private san.
Miscellaneous
Kid ftnuth Edith, twj' vacancies In FOR REN T
main building, $80 and $75 per month; Full HUNT- dining room and tray eoTvlee: nurse's FOlt
60 uthy
Private garage.
care If desired. Phone
MUM.
1418
CARL JiERGLL'.NI),
South FOR KENT
Piano, excellent condition, .
Edith street, has accommodations for
Phone 1S04-convalescents on newly furnished south
bod
poreh; also
patients; special diets
FOR SALE OR TRADE
and peneral nursing If desired. Phono
1J65-WANTED
TU "YllAtfr: Team' of good
work horses for vaca it lot; not particular as to location, rhone lfiS8-J- ;
FOR S ALE
:k
call 310 Nrth Broadway.
See Scott
FOR
Rlilenour.
FOR SALE Two Jersey
cows,
I.tl.XK ftl'Alt ALIO LINK
Call at 230 North Walter.
The orange colored cars. Engle, EleFOlt SALE Horses, tiarness, and wagons.
Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
phant
.
.310 North Broadway, phone K,r8-JM.
Meet all trains at Engle,
FOR SALE Jersey cow with enlf three Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 1:30leaving
p. m.
months old.
Inquire at 615 North
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars no
Second.
the Dam lino. We drive our own cara.
FOR SALE
Write for reservations at our expense,
HEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
quick sale. $70, fresh In September. 1220 South Hltrh.
Hot Springs. N. M.
FOR SAI E Flemish manta. Rufui Keds
,
Fe- - T'oa
Albuquerquc-BuntrBlack,
bueks, does and
Belgians,
.
1'AII.Y STAtlK
fr ers. 710 West lead, phone 1525-To Taos (Read Down)
7
:30
FOR SALE Cheap. 2 fresh Jersey cows.
a.
m,
Loave
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
good milkers; also' 3 Jerseys that will
he fresh soon: will take payments. 1700
12:30 u. m.
Leave
12:30 p. m.
West Mountain Road. Phone 2337-Leave
Arrive
4:0) p. m.
ows,
FOR SALE Nine milk
giving
To Alhnquerqne (Rend 1'p)
from one to five gallons of milk each,
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p.m.
per dny. Price $00 to $12.1. Joe Llnd-le- y
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
Place, seven miles south of town.
Santa Fe
Anlve... 13:45 p. in.
Fipsmla .... ..Arrive. ., 11:11 a.a. m,
FOR SALE Furniture
Taos
Leave... 7:30 m.
FARE TO SANTA FTC, (4.S0,
FURSlTIIRE REPAmi.NO and upholster
TO TA4M, S11.B0.
or S035-Ervln
Phone 413-Ing.
Elngllns
Albuquerque Headquarters
Bedding Company.
Cigar store, 310 West Central
FOR PALE Mahogany dresser, quarter-sawe- d Brothers'
Phone 4100.
oak buffet: very reasonable. Are?
Santa Fo Headquarters
Bank Onlee
223 Ninth Elm, phone 2128-M- .
ttonery. rhone 82?,
FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three
oak dressers, one wooden bed, three
TIME CARDS
springs, three small center tables. 323
'
North Third.
000k stoves,
FOR RALE Refrigerator,
dressers, complete
wardrobes, - Ivory
Murline of new and used furniture.
phy Furniture Co., 325 South First.
FOR SALE
Perfection oil stove, with
oven. $8: fifty-poun- d
refrigerator. $8;
two dressers, dining table and chairs
WKBTBCCND
Dallf.
llhrnry table, beds and springs and mat- Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
tresses, fruit jars. 60o dosen; five rugs, No. I The Boout..,. 1:J0 pm 1:10 Dm
baby buggy, -- conl range, lots of other No. 3 Calif. Limited. U:30 am 11:40 ana
nrtlcres. Sll North Third.
No. 7 Fargo Fast.. '0:50 am 11:16 am
No. I The .Navajo.. 11:34 am 1:4 ana
BOARD

ljwtoc
sTLl'TlvlTTinl'o

...

Of!

Slimmer fur, on North Fourth,
at Matthews' Dairy, return to 222
reward.
North Elm, phone 184,6-LOST Jewelled Sigma Chi Fraternity
pin, set with pearls. In form of a white
cross; return to 308 North Arno: reward.
LOST
In plaza or on streets of 0 il
Albuquerque, Sunday afternoon, one
black leather hand bog or vanity box,
FOR SALE Ranches
SOUTHBOUNIX
contained wrist watch, engraved "Annie,"
10:19 Pm
El Paso Exp
metal pencil with same marking. A., T. ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West No II
17
11:14 ana
El
No.
Paso
Oold, have established a special land
Exp
& B. F. pais in favor "Annie F. Snow,"
EASTrjUND.
department.
articles;
small
v
other
some change and
No.
1:10
I
The
pm 1:4 pas
reward for return to W. 16 Osborn, A., FOR SAVE We have some' splendid Niv 4 Calif. Navsjo..
Limited. O.iJO, pm 1:40 pnt
In suburban ranches. Robertspropositions
T. &.S. F. Ry. station.
F.
8.
I
No.
7:!S
-Turner
pm 1:10 pm
Eight..
Company
:?
No. 10 The Scut.... t:J0 am
an
RANCH
Look at this, must be eold on
"FOR RENT-rStorer- oom
from sorra.
account falling health;
house, No. II From El Paso 1:14 psa
Central.
on
FOK RENT Psrt of store
garage, beji. Implements, with or wlth-o- . So to From. El Paso 7:41 am
between First and Second, Address
acres alfalfa, fruits
stock; Twenty-tw- o
No. tl
No. to connects at I'elen
T. V . cape Journal,
all kinds; two miles from .city, phone
t C1t
a41
VtoM Valte- - K
2417-RWest
Cu413
owner,
or
4S.,
Postoffice box r.f
FOR RENT Building at
0
Oast
ES.
192. Old Albuquerque, N. M.
pper eultablfor garaga. Inquire B.
t TtaloB with NV 11
No. J J connect.
and
Bank
Sherman, at Tint Savings
Journal Want Ads Urlng Results.
Trust Company, phone 8
FOR RENT Stors room and cellar, 25
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 Boulh First,
accessible by alley from Second street,
Fred Lutby.
Oold and Central avenues.
"
at Cltlsene National bank.
..
CRvKin
mil t B,.nn.
.,,! i.n.nl
tnnt hrlek hnlldlntfl Hood fiOndltlon:'
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shops:
terms See or write U Heyiian. 101
On North Thirteenth Street, live room frame, basement,
N rth First. Altuiauernue N. M.
Areola heat. Built In feature". Oalt floor. A well built
WANTED Houses
LOST

'ANEW HOME

Tit rent rooming houses by
713 West Marble.
competent lady.
WANTED To buy four or flve-roohouse: must ha rhun. and In FourLni
ward. Call-172West Centrnl.
LIST your property for sale or rent with
J. E. tlonee, real estate; good service
and Interest takes.
110 West Silver,
;
liuoue 477. V
VAN TED

Jtt.

.

--

"
I

'v.,,.

home, in good location...

"

..WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
Phone

110.

223

WesV-sSoM-

j

.

.....

"" "
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AMERICAN PRIEST
WILL DIRECT RUSS
FOOD DISTRIBUTION

T

REFRIGERATOR

654 TAXI

DAY

How many quarts

WARD'S

grape Juice today, at

CASH

STORE,

friend a

CONTINUOUS

1

II

TO

Raymond

P. M

Phono

NOW SHOWING

ifs:

boxoday.'
F. Bloom,
.

.2167-J-

1

, Phone 28

Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central.
Pbone
402

MFTZV.

fi',.v

CLASS

IN

EVERY WAY
Her Love Was Only His Business

Dr. H. E. Kimble
DENTIST

TODAY AND TOMORROW

HIGHEST

I

B5e.

Orders Delivered for 10c,

508 West Central.

,

DAHLIAS
&
GLADIOLI
Fresh cut all colors Send a

Sat-su-

of Welch's

LINE

Phone 654

Due today California Malaga grapes, trapedy plums,
plums, yellow freestone peaches, Bartlett pears, fancy
tomatoes, celery and lettuce.
Have left a few more of the half pound cans of Ben Ilur
coffee to give free with each pound of Ben Hur tea.
Another shipment National rakes and crackers. Here is
a partial list: Chocolate puff cakes, marshmallow pecans,
cocoanut fads, jiut top cakes, golden rod sandwich, Zwiebach.

V

'

'August 9, 1922.

I

,

Reymann's Auto Body

bAROUND

LOCAL ITEMS

I

Pbone 4 and 6.
The Womans' Missionary society
of the First Baptist church will
hold its regular monthly business
meeting at 3 o'clock this afternoon
at the church.
Factory wood, full truck load.
Oak Grove Woodmen circle will
meet In regular session at the
Knights of Pythias hall at 8
o'clock tonight. After the meeting
cards will he played and refreshments will bo served.
There is an undelivered telegram
at the Postal Telegraph office for
Jack Gillespie.
four dollars. Hahn Coal company.
1'hone 91.
Lieutenant Otis Wood arrived In
the city last' night from San Franwife and small
cisco to join
son for a
furlough.
He is, the son of F. B. Wood,who
has reopened his home for the
Visltors.at 710 East Central avenue.
F. B. Houghton, freight traffic
manager for the Santa Fe with
headquarters in Chicago, was here
yesterday, accompanied by Mrs.
Houghton and their niece, Miss
Jones. The Houghtons have been
sonJ
visiting at Ficrro with theirswore
Augustin Eopej yesterday
words
with
assault
to a charge of
against Florenclo Rodriguez. The
case is said to have originated
from an altercation on July 17. It
will be heard in Judge Roddy's

iis

court.

I

Dr. H. J. Davis has returned
from a week end spent at the
Itito do los Frijoles.
There will be a regular meeting
of the Fraternal Brotherhood at
the Odd Fellows hall at 8 o'clock
tonight.

Mr. and Mrs. D. C. deBaca and
Mrs. Pedro M. Sandoval were in
the city from Sandoval yesterday
ior medical attention.
Miss I.aura McGuire, secretary
to the county agent, has returned
from her vacation on the Pecos.
William Park, editor of the
fitate Baptist magazine, left last
night for Fort Sumner to attend
n, convention.
Miss Catherine Sexauer who has
been head of the U. S. Veterans'
hureau Bchool here for tl)e past
two years has been transferred to
Colorado Springs. She wl.ll spend
six weeks there and proceed to
Denvtr where she will have a responsible position with the bureau.
of
, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hervey
Koswell have purchased a house
will
nd
at 121 North High street
make their home here. Mr. Hervey is a law partner of W. C.
Iteid and E. S. Iden of this city.
Mrs. M. L.. Fox left yesterday
for Springfield, 111., to take the
fcody of her father, E. I
Ora-hoo- d,

there for burial.

The small son of John Brazley,
a tourist, who was accidentally
shot in the side near Willard has
leen taken to a local hospital for
medical treatment,
has purchased
i Pearce Rodey
several lots at Jemez from Col. A.
for the
be
leased
W. Harris to
construction of a public garage.
Vj
Little Dorothy Reynolds,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
,J. B. Reynolds is reported to be
from serious burns
recovering
received several weeks ago.
;tr Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Strong and
Tlece. Miss Alleen Keeler, and Miss
Mary Jardine have returned from
a. njotor trip.
Fftbian Garcia, head of the exat State College,
perimental station to
Bpend several
arrived yesterday
with
County Agent Rey'days here
nolds inspecting the fruit growing
in the valley. Mr. Garcia ays that
In the valley around Belen there
will be a big apple crop this year.
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,
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Just unloaded car high grade
sizes and kinds.
garbage cans, all sale.
See them
Now on spfclal
today.

J. Korber & Co.

Works
i

filed
Randolph C. Lawrence
suit in tho district court yestera
for
divorce
from
day asking

Grace W. Lawrence.
Suit for J900 was filed in the
district court by C. E. Blgelow
against It. Romero,
A referee was named
by the
court In the case of Mary Furey
against John Furey.
Catarlna Cyreno filed suit for
divorce against J. E. Cyrene Id
the district court yesterday.
A referee was appointed yesterday in the case of Bertha McCabe
against M. II. McCabe.
A writ of habeas' corpus
was
issued by the district court yesterday in the case, of Myrtle Adair
Davis against Edward' Adair. The
defendant is required ' to show
cause why he should retain the
who
custody of three children
have been given
by California
courts into the custody of the
plaintiff.

Ira Downey started work
tcrday morning on what will be ona
modern Pueblo type bungalow

--

j

Bet. Edmund A. Walsh.
Pope Pius XI has chosen the

-

ELKSTTGlVE

6 .Cans

SENIORITY OF MEN
NOW WORKING TO BE
PROTECTED BY ROAD

Fletcher

MONUMENT

The Santa Fe railway will protect tho seniority of tho men who
have, been employed since the
strike and those who remained
at their jobs on July 1. The following bulletin explanatory of the
railway's position was posted yesterday in the Santa Fe shops

D0N7

WORKS

L?w1sasE

CARRY

MONEY ON Y0VR

immortal drama

TRIP

Sardoo's
rial drama

,

!.

,

I

apparatus, and paraphernalia for

I'bnne

213 Kimlh Second.

BB7--

I tr
C'nll anil Delivery.
the ceremonies has arrived and will
be used for the first time.
The following persons will be
G. D. Itamsey,
given the degree:
Grant Shaw, Mark Peters. H. O.
W.
L.
Claggett,
Porter, P. C. Black I To replace that broken window
burn, Manuel Stern, F. C. Cumglass. Albunueroue Lumber Co. (
Phono 421. 422. North First, t
mins, Clarence Holt, R. C. Little,
.1. A. Silva, G. W. Williamson,
C.
W. Sauer, G. GiomI, W. C. Anderson.
Word has been received by Exalted Ruler Arthur Trages that Boh
Morton, who Is to direct tho Elks'
circus. October 2 to 7, will be here
Fninrtern MnrhlnlBiB,
All officers and fcoadh
Fnrlnpfr
Saturday.
Canting! in Iron, Brass, Bronz. Alum
of committees are expected to meet Inurn.
Electrlo
Oil
Mntors.
Engine.
Mr. Momm at the club at 7 o'clock Pumn and
Irrigation.
on Saturday evening.
The show is
Wflrl
nrnl Office Albnniierqnft- and
best
be
to
the
biggest
expected
Elks' circus ever staged in Albu
querque.
The heads of committees are as
follows:
Arthur Prager, C. S.
White. Fred Fisher. E. F. Landolfi,
2
Gallon, Packed,
It. E. Sherman, C. E. Twogood, Deo
and delivered, $1.00
Murphv. C. S. Quickel, C. S. Oden,
Phone - .- F. H. Strong, S. M. Weil, Felix
sis
Ganotti. H. T,. Pinkerton, F. P.
Canfield. Joe Regensberger, II. P.
Pickerel!.
The committees will have 150 assistants, and volunteers from the
membership are wanted. The proJl.fiOO on close-iresiceeds of the circus will go into the
dence. Fourth ward.
Elk charity fund.
'
Phone (J03-- J
CANADIAN EDITOll DIES.
The Pas. Manitoba, Aug. 8.
Word was received here today of
the death at Vancouver of Grant
E. Ttine, 40, for many years editor
of Tho Pas Herald. Mr. Rice was
one of the founders of The Pas dog
DTERS AND flATTERS
derby and was primarily responsiHUG CLEANING
ble for the success of the races. He
has written a book on dog racing
Phone 45H. Vor. etb and Gold

Let Us Send a Mani

Let Us Equip You For
the Trip.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

First Savings Bank

Pat he Review
Current Events

and

Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE.

REGULAR PRICES

N. M.

Albuquerque's

Theatre

'.Kit''

r

umir

ADDED ATTRACTION

K

-

Her style and beauty were put on parade to make
him look successful.
He never stopped to think that she misht attract
other men too much.

Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and"
may be replaced if lost.

IT IS THE WORLD'S
GREATEST SPECTACLE
If you miss "Theodora''
you may as well stop
going to motion pictures

J.

IN

"Her Husband's Trademark'

Our

v

INITIATION

Gentry's eggs, 50c; for salo nt
Xow is the time for all good men leading
groceries.
Seventeen candidates will be initiated tonight by tho Elks at a ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTING
special meeting at which the cere- Forrest II. Noiirsc Electrical Co
monies ot Irritation will be the one
Phono 1251!-.order of business. The meeting
will be followed by a lunch, at
C. n. CONNER. M. r. D. O.
which Miss Cannie
Martin will
Specialist.
serve cake made from Swansdown Stern Osteopathic
325-Bids. Tel. 701-flour. Director Bietz, of the degree
'
team, has reported that the new
CITT M.FCTRIO SIIOR BHOP

Money May Be

Lost or Stolen

At slake was tho life of the
one mail who had awakened
lovo In her
Imperial
power, riches of a kingdom
meant nothing- to her. These
she gave, and that ho might
escape she turned a honlo of
lions upon helpless
hungry
tl.i i!: ::::dM.
SITU WAS HER AMAZING
liOVK
This great heart drama of tho
ages lias been given a getting
that lias made critics gasp for
ndjeetives.
It cost $3,000,000 and required
. two years
time to produce
"Theodore."
25.000
people In the east,
headed by Rita Jolivet.
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WHOLE NIGHT
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Always-
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AIR-COOLE- D

A Goldwyn Graphic

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

STARTING TODA Y FOUR DAYS
NOTE:

,

ADVANCE IN PRICES

Matinee :
Adults, 25c
Children, 10c

Night (6 to 11 P. M.)
. Adults, 35c

Children, ISc
(Tax Included)

Thomas' Ice Cream
1--

...-

--

D ance Tonight

Wanted to Borrow
n

-

hmm

fmEm

Tijeras Canyon

MUSIC BY

x

i0n!ight Serenars

L

11

As there has been large

Plums

GALLUP COAL

COMING

"TEN NIGHTS IN
A BAR ROOM"

Grape Fruit
Watermelons

Oranges
Bananas

Cooking Apples Chile
Beans
Mangoes

Rhubarb
Turnips

Guys Transfer and

COAL SUPPLY & LUMBER CO.
,

Mglit Phones
902--

2033-- J

421

and

V.

niONES

VM. R. WALTON,

We haul anything, any time and
anywhere.
323 Soutli Sroon'l
I'hono 371

Central.

Drive it Toirself New Fords
and Dodces, Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQUERQUE
DRrVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

GALLUP LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS EGG COAL

FOGG, The Jeweler
.70c
.12c
.15c

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street.

'

Wednesday

and

Thursday Night.

BERNALILLO,
NEW MEXICO
Sand Storm Orchestra
EveryGood
time
body Welcome.

assured.

if

COfAW

;tri

I
I

1

Phone 91

a

Diamonds.
Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
PoRtofflce.
Opposite
118 South Fourth.

FIESTA DANCE

IWpPimSPig

KINDLING Order a Load of Factory Wood
Big Truck Load Four Dollars

HAHN COAL

Green Corn
SPECIAL TODAY ONLY

5

President and Manager

1209--

RENT A CAR

Carrots

Puffed Wheat, package
Puffed Rice, package
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.

The very hest. TJnlondlnB now from cars. A ton or more In
your bin Is the best lucl Insurance.

Storage

Pbone

Apricots

Strom Lake Corn No. 2

Phone 60.

G. E.

"All Employes:
wire from
Vice
"Following
!
President A. O. Wells:
" 'Regardless
disof
press
patches you may positively assure
TO tho
loyal men who have remained
at worls and those whose services
may have been engaged since the
inception of the strike that this
company will protect their senBIG
iority and tho best that men on
strike who have not been guilry
of intimidation
or violence can
hope for will bo to bo afforded
Seventeen Candidates Will work
as vacancies occur or as
Receive Degree; New Ap- their services may bo needed,
then only ns new men.'
,T.
It. SEXTON,
paratus Arrives for the
"(Signed)
"Mechanical Supt."
Committee's Use.

J.

Beets
Tomatoes

of the Better
Kind. ...

"We Pay, the Freight"

sensation

A

a

Cantaloupes
Eating Apples
Head Lettuce
Egg Plant

Memorials

here:

Columbia avenue.
Cans
The Development company on demand for Garbage
Monday morning put a force of we have just received car
twenty men to work extending of high grade
Garbage
the water system for 2,000 feet Cans of all kinds and
sizes
in the greater restricted district,
which will at once supply water and now have on special
to over 100 lots in that section.
Those who purchased lots in thr-.- sale. See them today. "We
district in the early summer can deliver." J. Korber & Co.,
now prepare for fall building.
208-22- 0
North Second St.
The promised paving of East
Central avenue has already developed three new buyers of home DR. FRANK fc. MaoORACKEN,
the DR. DAISY
Bites in the Heights since
MacCKACKEW.
Osteopathic Physicians.
The (Jllilersleeve Electrlo Co., K. P. Building. Pbone Office 89-211 East Central. Phone 797-Residence 89--

Reaches
Lemons

MONUMENTS

it.'

Edmund A. Walsh of Georgetown
University, Washington, D. C, to
take charge of the distribution of
food in Russia through the papal
relief mission. Father Walsh, who
will establish headquarters m Moscow, was a member of the American Relief Administration.
,

t

i

of

ACTO AND TKCCK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHKKLS
Blacksmlthlng and Woodwork.
702 8. Second. Phone 531 W.

MPIRE

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
i
DOINGS

'

Manufacturer and Repairer

COUKT
HOUSE,

Coal Supply Co.

two-mont-

THE

1

under proper conditions
from s healthy herd is good, . clarification
makea milk better, clarificatton plus pasteur
ization makes the best milk of all.
I For hot weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

A

NY

milk produced

;

j

n2! North Second.

II

L- -

I

b

'

'

Directed

bZyh feynods

ALSO USUAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.

DAIRY ASSOCIATION

B51

1

jTV

I VJ

ALBUQUERQUE
Phone

I.V..V. .v.

1

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
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j
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